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ABSTRACT
Crime is a spatial phenomenon. This study has proposed an urban opportunity 
structure model to understand the spatial patterns associated with crime based on the 
opportunities defined by urban structure. Any site in an urban space presents crime 
opportunities; the crime probability at a site is determined by factors such as urban 
physical settings, the transportation network and land use types.
The hypothesized model was tested through the approach of multi-scale spatial 
analyses comprised o f units from precinct maps used by the Jackson Police Department. 
The scales were defined at different area aggregations. The first scale was set on 
individual sites to investigate the site situation. The crime and urban structure data were 
investigated using the individual sites o f  Burger King restaurants in Jackson. Then crime 
incidents and urban structure data in terms o f transportation network and land use were 
aggregated and analyzed at the resolution o f grid zones, beat zones, and precincts using G 
statistics and spatial region model.
The multi-resolution unit analyses concluded that adjacent dependency existed across 
all the units o f grid, beat zones, and precincts. The second local streets (A4) and 3-way 
intersections visualized as the grid network carried a significant weight in the 
transportation network to affect crime opportunities. The elements o f  land use 
significantly contributing to the opportunity structure were identified: residential, general 
commercial, and vacant building. The retail locations for eating and drinking (restaurants 
and bars), educational and professional services in an area play a significant role in an 
occurrence o f crime incident. The picture o f a high crime probability site can be 
described as follows: a site in which the adjacent areas which are easily accessible
xii
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through a  street network such as a local grid network, with a  high diversity o f  land use 
and a  high density o f  residential and general commercial buildings, particularly retail 
commercial for eating and drinking.
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CHAPTER 1 THE SPATIAL PHENOMENON OF CRIME
Crime is a spatial phenomenon with spatial patterns o f  criminal probability/opportunity 
in a  city being defined by the urban structure (Brantingham and Brantingham 1975, 1977, 
and 1978; Brantingham et al. 1990). Crime has been a problem o f  major concern since 
the beginnings o f  civilization and is the kind o f  social behavior that must be considered in 
terms o f  its distribution o f the behavior in space (Bullock 1955, Engstad 1975, Jarvis and 
Messinger 1979). Places where crime is concentrated are beginning to emerge as a 
central concern among both criminologists and laypeople. While the larger areas o f  
community and neighborhood have been the primary focus o f crime prevention theory 
and research in the past, there is a growing recognition o f  the importance of shifting that 
focus to the small areas in which the attributes o f  place and its routine activities combine 
to develop crime events.
The spatial phenomenon o f crime has been mentioned in several early studies. Guerry 
and Quetelet (Herbert 1982), French geographers o f  the nineteen century, mapped 
convictions for violent crimes and property crimes. They found that crime was unevenly 
distributed across the counties o f the country. Violent crime rates were highest in the 
rural area of southern France, where property crime rates were low. Also, these general 
patterns had been stable over several decades. One o f  the first ecological studies o f  crime 
in cities was by Mayhew (1862), an English geographer. He recorded persisting crime 
areas and thieves quarters (popularly known as rookeries) within London in the middle 
18th century. The same area defined by Mayhew was observed as having very high crime 
rates by Wallis and Maliphant (1967) in their ecological analysis o f  London crime during 
the mid-1960s.
l
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Also, the English study during the 18th century mapped the spatial patterns o f  criminal 
activity at different aggregation levels such as cities, counties, or provinces and found 
crime rates varied not only substantially in space, but the variances in crime rates also 
occurred at many levels o f  aggregation. For instance, Glyde (1856) examined the 
distribution o f crime between a town and a  village. He found that very different levels 
and mixtures o f  crime were reported in different locations, and the highest rates and most 
violent mixtures o f crime were reported in the countryside, and not in the towns.
In the United States, Shaw and McKay (1942) demonstrated that delinquency rates 
were not distributed uniformly within a city. Rates tended to be higher in poor areas, 
particularly those with bad housing and rapid population change. These areas were 
usually in the inner zones o f  the city. White (1948) found that crime rates in areas with 
factories were higher than rates in contiguous tracts without these facilities. Lottier 
(1938a, 1938b) found that the rates for property crimes showed an increase in suburban 
tracts with satellite business districts. Similarly, Schmid (1960a, 1960b) noted that crime 
rates for burglary, fraud, and embezzlement were the highest in the central business 
district.
There are a lot o f factors contributing to crime spatial patterns, and some o f these 
factors include age, sex, marital status, family status, family size and ethnic status. 
Demographics indicate that crimes are most likely committed in areas with a 
predominance o f 1) single, young males, 2) broken homes, 3) large families, and 4) 
minority ethnic groups. Predominant socio-economic factors point to areas with low 
income, large proportion o f  unskilled occupants, lower education levels or high 
unemployment (Brantingham and Brantingham 1991). Living conditions can also be
2
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used to predict high crime areas which tend to occur in areas o f  substandard, 
overcrowded, rented housing. It is also commonly known that the delinquency rates are 
not distributed uniformly throughout a  city; they are higher in the central city area, 
negatively correlated w ith socio-economic status, and positively correlated with 
indicators o f instability as measured by population heterogeneity, population mobility 
areas with declining population, and poor housing conditions. Statistical reports in the 
United State in 1971 showed that most offenders were young. For example, 52.9 per cent 
was under twenty-five years o f age, with some variation by type o f  offense. In the same 
year, 84.9 per cent o f  known offenders o f more serious crimes such as armed robbery and 
arson were males. Females were typically shop-lifters or embezzlers (Pyle 1974). There 
is a  propensity for offenders from the unmarried and the children o f  large families and 
broken homes (Corsi and Harvey 1975, Willie 1967). Several studies 
(Amir 1971, Johnstone 1978, Morris 1957) have suggested that socio-economic status, 
especially unemployment was a key indicator o f  crime areas. Ethnicity and crime has 
been closely studied. In 1971, the United States black arrest rate was 20.8 per 1000 
compared to a white arrest rate o f 4.5 per 1000. The living conditions as measured by 
crowding is also consistently related to delinquency. Baldwin and Bottoms (1976) 
suggested that the pow er o f socio-economic status on poverty and old housing provides 
support for a mainly economic explanation of areal delinquency for a  Canadian city.
Urbanization is one o f  the spatial factors that influence the spatial patterns o f crime the 
most. Guerry again found that crimes against property were usually more prevalent in 
cities than in rural areas (Herbert 1982). Within a  city, wealthy areas tend to have more 
crimes against property and fewer crimes against persons (Burgess 1929). Ogbum
3
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(1935), for instance, examined the simple correlation between reported crime rates and 
demographic, economic, and social predictor variables for 62 cities, and the results were 
essentially similar to those obtained by nineteenth century researchers: high crime rates 
correlated with areas o f  low socioeconomic class in a city. One finding showed a strong 
inverse relationship between crime rates and the percentage o f blue - collar workers. 
Schuessler and Slatin (1964) applied the technique o f  factor analysis to the correlation 
matrices for reported crimes and some socio-demographic variables for large 
metropolitan areas, 1950 and 1960. Schuessler and Slatin (1964) studied property crimes 
factored with suicide and divorce rates and homicides and assaults factored with the 
"nonwhite" population and with various measures o f  over-crowded housing. They drew 
the conclusion that high rates o f  crimes to persons were spatially separated from high 
rates o f  property crimes in large cities.
The concept of urban opportunity structure uses demographic, socio-economic, and 
living condition factors in an integrated urban context to predict crime spatial patterns in 
a city. "Crime targets" or opportunities for a specified crime were studied at a site or a 
discreet area instead o f  measuring criminal activity on a per capita basis (Rengert 1972). 
For instance, a valid measure o f  risk for residential burglaries would be burglaries per 
number o f  residential units in an area rather than burglaries per capita. An environmental 
opportunity for crime incidents at a  site was studied by Brantingham and Brantingham 
(1991) under this concept. Some specific site properties were considered more conducive 
to criminal activity, with some crime targets more easily accessible to potential criminals.
The opportunity for crime does not operate in isolation from potential criminals any 
more than potential criminals operate in spatial isolation o f  opportunities in creating
4
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crimes. There must be interactions between these two factors: interactions in space. The 
relative accessibility entails two additional factors: 1 ) the existence of potential criminals, 
and 2 ) the ease with which the potential target can be reached by these potential 
criminals. Therefore, in addition to studying the crime occurrence rate with respect to 
what drives the potential criminals, it might also be advantageous to analyze the 
probability o f  occurrences within an area or at a  site with respect to both objectively 
defined targets and accessibility o f  these targets to potential criminals. In effect, 
therefore, objective site characteristics are weighted by their relative accessibility to 
criminals in determining the opportunity structure at the site. In other words, is an 
"opportunity" truly an opportunity if it is physically or spatially isolated from potential 
criminals? It is the contention o f  this research project that the objective physical 
properties o f  a site must be considered before it can truly be identified as an 
environmental opportunity for criminal activity.
Theoretical studies o f criminal spatial phenomena are driven by the overwhelming 
desire to prevent crime. The U.S. Department o f  Justice reported that during 1993, there 
were almost 11 million violent crimes and over 32 million property crimes. Expressed as 
the number o f  crimes per 1000, these statistics equate to 51 violent crimes per 1000 
persons and 322 property crimes per 1000 households (Perkins et aL 1996). In 
recognition o f  effects to reduce these crime rates, U.S. President Bill Clinton met with 
law enforcement and city officials from Salinas, California in September, 1996 to 
commend their efforts in reducing crime, specifically youth handgun violence by using 
spatial-powered crime analysis (Internet: GeoPlace.com 1996).
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GIS and remote sensing are proving to be necessary spatial technologies to study the 
spatial patterns in crime. GIS, an acronym for "Geographic Information Systems", is a 
computer-based data management, analysis and display technology developed in the late 
1980s to work with spatial data sets. Remote sensing involves using aerial-photo, and 
satellite images to analyze spatial incidents over time. GIS technology in conjunction 
with remote sensing will have a great impact on our lives as we enter the 2 1 th century. 
The merging o f  these technologies is believed to be another new  breakthrough and brings 
with it with the promise o f advanced spatial analyses on crime patterns in urban areas 
(Davis 1996). For instance, police in Waterbury, Connecticut developed a GIS/Remote 
Sensing system using status maps, incident maps, and scene analysis. The system can 
display the active incidents and the location o f  police units and allow the user to conduct 
incident analysis (MacAlister 1996). Also, Survey Police C hief Inspector David Cording 
in the United Kingdom says, "The new (GIS) system will provide the core element o f  
information and analysis o f our policing system into the next millennium" (Internet: 
GeoPlace.com 1996).
The goal o f this study is to analyze the spatial patterns o f crime with GIS and remote 
sensing technologies, using study areas o f crime opportunities in  the urban areas o f  
Jackson, Mississippi. It is hypothesized that the crime probability on a particular site is 
affected by the surrounding urban structure. An urban opportunity structure model is 
proposed in the study:
Practically any site in an urban space can create crime opportunities, and the 
probability of crime incidents at these sites are defined by the surrounding 
urban structure which is characterized by underlying spatial interactions.
6
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The spatial interactions can be reflected in the urban physical site situation, 
and the site situation is composed o f the transportation network overlaid on 
the land use characteristics.
The spatial interaction, transportation setting, and land use patterns which depict the 
urban structure are evaluated in this study. Starting with an investigation o f  the spatial 
interactions o f interested sites in the city, such as the locations o f  Burger King 
restaurants, the spatial analyses were conducted on the physical properties o f  the structure 
(transportation network and land use types) using multiple area resolution units 
(aggregation scales) to test the hypothesis.
More specifically the research objectives were:
1 . to establish the urban data structure by using conventional remote sensing technology, 
photogrammetry and geocoding o f crime incidents against the city o f Jackson's
base map developed from orthoimages (aerial photography),
2 . to investigate the hypothesized spatial effects of urban structure depicted from the 
spatial interaction, transportation setting, and land use patterns, and
3. to produce a crime probability density map that will help the police department o f 
Jackson to optimize their resources via better planning and management o f their patrol 
units within the city.
7
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CHAPTER 2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF CRIME SPATIAL THEORIES
2.1 Introduction
The causes behind spatial patterns o f  crime has been studied for more than a century. 
Early classical research studied the spatial patterns o f  crime by using cartographic 
methods. A map depicting the spatial extent o f a certain type o f property and their 
locations was overlaid with a second map depicting the area's socioeconomic 
characteristics. I f  any o f the patterns coincided, conjectures on causation were offered. 
Emerging national crime statistics on maps in England and France sought to discover a 
correlation between various crime types and an area's socioeconomic characteristics 
(Booth 1891, Glyde 1856, Mayhew 1862, Quetelet 1842, Rawson 1839). Plint (1851) 
investigated the causal importance o f age, sex, education, literacy, poverty and 
urbanization by mapping them against crime. He found that the spatial patterns o f  crime 
varied remarkably across the counties o f England based on these characteristics. High 
crime rates were found in the industrialized and urbanized counties that stretched from 
London to Bristol and from Southampton through the manufacturing midlands to 
Liverpool. Low crime rates persisted in the rural, mining, and non-urbanized small 
manufacturing counties.
The early classical cartographic research initially focused on superficial causal factors. 
Later, more systematic spatial theory studies were proposed by Lottier (1938a), Matza 
(1964), Newman (1972), Shaw and McKay (1942) and Wiles (1976). Harries (1974,
1980) and Pyle (1974) summarized the theoretical studies and proposed a conceptual 
framework to organize crime spatial theories (Figure 2.1). Human societies group urban 
settlements, defining locations based on social output, and the social output is the theme
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Figure 2.1 A Conceptual Framework for Spatial Patterns o f  Crime 
(modified from Herbert 1982)
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or reason why people settle down there and work together. For instance, a city may be 
formed to serve as a market for the adjacent surrounding rural area. A social formation 
toward a social output (a product) is heavily affected by ideology, value, and traditions, 
and to the extent that people are empowered and resources play a  substantial role for the 
formation. As a result o f  this, Pyle (1974), in the conceptual framework, listed social 
formation as a production stage, the first stage. The second stage is called the 
distribution stage. In this stage, there are several allocation processes involved in 
distribution: resource allocation, urban manager’s vision and decision, and differential 
access-inequalities. Also, social-legal processes including police, judiciary and social 
services can facilitate distribution. At the third stage, the consumption stage, spatial 
differentiation is the direct result of the production and distribution stages, and spatial 
behaviors and sub-cultures in this stage reflect the interactions between people and space 
resulting from the first and second stages. The spatial patterns o f  crime occur at this 
stage, and the development o f  crime spatial theories can be reviewed based on the three 
stages as defined in this framework.
For instance, Wiles (1976) developed the labeling theory from the first stage which 
focuses on social controls and definition, and on criminal law (the judicial system). A 
key notion o f  labeling theory is that social groups ‘create’ deviance by making rules and 
labeling violators o f these rules as deviant. Peet (1975, 1976) proposed the “lower-class” 
crime theory which states that crime spatial patterns originate from inequalities in the 
class structure o f  society at the second stage o f  allocation. The argument from the theory 
suggests that a capitalist society views criminal behavior as essentially 'street crime', 
committed by people of low socio-economic status, and law has been developed with
10
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excessive attention paid to the need to protect property (Taylor 1973). Marxist views 
suggest that the roots o f crime lie in the private ownership o f  the means of production 
and the resultant inequalities.
Crime is driven by motivation. The motivation can be rooted in the first or second 
stage. For instance, in the production stage, people may have different views o f  ideology 
and value which could result in conflict and violence in the third stage, and it is a 
common observation that violence occurs between different religious factions. Also, in 
the second stage, the differential access-inequalities o f  resources could be a motivation 
for people to commit crimes. An actual occurrence o f  a  crime is still dependent on the 
opportunity which is associated with a target. The opportunity appears in the third stage, 
and the spatial location and accessibility o f  targets would provide vulnerability to crime.
There are three levels o f  scale proposed to study crime patterns in the third stage: 
macro-analysis, meso-analysis, and micro-analysis (Brantingham and Brantingham
1981). The macro-analysis involves studies at the highest level o f  spatial aggregation, 
which studies the distribution o f crime between countries, between the states, provinces 
or cities within a  particular country, or between counties or cities within a state. The 
meso-analysis involves studies at intermediate levels o f  spatial aggregation, which 
contains the studies of crime within the subarea of a city or metropolis. The range o f 
such studies includes very large subunits such as the districts or precincts o f a 
metropolitan area, or smaller sub-units such as planning areas or census tracts, or very 
small subunits such as the groupings o f  individual city blocks. Research at this level of 
analysis examines the distributions o f crimes in relation to the distribution of targets, 
offender populations, routine daily activities (work, school, and shopping), criminal
11
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justice system or security functionaries, traffic channels, and zoned land uses. Micro­
analysis involves the studies o f specific crime sites. At this level o f  analysis the focus is 
on building type and its placement on a  lot, landscaping and lighting, interior form, and 
security system.
The rest o f this chapter will follow Pyle’s framework based on spatial scale to review 
the currently most accepted spatial theories o f  crime: zoning theory, social 
disorganization theory, sub-culture theory, defense theory, environmental criminology, 
and opportunity theory. These theories fell into three categories: the traditional theory 
development, statistical analysis, and crime opportunity studies.
2.2 Traditional Theory Development
Traditional theory development covers crime concentric-circle model, social 
disorganization theory, and sub-culture theory.
2.2.1 Crime Concentric-circle Model
The crime concentric-circle model was developed by C. R. Shaw and H. D. McKay 
associated with the so-called "Chicago School" of sociology, along with the noted human 
ecologists R. E. Park, E. W. Burgess and R. D. McKinzey. They viewed human behavior 
as normative response to social forces such as population densities, neighborhood and 
housing characteristics, and ethnic groups present in the urban milieu. This model 
applied urban spatial interaction in the third stage to illustrate the spatial patterns of crime 
on a meso-analysis scale (the study of crime within the subarea o f a city or metropolis).
In the analysis o f  juvenile delinquency in Chicago, Shaw and McKay (1942) adopted the 
"concentric zone" model o f  urban form postulated by Park et al. (1925) to explain city 
spatial patterns o f crime based on a variety o f  urban social processes and their interaction
12
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with the urban environment. This crime model was presumed to be applicable to many 
1960’s Eastern and Midwestern American cities and widely discussed in subsequent 
literature on crime.
2.2.1.1 Urban Spatial Land Use
The urban spatial interaction before the 1960s can be typically described by five 
distinct nuclei: the central business district, wholesaling and light manufacturing areas, 
heavy industrial areas, commercial areas, and suburban and dormitory satellites. The 
urban spatial distribution was believed to be represented as "concentric zones o f  land 
use". Alternatively, Park et al. (1925) distinguished four zones in a  city: the central 
business district (Zone 1), the zone in transition (Zone 2), the zone o f  independent 
workingmen's homes (Zone 3), and the zone o f  better residences (Zone 4). Zone 1 is the 
center o f the city and the focus o f  commercial, social, and civic life. Zone 2 is 
surrounding Zone 1 (the central business district) and is the area o f  residential 
deterioration and social disorganization caused by the encroachment o f  business and 
industry from Zone 1. Zone 3 is the turban ring o f  second immigrant settlement with 
residents who desire to live near their w ork Zone 4 contains the great middle class o f 
native-born Americans, small business men, professional people, clerks, and salesmen, 
which is the zone o f  communities o f  single homes. Burgess (1929) stated that cities start 
from an original center and with time grow out radically from that point restrained only 
by natural barriers. The economically better o ff families, with time, tend to build homes 
and neighborhoods on the outer edges o f the city. So families who are more 
economically viable move outward and sell their prior homes to less well off families. 
Thus the lower income members o f  the city and immigrants inherit the prior owned
13
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homes o f  the more well to do. And so the concentric rings o f city center, industrial 
center, older lower economic level, and economically well-off develop. As cities 
continue to grow “satellite downtowns” develop. These are made up o f  banks, one or 
more liquor stores, a  drug store, restaurants, auto sales, and grocery stores.
2.2.1.2 Crime Zoning Patterns
The crime concentric-circle is a model which considers the urban zoning spatial 
patterns to explain crime, delinquency, and other vices. Zone 2 (the zone o f  transition)
1ms the highest crime incidents. As the results o f  the movement o f  business functions 
into this zone, the area, which previously claimed some o f  the most desirable housing in 
the city, becomes an undesirable place in which to live. Houses, already old, deteriorate. 
Zoning laws change; people who can afford to move out do so, and there is no prospect 
o f  improving the housing in the area without public subsidy. Park et al. (1925) stated that 
the general effect o f  this process has been the gradual evacuation and devastation o f  the 
central area in all large American cities, leading to a  large number o f  cities that are dying 
from the core or heart. The poor live in Zone 2, and they are basically unskilled workers. 
The area in Zone 2 is characterized by warehouses and pawn shops. Therefore, Zone 2 is 
hypothesized by Park et al. (1925) as the area where crime and vice would flourish.
Shaw and McKay (1942) conducted several research projects in an effort to determine 
the relationship between crime, especially juvenile delinquency within Chicago’s urban 
zones. They marked the city off in square-mile areas and computed a  juvenile 
delinquency rate for each area. They then looked at the distribution o f  other community 
problems in Chicago; such as rates o f  school truants, rates of young adult offenders, 
infant mortality, rates o f  tuberculosis, rate o f mental disorder and compared them with
14
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rates o f  delinquency and adult crime. First, they found that these factors consistently 
correlate. Second, delinquency rates display a concentric-circle spatial distribution, and 
with high rates in Zone 2. For instance, based on 2,639 delinquent boys committed to 
correctional institutions for crimes committed from 1917 to 1923 in the city o f Chicago, 
grid Zone 2 had the highest rate. Accordingly, the rates decrease with the distance away 
from the zone o f  central business district. The lowest rate appears in Zone 4 (the zone o f 
better residences). Shaw and McKay (1942) listed their major findings as followings:
1) Rates o f  delinquency vary widely in different neighborhoods o f  a city.
2) The highest delinquency rates generally occur in the low-rent area located 
near the center o f  the city; and the rates decrease with increasing distance 
from the city's center.
3) High delinquency areas tend to maintain high crime rates over time, even 
though demographic elements o f  the area may change radically within the 
same time period.
4) Areas with high rates o f truancy also have high rates o f  juvenile court cases 
and high rates o f  adult offenders. In addition, an area with a high rate o f male 
delinquency usually exhibits a  high rate o f female delinquency.
5) The differences in areas reflect differences in community background. High 
crime areas are characterized by physical deterioration and declining population.
6) The delinquency rates for particular nationality and ethnic groups exhibit the 
same general tendency as the entire population i.e., high in the central city and 
low in the outlying areas.
7) Delinquents living in areas o f  high delinquency are the most likely to become 
recidivists; and among all recidivists they are likely to appear in court 
significantly more often than those from areas with low delinquency rates.
In summary form, delinquency rates vary widely over different areas o f the city, and 
are higher in the inner city with decreasing delinquency as you move outward from that 
center. High delinquency correlates to high crime rates over time stubbornly; even as 
demographics vary over time. High delinquency rates in males correlates well with 
female rates. These tendencies do not seem to be mitigated by ethnic background. 
Repeat offenses are a common characteristic o f offenders.
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2.2.2 Social Disorganization Theory
The concentric-circle spatial crime model, w ith its high rate o f  delinquency in inner- 
city areas particular in the transition zone, was characterized by 1) deteriorating, rented 
property, 2) high density of population, 3) large proportions o f  migrants into the city and
4) population loss to the suburbs. With some variations the pattern held for adult and 
juvenile offenders, for males and females and even within particular nationality or ethnic 
groups. Using delinquency rates calculated for community areas in Chicago and other 
American cities, it is found that a consistent correlation exists with indicators o f  mobility, 
housing quality, poverty, unemployment and ethnic minority groups. Shaw and McKay 
(1942) argued that these correlations had no special causal implications, which were 
symptoms o f  some underlying condition such as deviant behavior and high 
delinquency rates. The theory o f  social disorganization was developed from this 
argument and suggested that in the absence o f  a  stable form o f  society with legalistically 
based codes o f  behavior and established norms and values, criminality would exist. The 
root o f crime lay in some social disorganization in the first stage o f  social formation. It 
was the breakdown o f normal community relations in the deteriorating slums that led to 
high rates o f  delinquency. “Lack o f  social institutions, overcrowding, poor standards of 
housing, weak social controls (arising from rapid turnover o f population) led to, or foiled 
to prevent, the development o f criminal activity which became an enduring feature o f 
such area. Criminal skills and experience were passed on from one generation o f  
delinquents to the next through a network o f  gangs and other forms o f criminal 
association” (Shaw and McKay 1942).
16
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The mechanism o f  the theory is due to the most important characteristic o f  the invasion 
succession process in that it naturally produces neighborhood instability and social 
disorganization, which contribute to an area's deviancy rates. Criminal activity seemed to 
correlate well with the lack o f  social institutions, overcrowding, poor standards o f 
housing, and weak social controls. The criminal life styles were passed from generation 
to generation through gangs and other forms o f  criminal association. In the United States 
where the rural-urban migration stream is no longer predominant, these new invaders 
would be lower income, interurban migrants. Several specific phenomena arise from the 
conflicts and social disorganization during the transitional period, presumably resulting in 
higher crime levels. Also noted was a correlation between rate o f deviancy and 
population pressure. Many researchers, for example, have been led to examine population 
density and persons per dwelling as contributors to deviant behavior and the impact o f the 
ethnic composition o f  areas on their crime rates.
A more specific representation of social disorganization theory was represented by the 
concept o f  lack o f self worth. Lander (1954) in his ecological analysis o f  crime rates in 
Baltimore relied primarily on this source o f  explanation: crime was a response to the lack 
of success in meeting the norms and expectations o f society. Anomie, or lack o f self 
worth, moreover, was an entirely separate dimension from socio-economic status.
Lander (1954) concluded that areas characterized by instability and anomie were 
frequently the same districts which were characterized by bad housing, low rentals and 
over-crowding. But he thought that the delinquency was fundamentally related only to 
the anomie and not to the poor socio-economic status.
17
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Social disorganization theories are now in some disrepute. Consider the relationship 
between lack o f  sense o f  value and delinquency. Is it a lack o f sense o f value which leads 
to delinquency (Lander’s argument) or does the failure to observe the law constitute an 
essential component. It is possible that conditions which constitute social disorganization 
and artificially set it up as an outcome o f  the process is theoretically unjustifiable. There 
seems nothing original in Lander's argument. The social disorganization theories should 
be seen as a descriptive convenience rather than a model o f criminological behavior. The 
theories only identify components o f  socially-relevant criteria which have an observable 
spatial order on poverty, poor housing, crime, etc. and tend to be located in an area 
context. But these components cannot serve as an explanation o f  why this is so.
One o f the very early studies that followed the same track as Shaw and McKay (1942) 
was White (1948), who found gradients in both offenders and offenses in Indianapolis 
from the city center to the outlying areas. Later, Lander (1954) found that crime areas in 
Baltimore were characterized by anomie that resulted from conflict among several 
cultures. In other words, when one or more cultures were in conflict within a given area, 
established norms and customs tended to become obscured. Social disorganization and 
instability resulted when individuals and groups abandoned their loyalties to their culture. 
Bordua (1959) in replicating Lander's work for Detroit found Lander's empirical results 
to be essentially correct, but criticized the anomie interpretation as too vague and 
judgmental and argued that a more appropriate theory is needed to emphasize particular 
combinations o f  socioeconomic characteristics which lead to social disorganization.
18
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2.2.3 Sub-culture Theory
The original concepts o f sub-culture were developed by Sutherland (1940), and 
his formulation focused on the notion that delinquency is a product o f delinquents' 
situation in society in the third stage o f  sub-culture spatial interaction. Sutherland's 
(1940) work explored more cultural transmission o f  crime than the diagnostic work o f 
Shaw and McKay (1942). The major cause for high crime rates, Sutherland (1940) 
suggested, should be sought within the area where the normal standards o f society had 
broken down. That is, where there was moral and physical decay, there were many 
newcomers to the city, high population densities, overcrowding, etc. The assumption is 
that under such conditions the family structures begin to collapse and individuals are 
“forced” into a  life o f  crime.
Crimes were associated with the process o f cultural transmission in which the 
delinquent tradition, nurtured among some sections o f  society, could again be viewed in a 
territorial sub-culture context. For instance, Mayhew's (1862) description o f  rookeries in 
London, where children were bom  and bred to the business o f  crime, is closely related to 
this notion o f  delinquent association, which suggests that a person becomes delinquent 
because o f an excess o f  conditions favorable to violations o f law over conditions 
favorable to law. The sub-culture context includes attitudes and techniques. Frequency 
and nature o f  contacts are also clearly o f  central importance. The steps from the concepts 
o f  this culture segment tend to view the offender in local circumstance.
The urban environment consists o f  a  mosaic o f  deferring sub-cultural realms, each with 
its particular blend o f  shared perceptions, attitudes and norms in respect o f  the law.
Some authors (Merton 1938, Cloward and Ohlin 1960) suggested that crime was not the
19
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only sub-culture to provide an alternative to the established order o f  society, and sub­
cultures based on conflict and retreats also flourished. The frustration o f  the lack o f 
legitimate opportunities may be resolved through the catharsis o f  violence or withdrawal 
assisted by alcohol or drugs. Where such outlets become the norm, a  sub-culture exists, 
and a skid row is bom. Alternative sub-cultures can be spatially discrete and can coexist 
within a  single neighborhood.
Glaser and Strauss (1968) suggested that there are four essential elements in this 
process o f  differential association within a sub-cultural realm. Criminal behavior is 
learned from other persons within the intimate circle o f  the individual. Individuals 
encounter a mixture o f  legal and illegal behavior that favors law-breaking over law- 
observing. The learning process is identical whether the behavior is criminal or law- 
abiding, and the individual learns to break the law in exactly the same way as in other 
circumstances he would learn to observe it. The ecological significance o f this is that it 
implies (at least) the existence of neighborhoods or area in which the balance of behavior 
encountered by the potential delinquent is in favor o f  violating the law. Such areas will, 
over time, have their delinquent bias reinforced by the process o f differential association.
The mechanism o f  differential association involves not just the transmission o f 
definitions o f what is o r is not deviant behavior, but also o f  criteria more directly relevant 
to future offending. First, criminal experience is transmitted by simple observation or by 
word-of-mouth. Experience involves knowledge o f  the targets or victims, the chance o f 
success in the operation, the consequences o f failure, etc. Secondly, skills such as 
selecting targets, approaching or entering them, avoiding detection, etc. are transmitted.
20
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Lastly, communication o f the where, how and why information is important. Without it 
many criminal acts would not take place.
Matza (1964) emphasized the extent to which subcultures could be integrated with the 
surrounding social world. Delinquents are not isolated but are encircled by institutions 
that uphold conventional values. “Most young offenders retain choice, and drift between 
conventional and delinquency behavior; they rationalize deviance in terms unacceptable 
to society but are capable o f reform”.
Sub-culture theories were dominant for a couple o f decades from the later 1950s. 
Taylor (1973) regarded the subculturalist as inheritors o f the Chicago tradition.
Phillipson (1971) suggested that theories such as anomie, social disorganization and 
cultural transmission, all provided the basis for a subcultural approach. Cohen (1955) 
and Cloward and Ohlin (1960) focused on lower-class youth in a gang context and 
showed very limited awareness o f  spatial connotations, although the association o f  such 
groups with territories is well-established. Links with more closely researched themes 
by geographers occur with concepts such as neighborhood context and community 
within which localized sets o f  values and norms can be in spatial terms, groups can be 
identified with places.
Sub-culture theories are not without limitations. They have been applied most 
successfully to juvenile delinquency; with adult offenders many more variances appear. 
This is because o f  the greater spatial constraints upon juvenile criminal behavior.
Adults are less likely to be neatly locked into particular social networks, some o f  the 
parameters o f  which define the sub-culture system (Mack 1964). Another criticism is 
that sub-culture theories do not cope with offense patterns. Finally, the power o f  sub-
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culture theories varies between different types o f offense. These theories work better for 
opportunistic crimes than professional planned crimes. For example, they work well for 
more localized offenses such as assault and other forms o f  street offense, some 
residential crimes, etc., but are not closely related to the more extreme forms o f 
opportunist crime or o f  professional crime.
2.3 Statistical Analyses
Along with the quantitative revolution in the field o f  geography, the most notable 
feature o f  the studies after the 1950s has been the use o f  increasingly sophisticated 
statistical methodology. Many of these efforts eschew any explicit theoretical 
assumptions and do research dynamically based on individual cases. Certainly, 
methodological improvements have been made and the patterns o f crimes have been 
explored in a variety o f  imaginative ways for varying geographic aggregations. Such 
crime-related research studied the effects o f  different urban forms (other than concentric 
zone) on spatial patterns o f crime.
The early stimulus for these statistical efforts came from  Lander's (1954) publication 
o f his analysis o f crime rates in Baltimore. The methodological advance was in the 
application o f  multi-variant statistical techniques which allowed the simultaneous 
consideration of a number o f  indices o f  crime and social conditions. Initially, he selected 
seven indices: education, rent, home-ownership, sub-standard housing, overcrowding, 
percentage o f  non-whites and foreign-born. All were highly correlated to delinquency, 
but some were more important than others. Using multiple regressions and partial 
correlation, Lander’s research suggested that the percentage o f  home-ownership and o f 
non-whites were o f primary significance (Lander 1954). The final stage was to use factor
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analysis to show that anomie, or social instability, rather than socio-economic status was 
the major determinant o f the incidence of delinquency.
In a study o f  Seattle whose data incorporated 35,000 crimes known to the police and 
30,000 arrests, Schmid (1960a, 1960b) used the regression mode and considered an even 
larger number o f  social indicators, deriving 18 from census information and 20 from 
crime data. Eight factors were extracted and interpreted as the major conditions o f  social 
differentiation in the city. The first three factors identified were family status, economic 
status and population mobility. Crime was variously associated with each o f the three 
factors, but it was most associated with economic status. Schmid (1960a, 1960b) found 
neither the anomie explanation nor the differential association concepts derived from 
Shaw and McKay (1942) was appropriate. Schmid (1960a, 1960b) also isolated an area 
characterized by particular combinations o f  crime types and socioeconomic variables. 
Based on this regionalization, Schmid identified combinations o f  social spatial 
characteristics such as low social crime types. Yet, Schmid (1960a, 1960b) was aware of 
the dangers in the spatial crime research when he stated: "any conclusion that might be 
derived directly from the analysis logically pertain to area and not to 
individuals.-.although one may be strongly tempted to infer causality, these 
results...merely measure the degree of concomitance o f community structure and 
characteristics”. Following Schmid's (1960a, 1960b) study there have been many 
statistical analyses o f  crime rates within single cities (Flango and Sherbenou 1976, 
Schuessler 1962, Schuessler and Slatin 1974) and across states (Harries 
1971, Quinnery 1966).
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A variety o f  crime statistical studies, some emphasizing one or more o f Shaw and 
McKay's (1942) findings, have attempted to replicate their work and to extend it further. 
The majority have upheld Shaw and Mckay's contentions. Aside from the feet that 
variations in relationships among socioeconomic variables have been found, essentially 
the same variables have been used over and over with few new insights (Baldwin 1975, 
Phillips 1972, Pyle 1974). Other spatial crime analyses (Corsi and Harvey 1975, 
Mladenka and Hill 1976, Smith 1974) have continued to develop statistical sophistication 
without providing much theoretical clarification.
2.4 Defense Space Theories
Defense space theories were proposed by Newman (1972), the first scholar to take the 
hints regarding environmental design and expand upon their implications for crime 
occurrences. He elaborated on the concept o f  defensible space as “a model for residential 
environments that inhibits crime by creating the physical expression o f a social fabric that 
defends itself." The major tenets o f defensible space are territoriality, natural 
surveillance, image and environmental setting. These four components are purported to 
be the major determinants o f the criminal's site-specific images (Newman 1972).
Territoriality refers to “the capacity o f the physical environment to create perceived 
zones o f territorial influence” (Newman 1972). I f  the environment encourages 
inhabitants to assume rights o f  control over spaces it will be more secure. Newman 
(1972) hypothesized that environmental design and the spatial juxtaposition o f certain 
physical elements create defensible space. He argued that the design o f  the physical 
environment can create perceived zones o f territorial influence. Based on this notion, he 
suggested m echanism s for the subdivision and articulation o f  the residential area
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environment to enable inhabitants to assume territorial attitudes and prerogatives. This 
sense o f  territoriality should be perceived by the criminal who would feel like an 
intruder. Territoriality is implemented by such design features as the creation o f  real and 
symbolic barriers, the creation o f  zones that are perceived to be under the influence or 
control o f  particular building types, the subdivision o f  existing streets to create 
territorially defined blocks and areas, and the creation o f  various mechanisms to produce 
interior zones o f influence within structures (Newman 1972). Residential inhabitants 
who possess a feeling o f  pride about their individual residences and neighborhoods 
should express this in such a manner as to create a territorial expression.
Natural surveillance is “the capacity o f  physical design to provide surveillance 
opportunities for residents and their agents” (Newman 1972). Newman (1972) proposed 
that there should be mechanisms to improve the capacity o f  residents continually to 
survey the non-private area o f their living environment, indoor and out. Although 
Newman (1972) sought to provide unobstructed observation o f the surrounding area 
mainly by means of lighting and spatial positions, such structures should enhance the 
entire area's sense o f surveillance as well. It seems reasonable to assume that in some 
cases the positioning o f  surrounding neighborhoods, coupled with a  sense o f  pride in the 
area's appearance, would reinforce the perception that it is someone else's neighborhoods 
that is someone else's tu rf and provide, as well, for the easier detection o f  criminal 
intruders.
Image is Newman's third proposition and reflects “the capacity o f  physical design to 
influence the perception o f a project's uniqueness, isolation and stigma” (Newman 1972). 
For example, m echanisms may be devised that neutralize the symbolic stigma o f  housing
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projects, reducing the common image o f isolation and o f the apparent vulnerability o f  
inhabitants. Distinctiveness in architectural detail, both exterior and interior, will promote 
residents' attachment to their environment as well as architecture that is successful in 
symbolizing life styles. A poor image will reinforce the alienation o f  the residents and 
increase their vulnerability to  intruders. In Newman's view, conventional design features 
negatively differentiate a housing project from a  surrounding residential area. The result 
is that the project becomes stigmatized and is more vulnerable to criminal activity. Since 
it is probable that micro images accumulate to become macro images, his use o f the term 
“images” as a separate tenet further entangles the independent importance o f  his design 
variables. Territoriality and surveillance both contribute to an area's image. Newman 
(1972) was attempting to show how one project may separate itself from the area's 
overall image. Furthermore, the image may function in a positive sense and differentiate 
a project positively from its surroundings.
Milieu is Newman's last component and concerned with the influence o f  geographical 
juxtaposition with "safe zones" on the security o f  adjacent areas (Newman 1972). He 
suggests that safety could be enhanced by locating residential developments in 
functionally sympathetic urban areas immediately adjacent to activities that do not 
provide a continued threat. Here is where Newman's work is most similar to that o f 
Jacobs (1961). This strategy o f  architectural juxtaposition likely reflects physical costs 
alone. However, such a total design (or redesign) effort could presumably maximize 
territoriality, surveillance, and image collectively. Vulnerable spaces may be made less 
so by the physical proximity o f  secure activities, for example by being overlooked by 
residents observing from the safety o f their homes.
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The crux o f Newman's thesis, that the environment provides differential opportunities 
for informal surveillance, is an attractive one, which readily links records with 
perceptions o f the vulnerability o f  some particular places to certain types o f crime. An 
American study (Pablant and Baxter 1975) suggested that school vandalism is less where 
schools are more aesthetically attractive and in better illuminated neighborhoods. In 
Britain, a  Home Office Research Project (Sturman 1980) had investigated damage on 
buses and shown that its extent and location are clearly related (inversely) to the degrees 
o f  supervision permitted by the internal layout. Mawby's (1977a) study of kiosk 
vandalism in Sheffield had similarly emphasized the visibility aspect. On public property 
(road signs and other street furniture, public lavatories) or private property (gable ends, 
lock-up shops and garages, high-rise stairwells and lift-shafts), a  lot o f vandalism occurs 
in busy locations. The defensible space theory has been most popularly associated with 
the problem o f high-rise living. Large blocks o f flats present an anonymous and 
alienating environment, which breeds crime. Newman's analysis o f  the New York 
housing projects indicates that the crime rate in large high-rise blocks with slab or 
cruciform tower design is likely to  be higher.
The defense space theory is significantly applied in the urban planning program o f 
crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED). Several scholars have now 
tested the attraction or deterrent effects o f physical features at individual sites (homes, 
business, particular apartment complexes) for criminals (Angel 1968, Duffalo 1976, 
Phelan 1977a, 1977b). The motivation for CPTED research is to develop various public 
and private policy strategies; as through architectural design and citizen involvement 
programs to deter criminals from committing offenses. First, as a  guide for the future to
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designers, officials, and citizens at various stages o f planning  process, particularly for 
new construction or urban renewal. Second, as a  guide to the deployment o f police and 
other anticrime forces for existing urban areas. I f  police are aware o f the location of an 
environmentally hazardous area, they can adjust the allocation o f force suitably (Reppetto 
1976).
2.5 Crime Spatial Theories In the 1980s and 1990s
In the 1980s and 1990s, crime spatial theories shifted in emphasis away from the study 
o f  the motivation of criminal offenders to the study of crim inal events themselves.
Newer approaches emphasized the characteristics of space and place in determining the 
time, location and character o f  crime occurrences. This approach became more widely 
accepted in the studies o f  crime theories although it was still controversial during the 
1970s and early 1980s (Barlow 1990, Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990, Jeffery 1990).
The spatial theories study the spatial patterns o f crime, which can be divided into those 
that seek to explain the development o f criminal offenders, and those that seek to explain 
the development o f criminal events. Traditional theories research on offenders before 
1970’s such as the crime concentric model (Shaw and McKay 1942), social 
disorganization (Lander 1954), and sub-culture (Glaser and Strauss 1968) had been 
dominant in the development o f criminology (Clarke 1980), which focused on why 
certain types o f  people commit crime. New research received more attention to 
explaining crimes rather than criminality o f  people involved in crime (Anderson 1990, 
WeisburdetaL 1992).
The fundamental goal for developing crime spatial theories is to prevent crime. The 
theories on offenders should eventually tell how people come to be criminal offenders.
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Clarke (1992) thought that such theories may suggest crime prevention strategies that are 
focused on those individuals who are likely to become serious violent offenders, or high- 
rate offenders committing less serious crimes. However, to date the theories about the 
development o f  criminality do not provide a solid basis for making such predictions 
(Clarke and Weisburd 1990). Therefore, a preventive strategy based on offender theories 
is not near at hand. But even if  the development o f  theories on criminality in the future 
explain more about offender than the current theories presently do, it is still not clear 
whether all or even most offenders can be prevented from involvement in crime.
The spatial theories on crime events are developed to explain why some targets are 
attractive and others are repellent. There is growing belief that the event theories can 
provide event-prevention strategies, and these strategies may have a dramatic and 
immediate impact on specific crime problems (Clarke 1992, Eck and Spelman 1987, 
Greene and Mastrofski 1988, Rosenbaum 1994). One evidence in this field that has 
contributed to the renewed interest in the crime events is the attention given to new forms 
o f  policing. In the U.S. a new method for policing known as “community policing” or 
“problem-oriented policing” has been widely accepted in local governments (Goldstein 
1990, Hope 1994, Maltz et al. 1990, Skogan 1990). The problem-oriented policing 
model has set its focus on identifying and addressing specific community problems and 
guided police administrators and researchers to pay special attention to the location of 
crime. This model includes residential addresses with serious domestic violence 
problems, parking lots with theft-from-vehicle problems, housing units and streets with 
drug trafficking, neighborhoods or blocks with serious crime/drug problems and public 
housing developments with a wide range o f social problems, and other “hot spots” or
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“high-call” locations (Annan and Skogan 1993, Popkin et aL 1994, Rosenbaum et al. 
1994, Sherman et aL 1989, Uchida et aL 1990).
Also in the 1980s and 1990s, the research scale on crime events begun to bring the unit 
o f analysis down to the community level, thus providing case studies o f  fairly large 
community or neighborhood areas. For instance, within this new research scale, a 
critical series o f  “reaction to crime” studies were conducted in the 1980s that sought to 
understand how victims and non-victims who reside in particular neighborhoods 
experience, perceive, and respond to local crime and disorder (Greenberg et al. 1982, 
Lewis and Salem 1986, Podolefsky and DuBow 1981, Skogan and Maxfield 1981, Taylor 
and Brower 1981, Taub et al. 1984).
The shift o f the spotlight in the development o f  crime spatial theories away from 
offenders to the events o f crime in the 1980s and 1990s can be illustrated in detail by 
discussing the environmental criminology and crime place theories.
2.5.1 Environmental Criminology
Environmental Criminology was developed to study patterns o f  criminal behavior, 
particularly about offenders’ target selection practices (Bantingham and Brantingham 
1981). It proposes that criminal events must be understood as a  confluence of offenders, 
victims or criminals targets, and laws in specific settings at particular times and places.
The studies which could be identified as environmental criminology during the 1970s 
and early 1980 were conducted to explore patterns o f  property offenses and to analyze the 
range o f social, geographic, and perceptual/cognitive factors influencing the situations 
and settings in which crimes are likely to occur (Sherman et aL 1989). There are four 
dimension in the studies o f Environmental Criminology: a legal dimension, an offender
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dimension, a victim or target dimension, and a  spatial-temporal or location dimension. 
Bantingham and Brantingham (1981, 1991) stated that those dimensions must be 
understood and interpreted against a  complex historical and situational background o f 
social, economic, political, biological and physical characteristics that sets the context in 
which all the dimensions o f crime are contained. Also, they mentioned that 
Environmental Criminology’s concentration on the role o f location and movement, of 
position and juxtaposition in criminal events does not deny the legitimacy o f studies 
conducted in other dimensions o f  crime; indeed a full understanding o f crime must 
synthesize information for all the dimensions against the prevailing situational 
background.
2.5.2 Crime Place Theories
In the 1990s, there were three other theoretical perspectives which had a great 
influence on the development o f  crime spatial theories: rational choice, routine activity 
and crime pattern.
Clarke and Felson (1993) explained that a  rational choice perspective provides the 
basic rationale for defining place as important and suggests that offenders will select 
targets and define means to achieve their goals in a  manner that can be explained. Some 
think it is almost always possible to interpret behavior as rational from the perspective of 
offender, so this perspective is to some degree untestable (Sherman and Weisburd 1995). 
Others have demonstrated that it is possible to test various forms o f rational choice 
perspectives which can be used to develop testable propositions describing crime events 
and offender behavior. This is particularly true if  a  rational choice perspective can be 
used in conjunction with a routine activity perspective (Sherman and Weisburd 1995).
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Felson (1994) stated that a  routine activity perspective has been developed to  explain 
the occurrence o f  crime events as the confluence o f  several circumstances: a motivated 
offender, a desirable target and the target and the offender at the same place at the same 
time. Besides, three other types o f  controls (intimate handlers, guardians and place 
managers) must be absent or ineffective. Intimate handlers are defined by Felson (1986) 
to be the people who have direct personal influences over an offender (such as parents, 
teachers, coaches, friends or employers). In the presence of such people, potential 
offenders do not commit crimes. People who can protect targets are called guardians. 
Guardians are defined as formal authorities such as private security guards and public 
police and include friends such as three women who decide to run together in a  park in 
order to protect each other (Felson 1994). People who manage the places are place 
managers. Place managers such as apartment managers regulate behavior at the locations 
they control. Eck (1994) pointed out that such people must be absent, ineffective or 
negligent for a  crime to occur.
Crime patterns explore the interactions of offenders with their physical and social 
environments that influence offenders’ choices o f  targets and explains how targets come 
to the attention o f offenders influences the distribution o f crime events over time, space, 
and among targets (Brantingham and Brantingham 1993). This perspective combines 
rational choice and routine activity perspectives to help explain the distribution o f  crime 
across places. The concept o f place is essential to this perspective. An offender must be 
in a  place when an offense is committed, and the place characteristics influence the 
likelihood o f  a crime. Place characteristics including the presence and effectiveness of 
managers and the presence o f capable guardians are explored by routine activity.
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Reasonably rational offenders, while engaging in their routine activities, will note places 
without guardians and managers and where their handlers are unlikely to show up.
A  crime pattern theorist are concentrating on how offenders discover and gain access 
to the place. A  routine activity researcher would focus instead on the behaviors o f  the 
targets and the possible absence o f  controllers whose presence could have prevented the 
offenses from taking place-guardians, handlers, and place managers. Eck and Weisburd 
(1995) summarized that places are problematic because o f their location and relationship 
to the environment for the crime pattern studies and that places are problematic because 
o f  the types o f people present and absent from the location for routine activity studies. 
Therefore, it is possible that crime-specific explanations may show that for some events 
crime pattern perspective is a particularly useful explanation. However, for other events 
routine activity may offer greater insight.
2.6 Fallacy o f Previous Studies
The traditional theories were first studied by Shaw and McKay (1942) based on the 
spatial analyses which grouped individuals into a  network o f areas, on a grid or other 
system, and calculated rates for each area. The association o f  the various phenomenon 
was then described by visual and statistical correlation of aggregate patterns. Meaningful 
generalizations about complex individual distribution could thus be achieved. The major 
fallacy o f this procedure is, in particular, the danger o f inferring individual relationships 
from  aggregate data (Brantingham and Brantingham 1990, Weisburd 1997).
The previous studies o f spatial crime have long employed this aggregation approach. 
For over 100 years various scholars have been examining patterns across many places. 
Yet, since the work o f Shaw and McKay (1942), there appears to have been only modest
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theoretical progress in this field. Most notable is the feet that the general character o f 
research findings has not changed markedly. Modem computer mapping studies can 
examine more detailed issues and replicated their analyses across a variety o f  geographic 
units (Greene and Mastrofski 1988). However, these improvements in data dimension 
and data handling have not led to startling changes in findings. Because o f the reliance 
on the analysis o f data for population aggregates, one cannot validly extrapolate the 
findings to individuals. Most scholars recognize this problem strictly in terms o f  the 
statistical view o f the spatial fallacy and found that comparable data for different units of 
aggregation yielded different statistical results (Brantingham and Brantingham 1990, 
Clarke 1980, 1995, Eck and Weisburd 1995). One cannot, therefore, infer statistical 
association at one level, as for individuals, by direct extrapolation o f  results from another 
level, as for census tracts. Most scholars only perceive the difficulty in these statistical 
terms, and succeeding methodological research has largely sought numerical methods for 
estimating individual-level association from grouped data (Clarke 1983, 1992).
There is, however, a  theoretical perspective on the fallacy that also explains the 
difficulty while illuminating the primary conceptual limitation o f  previous studies. I f  in 
fact, environmental pressure operates to influence behavior, as the ecological sociologists 
suggest, such pressures still do not produce the same effects on all individuals 
(Brantingham and Brantingham 1991). Not every lower class person living in a crowded, 
center-city location becomes a criminal. To assume that such forces predispose all 
people in certain urban area to a life o f  crime would also be a fallacy. The practical 
difficulty is, o f course, that previous analyses do not allow one to indicate those 
individuals who are most likely to become criminals in response to the urban settings.
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This conceptual stumbling block means that previous analyses are presently prevented 
from generating explanations for crime at the individual level Thus, it is only in an 
aggregate sense that previous analyses can explain the occurrence o f  crime. Therefore, 
previous studies are limited to seeking explanations for aggregate patterns o f crime across 
different parts o f  a  city.
The spatial patterning of crime is determined b y  a  variety o f characteristics related to 
both location and peoples. For example, most traditional analyses find that the lower the 
average social status and the higher the population density o f an area, the higher will be 
the crime rates o f  areas. But the area o f  most cities with the highest overall crime rate is 
usually the central business district, which does no t reflect the social characteristics o f  
residents but the difference in opportunities and social characteristics o f  residents (Boggs 
1966, Schmid 1960a). Similarly, many individuals from lower status and densely 
populated area o f a  city may have unusually h igb dispositions to commit criminals acts.
Another feature common to most previous studies is their perspective on the causes o f 
crime. Recent articles (Beasley and Anhunes 1974, Flango and Sherbenou 1976, Harries 
1976) discussed the impact of crowding, social status, and ethnic segregation on crime in 
much the same fashion as Plint (1851) or Shaw and McKey (1942) might have chosen. 
Despite this continuity o f  conceptual explanations for crime patterns, these studies have 
failed either to offer workable policy suggestions for anticipating crime occurrence or to 
provide a satisfactory individual-level explanation for criminal behavior.
2.7 Opportunity Approaches
There is currently a significant research effort developing in urban crime studies which 
considers the location o f  individual crimes and the  patterning o f crime from the
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viewpoint o f the individual criminal rather than being based on the influence of social 
aggregates (Roncek 1981, Eck 1994, Pierce et aL 1986). Such a perspective has always 
been o f  interest as, for example, in the many "lifestyle" treatments o f criminal culture 
(Letkemann 1973, Sutherland 1940). More recent research in this vein seeks to validate 
general propositions about why criminals choose particular targets and how public and 
private policy can deter such motivations. One such approach analyzes criminals' target 
selections in terms o f the distances traveled from the criminal's home neighborhood to 
their chosen targets (Brantingham and Brantingham 1991, Eck 1993, Gabor 1990, 
Weisburd 1997). Such research suggests that systematic biases influence 1) the 
criminal's choice o f  target, 2) his/her recognition of distant opportunities, and 3) the 
distance and locations to which he/she will travel to commit offenses. Different kinds o f  
crime have also been shown to exhibit different travel patterns. Other related research 
has shown that the sociological characteristics o f property criminals (ethnicity, age, and 
so on) are related to their target selections and travel distances, as well (Petersilia et al. 
1977, Reppetto 1976). These studies have begun to fill important gaps in the 
understanding o f  individual criminal behavior. Nonetheless, this approach has so far 
been limited to the examination o f  objective aspects o f the journey to commit crimes. 
What is absent is the subjective element in these journeys; that is, the perceptual or 
decision-making basis for journey selection.
Although the defense space theory addresses crime incidents from site designs in terms 
o f  opportunities, a great deal o f criticism has subsequently been leveled at this theory. 
Mawby (1977b), while agreeing with Bottoms' (1974) assessment that the theory is 
plausible, suggested that the theory is too narrow. Two deficiencies are particularly
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important. First, there is inadequate consideration o f  role o f  offenders. Busy places may 
increase the risks o f being seen but yet also increase the number o f  potential offenders 
who are likely to be present. Mawby (1977b) cites the evidence o f  his kiosk study: 
“whilst visibility may protect kiosks from vandalism where it is measured relative to use, 
kiosks in more public situations tend to be vandalized more than secluded ones, simply 
because they are used more” (Mawby 1977a). Moreover, busy places may present more 
opportunities for crime in the way o f  targets. Secondly, there is inadequate consideration 
o f  type o f crime. A well-defended space may reduce the likelihood o f mugging or 
vandalism, yet increase the possibility o f another type of offense because it is regarded as 
secure. Mawby gives the example o f gardens which may be used for the storage o f goods 
(bicycle, toys, etc.) and thus present opportunities for casual theft. Reppetto (1976), 
discussing the implementation o f  CPTED theory, stated that design theory lacks appeal 
because it is difficult to apply on a  wide scale. This is due primarily to the obstacles 
associated with attempts to build or rebuild aspects o f the man-made environment. On the 
other hand, Baldwin's (1975b) study of crime rates in ten different housing environments 
in Sheffield shows that the high-rise area was unexceptional in the levels of residential 
crime. Some o f  the conflict may be resolved by suggesting that Newman does not 
consider differences in offender rates between the projects (Mawby 1977b). High-rise 
blocks may have more offenders because they are less desirable to the average law- 
abiding citizen or, in the British situation where high-rise buildings, outside London, are 
largely confined to the public housing sector, they may be used as a dumping ground for 
less-desirable tenants. Conversely Baldwin's residential crime rates may conceal the feet 
that high-rise developments may be more prone to certain kinds o f  crime (e.g. mugging
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and vandalism) while at the same time reducing the: risks of others (burglary and 
residential theft). Defensible space theory provides us with a possible explanation for 
some o f the patterns, particularly the problems associated with the space around high-rise 
dwellings which are neither public street nor private compound.
Phelan (1977b) studied 23 ex-burglars to look at “series o f slides” and to visit the sites 
o f  some selected burglarized apartment units. PheLan found that, in terms of perceived 
vulnerability, familiarity with the area was critical and  that Newman’s techniques to 
promote territoriality and image (such as symbolic and real barriers between public and 
private space) were hardly perceived by the ex-burglars at all. Phelan questioned the 
effectiveness of the these latter strategies by observing: "the capacity o f  the ex-burglars to 
perceive physical cues which manifest a territorial sentiment among residents was limited 
to only a  very general notion” (Newman 1972). T he major deterrent for the burglar (and 
these authors assume for other types o f crime also) is fear of surveillance. This included 
being seen or heard by residents, passers-by, or patrol personnel. But, as for resident 
surveillance, the concept of territoriality is perceived only in a broad sense of neighbors 
watching out for each other. This notion did not arise from perception o f the arrangement 
o f physical cues as Newman suggested. Instead it arose from a pure surveillance sense o f 
the probability that residents would observe and report burglars.
It must also be reiterated that in all their forms, community crime prevention programs 
stress citizen participation. These programs could mot function if  the residents o f an area 
were not concerned enough with their crime problem  to do something about it. This 
problem has been explored by Musheno et aL (197 8), and it was pointed out that 
vandalism, lack o f  enthusiasm, and unwillingness to  inform on fellow residents are the
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prime obstacles to a successful resident participant program. No program devised by city 
officials will be effective in an area where the residents are apathetic to the problem.
Therefore, the defensible space theory has its own limitations. A t best, defensible 
space theory can only be partial in explanation o f  crime occurrences. At worst, it may 
obscure the importance o f  other factors depicted by the theory o f  the actual decision­
making criteria of criminals in choosing given targets (Mayhew et al. 1979). The absence 
o f such information severely limits the understanding o f  individual criminal behavior and 
how it is influence by environmental or architectural factors.
Recent trends in our understandings o f  the role o f opportunity in crime prevention 
(Clarke, 1993) and the impacts o f crime displacement (Barr and Pease 1990, Clarke 1992, 
Clarke and Weisburd 1994, Gabor 1990, Eck 1993) suggest as well that place should be a 
central component in crime theory and crime prevention The development o f the crime 
spatial opportunity theories studying the places in the 1990s was enhanced by the new 
computer mapping technology. The advent o f high-speed and inexpensive computing has 
allowed studies to examine places in ways that were unavailable just a  decade ago 
(Weisburd and McEwen 1998). Meanwhile, the shift in emphasis from the study o f 
offenders to the study o f  criminal events provided an important theoretical impetus to 
crime mapping, and encouraged its use not only in research about the crime place but also 
in the development o f  practical prevention programs. Continued advances in information 
and mapping technologies allow the overlay of crime information on computer maps and 
thus identify places where crimes are common (or hot spots) (Sherman and Weisburd 
1995).
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Computer mapping technology empowers the com m unity  and can lead to more 
effective crime prevention efforts. In recent years, the importance o f  community 
involvement in crime prevention efforts have been emphasized in the U.S. The 
community is now seen as an important resource for both identifying and solving crime 
problems. Rosenbaum (1994) restates the importance o f  solving efforts. In fiirther 
support o f  the concept o f  neighborhood policy he explained how the welding of police 
efforts and the inherent special knowledge o f people in the community could be 
synergistic. While police could provide location and details of past crime events, people 
in the community could provide insight through their direct experiences within the 
community.
Sharing these two types o f  information between police and members o f the community 
through the use of computer network and data increases cooperation and develops trust. 
This is a direct aid to analyzing and interpreting the huge amount o f  data included in 
maps (Goldstein 1990, Clarke 1992). For instance, Block (1998) introduces the concept 
o f  a  GeoArchive, a geographic database that is developed with the express purpose o f 
providing police and the community with data that can facilitate “problem-solving 
community policing”.
“Data overload” has become a major problem in the development o f  computer 
mapping applications (Weisburd and McEwen 1998). With the development o f new 
information technologies, vast amounts o f data can include hundreds o f  thousands and 
even millions of events. Data merged from the census, hospitals, and other city agencies 
can become quickly over-whelmed with maps and turn to a mass o f  uninterpretable 
points (Maltz et al. 1990). Weisburd and McEwen (1998) realized that even if the maps
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are focused on specific kinds o f  problems and include only one or two types o f
information, computer maps quickly begin to be difficult to interpret. Researchers came
to realize that data collection techniques and computer technology have advanced faster
than the capability to analyze this data effectively (Weisburd 1997).
We have no studies that have systematically examined 
the social structure and crime levels o f a large sample 
o f  places to determine the link between crime and the 
social structure o f  places. Therefore, we have limited 
knowledge o f whether the social structure o f  places 
influences the offender’s decision to go there, or 
whether the social structure influences behavior once 
the offender is at the place. We can, however, gain 
additional understanding o f these issues by examining 
the influence o f  site-level features on crime occurrence 
at places (Eck and Weisburd 1995).
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CHAPTER 3 URBAN OPPORTUNITY STRUCTURE MODEL
3.1 Introduction
Urban structure is viewed as an abstract or generalized description o f  distribution o f 
phenomena in urban  geographic space which incorporates land and human interaction in 
terms o f  pattern, distance, morphology, relative location and spatial interaction (Capone 
and Nichols 1976). The spatial interactions occur on an urban physical site, and the site 
situation comprised o f  a transportation network and land use, results in socioeconomic 
status differentiation. These “cues” can indicate the opportunity for a crime incident 
(Brantingham and Brantingham 1978). This approach probes how individual criminals 
perceived their u rban  structure and how they make a criminal behavior choice in response 
to their perceptions. For instance, a robbery offender is not unlike an individual actor 
who moves throughout an urban space and makes the decision to commit a robbery and 
evaluates opportunities within the realm o f his particular urban spatial structure. The 
structure is view ed differently by each individual offenders, depending upon their 
residential location relative to a potential robbery site (objective spatial structure), their 
knowledge o f  the environment (action space) and the area he or she has direct day-to-day 
contact (activity space) (Brantingham and Brantingham 1975).
Boggs (1966) suggested that crime rates should be determined on the basis o f  urban 
opportunity structure which varies throughout an urban region, resulting in different 
objective spatial structures for different offenders. Consequently, in the case o f  robbery, 
typically associated with a major component o f urban structures: streets, parking lots, 
residences, convenience stores, gas stations, and banks. The spatial behavior o f  an
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offender is partly determined by location o f  spatial activities, that is, the spatial 
interaction.
In this study, an urban opportunity structure model is proposed to define the 
relationship between probability o f  crime incidents and the urban physical settings. The 
components o f urban structure, which will systematically illustrate the proposed model 
and hypothesis, are reviewed in the rest o f  chapter.
3.2 Urban Opportunity Structure
The urban opportunity structure is an abstract description o f crime probability 
associated with a geographic site. It is comprised of targets, spatial activities, site 
physical settings and predisposing factors, which work underneath the basic structure.
3.2.1 Targets
The range of potential targets available in a city is clearly important in determining the 
type and frequency o f  crimes committed there, particularly, such as burglary and 
robbery, which are target-opportunity orientated. This is less true o f other forms of 
violence and some types o f  theft where the situational aspects o f the opportunity are o f  
motivation orientated. Boggs (1966) found that conventional population-based offense 
rates create spuriously high occurrence rates for central business districts which contain 
few residents and a  large concentration o f targets such as stores, merchandise and 
untended cars which invite criminal attack. In her study, Boggs used a business- 
residential land use ratio as denominator for business robbery, non-residential burglary, 
and grand larceny rates. Similarly, space devoted to parking was found to be related to 
auto thefts. On the basis o f these crime-specific opportunity-based offense rates, Boggs 
(1966) found that census tracts with small resident population but a considerable amount
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o f  business and commerce ranked among the lowest in the city. Conventional 
population-based offense rates for these same tracts were among the highest in the city. 
Similar findings were reported by Eingstadter (1969) and Wikstrom (1995).
However, it is important to recognize that it is not simply the location o f a target that 
precipitates an offense, though this will happen from time to time with completely spur- 
of-the-moment offenses. Normally targets only present opportunities when filtered by 
the offender's knowledge and perceptions. Before research can understand the potential 
risk o f  one target over another, a good understanding o f the environment through the 
criminals’ eyes and mind is necessary. The visibility, the deterrent effects (guards, 
security systems, access controls) and or other attractions of a target may remove it from 
the range o f perceived opportunities. For instance, Hannan (1982) found that offenders 
avoid places with people trained to watch their environment and to intervene if criminal 
behavior is suspected. He used multivariate cross-sectional analysis to investigate the 
deterrent value o f  bank guards in Philadelphia and found that the presence o f guards was 
associated with fewer robberies, even when the volume o f banking business and 
demographics o f  the surrounding areas were held constant. Landes (1978) demonstrated 
that the decline in aircraft hijacking in the United States was due principally to the 
installation o f metal detectors in airports and secondarily to increased use o f armed air 
marshals on flights. Additional police security in N ew  York City’s subway system 
apparently reduced robberies there for a time, even when problems with police 
falsification o f  crime statistics were accounted for (Chaiken 1978). Book theft from 
libraries was deterred through the introduction o f electronic security systems (Scherdin 
1992), while placing attendants in some parking facilities (Laycock and Austin 1992) or
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installing closed circuit television (Poyner 1988) reduced auto thefts. Besides, Clarke 
and McGrath (1990) found that protecting targets at places can be accomplished by such 
tactics as securing targets, removing targets from places, or making them appear to be 
less attractive. Property marking can sometimes reduce burglaries by reducing the value 
o f  the stolen goods (Laycock 1985). The use o f exact feres on public busses, i.e. no 
money other than fere change locked in a box attached to the bus floor was an effective 
deterrent to robberies (Clarke and McGrath 1990). Grandjean (1990) reported that Swiss 
banks with security screens have fewer robberies than those without such barriers. The 
installation o f security screens in British post offices resulted in few er robberies o f  these 
places (Ekblom 1987). The value o f  access control features for controlling crime 
depends on crime.
3.2.2 Spatial Activities
The spatial activities in an urban setting provide a set o f contexts to the crime 
opportunities offered by the location o f  targets. These contexts include the spatial 
interactions o f school, work, recreation and neighborhood, and even include the contexts 
o f  more periodic events such as holidays and excursions (Clifton 1987, Homel and Clark 
1995, Hunter and Jeffrey 1992, LaVigne 1991, Sherman 1992, W ilson 1990). The 
significance o f  the spatial interactions lies in the way in which an individual's behavior is 
influenced by the values, attitudes and perceptions o f  groups with whom he or she most 
commonly interacts (Brantingham and Brantingham 1991). Schools appear to be 
important because the peak incidence o f  (reported) offending is around the school leaving 
time (Hargreaves 1967). In their long-term study o f  delinquents in  Tower Hamlets, 
London, Power et al. (1972) found wide variations (6-77 o f 1,000 boys) in delinquency
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rates between schools in the area. They were, however, unable to find any correlation 
between the rates and attributes o f  gathering area, educational attainment within the 
school or the type o f  school. Baldwin (1972) was skeptical o f  these results on the 
grounds that there are inadequacies in the research method. However, Power et aL 
(1972) did find that delinquency rates were persistent within the schools over the 11-year 
study period. So whether or not the explanation lies within schools, the schools provide 
an environment to inhibit delinquency. Hargreaves (1967) adopted a sub-cultural 
explanation, suggesting that in schools there are likely to develop contrasting group 
situations. A n academic sub-culture reflects teacher expectations and accepts the goal of 
achievement through examinations; a delinquent sub-culture is opposed to the dominant 
norms and allocates prestige through rejection o f  these norms.
Work is a  spatial context for crime that has hardly been studied. There are large 
amounts o f  theft by employees that go unreported, and petty pilfering is rampant in many 
industries (Ditton 1977). Very little white-collar crime reaches the courts, but it is known 
that the workplace is by no means crime-free. It can be supported that the environment 
provides opportunities for crime not directly connected with work. The acquiescence o f 
an employer to  pilfering within his firm must reduce the inhibitions of his employees to 
other forms o f  pretty theft outside the workplace. Not that this is necessarily a one-way 
process. An employer drawing his labor-force from an area where theft is common, even 
habitual, may find it hard to operate his business without a level o f  pilfering that 
elsewhere would be unacceptable.
There is also a considerable volume of evidence implying a  connection between crime 
and leisure habits. One o f  two peak times for offending is late, evening (Hindelang 1976,
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Evans 1980, McClintock and Avison 1968). The role of alcohol and drugs in crime is 
firmly established. Many crimes o f  violence take place in or near cafes, pubs and other 
informal meeting places. For juveniles, the streets or adjoining land may be the primary 
locale for recreation. In each case the distribution o f such facilities or the lack o f  them 
may give important clues to the pattern of crime. The concentration o f offenses in city 
centers may reflect not just the location of potential targets but also the feet that people 
are there for legitimate purposes. Many British peripheral council estates were built with 
inadequate social and recreational facilities. For criminal activity this may have two 
consequences. First, it may lead to an amplification of delinquency among groups, 
particularly the youth, trapped by isolation in such areas. Armstrong and Wilson (1973) 
give a graphic account o f such a  situation in Easterhouse, Glasgow. Secondly, offenders 
may travel to the inner-city area to commit their offenses, not as a purposive act, but 
because the inner-city remains the focus o f their recreational world.
Also, there is the role o f neighborhood as a context for predisposing opportunity. In 
some senses it is not fair to treat neighborhood independently from the other contexts of 
school, work and recreation since the neighborhood may encompass all o f these. Yet 
there remain certain aspects o f the neighborhood which are relevant to explain o f 
differences in crime rates. These revolve round the development o f neighborhood norms 
related to criminality: the degree o f  tolerance towards crime or towards offenders; 
expectations o f  behavior when confronted with an offense; attitudes towards police and 
other agents o f  justice; or simply perceptions o f the prevailing moral code. The feet that 
the neighborhood acts as a context for such norms is a product o f  spatial constraints on 
behavior and the social segregation endemic in urban life (Irving 1978).
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The spatial dependency interpreted as a site context for the spatial activities was 
proposed by several studies in a  half m ile radius surrounding an a re a , and the one half 
mile immediate surrounding area for s l site was used to established the site urban crime 
opportunity structure for spatial interaction and urban physical settings (Mawby 1977a, 
Mayhew et al. 1979, Poyner 1988, W^ebb and Laycock 1992). Harrison and Sarre (1971) 
stated that offenders work in the area they know best, and a high probability o f  crime 
would be committed in the immediate area, i.e., the few blocks around their homes (one 
half mile can be counted for the “few  blocks”). In other words, the target site is most 
likely attacked by the offenders who live in the immediate surrounding area. Other work 
by Rhodes and Conly (1991) supports this one one-half mile immediate surrounding area, 
which reported that robbers do the m ost commuting to their offenses, travel an average of
2.1 miles (Figure 3.1). Burglars travel slightly less, averaging about 1.62 miles (Figure 
3.2) and rapist travels considerably less, averaging about 1.15 miles, or only half what 
robbers average (Figure 3.3). However, almost half the rapes occur within one-half mile 
o f  the offender's home; this foils to 30 percent for burglaries and 25 percent for robberies.
Finally, the content, duration, frequency and intensity o f interaction vary considerably 
according to social status, demographic structure and length o f  residence. In a study o f  
Cardiff, Herbert (1976) considered differences between delinquent and non-delinquent 
areas on four counts. First, he found that his description o f the area as locator for 
delinquent behavior based on official statistics is confirmed by the inhabitants' 
perceptions. Secondly, while aspirations towards education are not consistent (some 
delinquent areas had high aspirations-}, educational attainment is markedly better in non­
delinquent areas. Finally, Herbert (1382) considered variations in parental sanctions and
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controls. Physical punishment is more common in the delinquent areas, verbal sanctions 
in non-delinquent areas a  pattern that generally holds over a range o f delinquency acts.
3.2.3 Urban Physical Settings
The urban physical setting at a particular site is believed to emit opportunity cues 
that are used by criminals to locate targets in space (Brantingham and Brantingham 
1978, Burger 1992, Forrester et al. 1988, Sherman 1992). The elements o f the cues are 
all the perceived relevant characteristics o f both areas and specific sites. It includes 
areas perceived as entities and site-specific characteristics, such as land use patterns 
(Hunter and Jeffrey 1992, LaVigne 1991). The specific connections between the urban 
physical settings and crime rates had been recognized by several studies (Engstad 1975, 
Jacobs 1961, Morris 1957). Engstad (1975) examined the volume and pattern o f offenses 
associated with shopping centers that offer a variety crime specific opportunities. For 
instance, the massive parking lots provide opportunities for auto theft and thefts from 
autos, and the retail business provide opportunity for thefts, fraud and shoplifting. Since 
the centers provide an attractive “hangout” or meeting place for youth, there is a 
corresponding variety o f  opportunities for mischievous behavior as well. The results of 
the study showed that the area with shopping centers had 61 cases of auto offenses as 
compared with an average o f  18 in adjacent locations without shopping, 115 cases o f 
thefts compared with an average o f  33 cases in contiguous areas, and 57 cases o f  fraud, 
shoplift and mischief compared to an average o f 27 in surrounding areas. He concluded 
that the locations with shopping centers had considerably more offenses deemed relevant 
to the presence o f such facilities than did adjacent areas without such structures. In 
this study, he also looked at areas with licensed hotels. The incidence o f specific
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offenses in those area is compared to the number of similar offenses in adjacent area 
without licensed hotels. Again, the result showed that the locations with licensed hotels 
had considerably more offenses deemed relevant to the presence o f  such facilities that did 
adjacent areas without such structures. It was also found that an over-representation o f  
crime calls for a series o f  crime categories in places that were identified primarily as drug 
markets (Weisburd and Green 1994). Rengert and Wasilchick (1990) provide evidence 
from interviews with burglars that drug dealing locations might draw predatory offenders 
to an area to purchase drugs. These offenders then may commit predatory crimes in the 
area surrounding the drug places and thereby providing partial support for the view that 
places attract offenders for one purpose who then participate in other crimes.
3.2.3.1 Transportation
It has been argued that the street networks along with traffic and transit patterns 
strongly affect the distribution o f  crimes with traffic and transit patterns strongly affect 
the distribution o f crimes (Beavon 1984, Felson 1986, 1987). For example, at the block 
level, Beavon (1984) found that high traffic flow blocks had the highest reported crime 
rates in Maple Ridge, British Columbia. Blocks on feeder streets had annual average 
reported crimes o f 1.4 per block. Minor traffic artery blocks averaged 3.5 crimes per 
block. Major traffic arteries averaged 4.9 crimes per annum, while blocks on free access 
highways averaged 11.6 crimes per annum. Yet within particular types o f  traffic areas 
there are some types o f  locations (and territories adjacent to them) that have higher crime 
rates and higher numbers o f  crime related problems (Poyner 1988, Roneck 1981,
Sherman et al. 1989).
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Several studies suggest that the more access people have to an area or place, the more 
crime in the area or place. Friedman et al. (1989) examined the effects o f casino 
gambling in Atlantic City on crime in the small towns along the main routes to this resort. 
They found that crime counts increased in these towns relative to towns not located on 
routes to Atlantic City, controlling for town population, unemployment, value o f  
commercial and residential real estate per square mile, and population density. I f  it could 
be assumed that the small towns on the route did not change in social composition or 
structure at the same time casino gambling was introduced, the increase in crime would 
be most plausibly explained by the increases in outsiders passing through the towns. 
Nasar (1981) examined  stores with varying crime counts (convenience store robberies 
and commercial burglaries, respectively) and found that those with most crime were 
located on major thoroughfares. Comparisons o f high- and low-crime neighborhoods 
(Greenberg and Rohe 1984, White 1990) and street segments (Frisbie et al. 1977) show 
that area accessibility is associated with higher crime rates. The more people who pass a 
place, the greater the chances that the place will be the scene o f  a crime.
Brantingham and Brantingham  (1991) reported that the development o f major 
transportation arteries leads to a concentration o f criminal events close to the highways, 
particularly near major intersections and the area with grid networks, in general, have 
higher potential crime rates than area with organic street layouts. It was believed that in 
order for a crime to occur, the criminal has to locate a  target or victim in his awareness 
space. A  criminal’s awareness space will change with new information and as the result 
o f  searching. The expansion o f  this awareness space is along predictable lines; outward 
from known areas by way of main, predictable road networks. Residential area unknown
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with their winding roads, cul-de-sacs, and dead ends are avoided. Traffic is lighter and
there is a greater possibility that these non residents can be identified as such and
watched. For these reasons criminals seeking to expand their awareness space tend to
avoid these areas (Bevis and Nutter 1977).
In exploring new area, the potential offender will find 
it easier to penetrate areas with predictable road networks.
Areas with grid street layouts are more predictable than 
areas with winding roads, cul-de-sacs, or dead ends.
A  criminals behavior in searching new areas is spatially
similar to other urban residents, since residential areas
are spatially similar to other urban residents. Since residential
area with more organic street layouts and cul-de-sacs and
dead ends are more difficult to use as through paths, these
residential areas are less likely to be found in the areas,
therefore offenders are more likely to be identified by
residents when present. Because nonresidents are more
easily identifiable, and because they may become lost or
disoriented, offenders are less likely to expand their search
area very far into non-grid residential areas (Bevis and Nutter 1977).
3.2.3.2 Land Use Types
The locations o f  various types o f  land uses, including fast food restaurants, bars,
schools, taverns, convenience stores, churches, apartment buildings, and public housing
projects, can affect the crime rates o f  a  place (Brantingham and Brantingham 1981,
Roncek and Lobosco 1983, Roncek and Pravatiner 1989). Brantingham and
Brantingham (1990) studied the association between commercial burglaries per store on
blocks and the presence o f five types o f “commercial landmarks”: fast food restaurants,
traditional restaurants, supermarkets, department stores, and pubs. Though supermarket
and department store blocks had commercial burglary rates comparable to blocks without
these landmarks, the other three landmarks had commercial burglary rates 2 to 2.5 times
higher than the non-landmark average. From a more subjective perspective, it was found
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that commercial burglary rates were much higher within two blocks o f  major restaurants, 
bars and fast food locations in N ew  Westminster (identified through a general cognitive 
mapping exercise) than there were a t further distance from these well known people 
attractions. While the overall commercial burglary rate in New Westminster was 3.42 
per 10 stores, and burglary rates in the blocks surrounding the best known supermarkets 
and department stores were about 4 per 10 stores, rates for the best known restaurants, 
bars and fast food locations were at least two times higher (Brantingham and 
Brantingham 1981).
These studies have found that bars and high schools are associated with elevated crime 
counts in the blocks in which they are located, but have little impact beyond the 
immediate block (Roncek 1981, Roncek and Bell 1981, Roncek and Lobosco 1983, 
Roncek and Faggiant 1985, Roncek and Pavatiner 1989). Frisbie et al. (1977) reported 
clustering of crime within 0.15 o f  a mile around bars in Minneapolis. These counts were 
not standardized by controlling for the number o f criminal opportunities available at 
different distances from the bars, so it is unclear whether this is due to an opportunity 
gradient around bars or whether bars enhance the criminal propensity o f  people who are 
attracted to bars.
The research has also found that public housing projects in Cleveland are associated 
with a small but significant increases in crime on their blocks (Roncek et al. 1981). 
Because compositional variables have been controlled for, the facility effects are assumed 
due to the place and not to the people who reside on the block. Spelman (1992) 
examined the association between abandoned unsecured residential homes and crime on 
the blocks on which these homes were located. He found a positive association, though
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he did not control for the criminal opportunities on the blocks. He does provide evidence 
that the only significant difference between the blocks with abandoned homes and those 
without such homes was that the former had more owner-occupied buildings.
Eck (1994) found that crack and powder cocaine dealers seem to prefer small 
apartment buildings. Smaller apartment buildings appear to be owned by people who are 
not professional landlords and who do not have great financial assets. The majority o f 
the apartment buildings that contain drug dealing are encumbered with debt, have lost 
value, and are either just breaking even or losing money for the owner. Due to 
ineffective managem ent at these locations; the landlords either do not know how to 
control the behavior o f  their residents or they cannot afford to do much about drug 
dealing. Drug dealers may select places with ineffective management, either because the 
management is not on site or the clientele are better customers, or both.
3.2.4 Predisposing Factors
There still exist predisposing factors that underlie urban opportunity structure, that is, 
some areas emit more crime opportunity than others (Herbert 1977). It has been 
frequently noted that crime rates are high among the working class area. Social class bias 
in spatial patterns has been noted by Reiss and Rhodes (1961), Clark and Wenninger 
(1962), Wallis and Maliphant (1967), and Basilevsky (1975). While there is little doubt 
that area predominantly occupied by the working class do have substantially higher crime 
rates, Braithwaite (1979) stated that we must be cautious making assumptions about the 
role of inequalities in wealth and power which underpin class differences.
Factors related to housing conditions are also regarded as important among the areas 
in the study o f  the predisposing factors. From Shaw and McKay (1942) through to the
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present, a poor or deteriorating residential environment has been seen to be concomitant 
with high rates o f  offending. In the last decade, the role o f  housing has been given more 
formal treatment through the emphasis on the recognition o f  specific housing classes in 
which there are intimate connections between tenure, housing, amenities and the social, 
economic and constraints on access (Rex and Moore 1967).
Another housing criterion regarded as predisposing is overcrowding. Here the debate 
has at times been quite fierce but inconclusive (Freedman 1972, Gillis 1974, Roncek 
1975, Booth et al. 1976, Higgin et al. 1978). The root o f  the difficulty lies in the 
definition o f  crowding. Is it houses per acre, rooms per house or persons per room? The 
correlation and effects o f each may be quite different (Winsborough, 1962), but no study 
has provided definitive links with crime. Yet this is an important issue and it is worth 
outlining some o f  the arguments. Two quite distinct approaches are evident (Fisher et al. 
1975, Mercer 1975): that o f  ethnologists making inferences from animal populations and 
the more empirical explorations o f crime and other social pathologies using aggregate 
data. Essentially the argument is that as population density increases, there is a  change in 
behavior patterns which result in the reduction o f  growth. These overcrowded conditions 
in the rat populations produce a  sub population that display abnormal behavior in some 
way: hyperactive, cannibalistic or excessively withdrawn or passive. This sub-population 
displays a reduction in sexual drive. It must be noted that the large population, even in 
these less than advantageous circumstances display normal behavior. Calhoun (1962a, 
1962b) discussed in some detail the circumstances under which this phenomenon 
develops. Large cities are seen to be analogous to the crowded rat situation.
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It was proposed that large overcrowded cities could produce the same phenomenon in 
the human populace. This theory is questionable in that human beings have much more 
control over their environment in that human beings are much more adaptable than rats. 
Behavioral response, i.e. the human capability to adapt could show beneficial results even 
in non-optimal environments. Surely deviant behavior develops in uncrowded areas, and 
overcrowded areas produce a majority o f normal behavior. Partially, what is lacking is 
an adequate definition o f the social meaning o f  deviancy. Empirical studies o f  crowded 
areas have been pretty consistent in reporting a positive relationship between delinquency 
and overcrowding. Some findings, such as those from many ecological studies (Lander 
1954, Bordua 1959, Chilton 1964, Gordon 1967), have been tangential to the 
overcrowding in their argument. Others devoted more specific attention to the crowding 
issues in their review o f  density and crime (Schmitt 1957, Galle et aL 1972, Freesman 
1972, Gillis 1974). In some cases, the effects o f  aggregation are not properly accounted 
for so the possibility o f  ecological fallacy exists. In others, the variable (s) chosen to 
represent crowding are weak (for example, utilizing gross density per acre). There is also 
a preponderance o f studies dealing with juvenile delinquency and few relating to 
particular offenses. Those studies which attempted to control the variation in other 
criteria, for example poverty or social status, have found the effects o f crowding very 
weak. Roncek (1975) concluded that persons per room is more important a predicator of 
crime rates than population density but, that even so, the effects are smaller than other 
socio-structural variables. Crowding in an area is therefore an unreliable dimension. 
“Like social classes crowding appears to have a straightforward association with crime 
rates in broad terms, but at the individual level the connection is neither direct nor
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explicit” (Roncek 1975). Cross-cultural studies have indicated wide variations in 
perceptions o f  personal space (Schmitt 1963, Sommer 1969); if replicated on a more 
localized level these variations could do much to account for the difficulties o f analyzing 
the crowding effiect at the individual level.
3 3  Hypothesized Model
The hypothesized model o f  urban opportunity structure (Figure 3.4) proposed by this 
project is comprised of the site opportunity surface, spatial interaction, and urban 
physical settings expressed by transportation network and land use. The site opportunity 
surface emits crime opportunities through the underlying spatial interaction surface, and 
the spatial interaction would be defined by the physical urban physical site setting which 
is comprised o-f the transportation network and land use appearance or patterns.
A general opportunity structure model o f  criminal activity can be considered as a 
modified version o f the familiar gravity type formulation. Mathematically speaking, the 
crime opportunities o f a  site in terms o f probability can be described as following 
(Cesario 1973, Brantingham and Brantingham 1991, 1998):
[3.1 j Pij = KUiVjfiPij)
where
P{j = the probability of potential criminals on a site or in an area i committing a crime on
a site or in  an area j 
Uj = an origin-specific measure of emissiveness
Vj = an destination-specific measure o f  attractiveness
f  = an arbitrary function with one or more unknown parameters
D y = a measure o f the cost o r effort expended in traveling from site or area i to site or 
areaj
K =  a constant o f  proportionality.
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Figure 3.4 Urban Opportunity Structure Model 
(Source: Prepared by Author)
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The probability o f  a crime incident can be interpreted as the probability o f  a crime 
spatial interaction with a trip to commit crime. The number o f interactions occurring 
between two places depends on the attractiveness o f the places and cost o f  interaction, 
and the cost o f interaction is usually based on the distance between criminal home and 
target (equation 3.1). Crime incidents increase when interaction cost are less and 
decrease when costs are more.
The crime spatial interaction is used to compute or predict the number o f  interactions 
occurring between criminal home and target. The location o f an activity influences the 
amount o f  interaction attracted to that location. A retail shop center has a different type 
o f  attractiveness for a robber than that o f  a bank. The distance to a bank affects the 
decision o f a robber. I f  a  bank is farther from the home o f  the criminal, there will be less 
probability o f a bank-related crime than for a bank close to the home o f  the criminal. 
Distance between origin and target does not have a fixed effect on the interaction- it 
varies with the type o f activity. For example, a criminal is more likely to go to the closest 
location to commit burglary but may travel a greater distance to rob a bank.
The impact o f distance on a particular crime activity may be linear or non-linear and 
can be modeled with a distance-decay function. The use o f  a power distance-decay 
function in computing spatial interactions is borrowed from Newton’s famous law o f 
gravitation. Spatial interaction computes detailed levels o f  interaction pairs o f locations 
known as origins and targets taking into account properties of the origin in producing a 
trip and target properties o f attracting a trip. Crime origin is the place where a crime trip 
starts. This is usually the.home for most criminals. The motive for a  particular type o f  
crime, i.e. emissiveness occurs at the origin. Emissiveness is the property o f the origin to
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produce a trip for a particular crime activity. This is usually a  function o f some 
predisposing factors o f the criminal at that origin. Target is the place where a crime trip 
ends. This is typically a shop, bank, or house where the crime takes place. The 
availability o f  service, goods or persons targeted by a criminal. An example o f a type o f 
supply is the availability o f  money in a bank targeted by a  robber. A  target location has 
many attributes that make its attractive to a criminal. Attractiveness can be computed as 
a function o f  many attributes. For a retail store, these would be its retail floor space, 
number o f parking space and securities. Attractiveness o f a car dealer could be a function 
o f display area, frontages, and advertisement. The attractiveness o f  an office building 
could be a function of how many offices are currently located within it. Attractiveness is 
expressed as one number that combines all the factors that make a center attractive to its 
criminals.
The hypothesis tested by the urban opportunity structure model was that the crime 
probability on a particular site would be affected by the surrounding urban structure, and 
the aspects o f  the spatial interaction, transportation setting, and land use patterns which 
depict the crime opportunity structure. The testing o f this hypothesis was implemented 
by starting with an investigation o f  the spatial interactions o f  specific sites in the city o f 
Jackson, Mississippi such as the restaurant locations o f  Burger King. The spatial 
analyses were conducted on the physical properties o f  the structure (transportation 
network and land use types) along multiple areal resolution units such as grid zone, beat 
zone, and precincts. Figure 3.5 illustrates the detailed implementation o f  this test. The 
tasks for this implementation were to 1) establish the urban data structure by using 
conventional remote sensing technology, photogrammetry and geocoding crime incidents
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Figure 3.5 The Implementation o f  Testing the Hypothesis o f  Urban 
Opportunity Structure Model 
(Source: Prepared by Author)
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against the city o f Jackson's base map delineated from the city's orthoimages (aerial 
photography), and 2) to investigate the hypothesized spatial effect o f urban structure 
depicting the spatial interaction. The physical settings o f  the transportation network and 
land use patterns were studied by using GIS overlay techniques, G statistics cluster and 
spatial regime analyses. As a result o f  this project, a crime probability density map will 
be produced to help the police department to plan and manage their patrol units in the 
city. The details o f the implementation will be discussed in the rest o f  the chapters.
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CHAPTER 4 CITY OF JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
4.1 Introduction
The city o f  Jackson is situated in southwest central Mississippi, and is the capital o f  
Mississippi (Figure 4.1). It is also the largest city in the state. Jackson was initially a 
processing and distribution center for lumber and wood products and, after the Civil War, 
for cotton. Although less than 8,000 people lived in the Jackson area at the turn o f  the 
century, its population began accelerating rapidly after 1900, and it is now one o f the 
dynamic growth areas o f the Sunbelt. The City o f Jackson is located midway between 
Dallas and Atlanta eastwest, and Memphis and New Orleans northsouth. Commodities 
produced include oil and natural gas, textiles, electronic equipment, meat products and 
glass. Jackson is a major rail hub, but the main focus as the state’s capital is government.
The total area o f Jackson is 109.0 sq.miles, and the average elevation is 298 ft above 
sea level. The highest monthly average temperature is 92.5 °F, the lowest average month 
is 34.9 °F, and the average annual precipitation is 52.82 inches. The seasonal average 
humidity in the summer is 74.5%, and the average wind speed is 7.4 mph (Carpenter 
1992).
Carpenter (1992) reported in Facts About the Cities that per capita annual income in 
the city o f  Jackson during 1987 to 1988 was $10,564, and the population below the 
poverty level in 1979 was estimated about 18.4%. 35.5% o f those below the poverty 
level were female householders. The civilian labor force in 1988 was 109,447 persons 
and 106,948 in 1990. Unemployment in 1982 was 7.6%, and but had dropped to 6.8% in 
1987 and 5.4% in 1990. Owner-occupied housing in 1990 was 57.3% o f total housing, 
and the median value o f a  self-owned home was $54,600. The average monthly mortgage
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Figure 4.1 The Location of the City of Jackson
in 1980 was $332, while the median monthly rent in 1990 was $290. The total revenue 
(1987-1988) for education was $110,865,000, and the total expenditure was 109,220,000. 
There were 57 schools in Jackson Public School District with a  total o f  enrollment o f  
33,330. The percentage o f  minority in 1989 is 79.6%. There were 1651 class room 
teachers in 1989 with a  pupil teacher ratio o f  20.2. There are four 4-year colleges and 
universities in the city o f  Jackson, and the total enrollment in 1989 was 9569. 71.3% o f 
the population over 25 year old completed 12 or more years education, and 24.2% 
completed 16 or more years.
The city o f  Jackson is categorized as a high crime city in the United States. In 1995, 
the crime index total (defined by the total o f  selected offenses used to gauge fluctuation 
in the overall volume and the rate o f  crime reported to law enforcement, which includes 
murder and manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny- 
theft, and motor vehicle theft) was 20,466 (FBI 1996). In 1993, Perkins et al. (1996) 
reported that there were 67 incidents o f  murder and non negligent manslaughter, 209 
forcible rapes, 1309 robberies, 781 aggravated assaults, 4924 burglaries, 9774 larceny 
thefts, 3432 motor-vehicle thefts, and 84 cases o f arson.
4.2 A Brief History o f Jackson
Jackson was founded in 1821 at the site o f a trading post that was situated on a "high 
handsome bluff1 on the west bank o f  the Pearl River (Carpenter 1992). The trading post 
was operated by a  French-Canadian trader named Louis LeFleur, and the town originally 
was called LeFleur's Bluff. To honor Andrew Jackson, who was elected as the seventh 
president o f  the United States, the capital city took his name. In 1822, slaves began to 
build the brick State Capitol. During that year the legislature met for the first time in
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Jackson, in a  plain frame building. Shortly after the adoption o f  the Constitution o f 1832, 
the Mississippi legislature authorized the construction o f a  larger building. The 
Governor's Mansion, authorized in 1839 and completed in 1842, is one o f the oldest 
governor’s residences in the nation. Jackson's City Hall was built in 1846 and has served 
as the working seat o f municipal government for more than 140 years.
Jackson's growth in the 1800's was slow primarily because it was not on a major road. 
Mississippi encouraged settlers to come to Jackson by offering them cheap land. To get 
this land, a man had only to promise to build “a neat log or frame house, not less than 30 
feet in length,” by November 1831. During the Civil War, the town was burned three 
times by Union troops under the command o f  General William Tecumseh Sherman. The 
old Capitol was restored and has been opened to the public as a state historical museum 
since 1961.
4.2.1 Civil Rights Movement 
In the 20th Century, Jackson, as the capital o f  Mississippi, was a focus o f the civil rights 
struggle in the South Even by the end o f  1950s, Jackson was still a segregated society. 
Although the Supreme Court o f  the United States finally ruled school segregation 
unconstitutional in 1954, and other Southern states were beginning to desegregate their 
schools and public accommodations, the state government in Jackson refused to obey the 
federal law. Some white people in Jackson agreed with the law, they did not speak out 
effectively, and others organized the Citizens’ Councils and passed new laws to resist 
integration. On the other side, black people began to express their dissatisfaction with 
segregation at the same time. Loewen and Sallis (1980) reported that several o f the black 
organizers were shot or forced to leave the State.
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The 1960s were recognized as a difficult decade for most Mississippians in the history
o f  civil right struggle - a  time o f  “conflict and change” (Loewen and Sallis 1980). Both
blacks’ civil rights efforts and white resistance reached their peak. With help from
outside Mississippi, most Mississippians realized these laws should be obeyed, and some
desegregation had taken place. By 1967, the state no longer claimed that separation o f
the races was its official policy. However, when blacks boycotted downtown stores and
demanded an end to job  discrimination, there were demonstrations and hundreds of
arrests. The incident o f  Jackson State University killings happened under these
circumstances and were described as the followings by Loewen and Sallis (1980):
Lynch Street, which runs through the Jackson State University 
campus, was often the scene o f racial friction. Late in the evening 
of May 13, 1970, black youths on Lynch Street began throwing 
rocks and bottles at passing cars. City police and state highway 
patrolmen moved to the campus but avoided a direct confrontation 
with the crowd. Gradually, the campus quieted. But on the next night, 
the rock and bottle throwing began again. Police blocked off 
the street. Just before midnight, someone set fire to a dump truck 
on Lynch Street, and a city fire truck was called. What happened 
next is not completely clear. Students and other black people were 
shouting and throwing bottles and stones at the police and fireman, 
but no one was seriously hurt. Then about 75 highway patrolmen 
and some city police moved from the truck to a point near the 
front o f  Alexander Hall, a woman’s dormitory. About 125 young 
black m en and women had gathered at the entrance o f  the hall, 
both inside and out. Dormitory residents peered out through 
upper-story windows to see what was going on. Ed Williams, 
a Mississippi journalist, described what happened next: “Then without 
warning the scene exploded. Gunfire erupted, first in a sputter, 
then quickly in a deafening roar lasting a  full 30 seconds. Students 
fled, stumbled and fell over one another, seeking cover. Then the guns 
were silent.” Two young black men were found dead when the firing 
stopped. Eleven students and one non student were wounded, some 
seriously. The FBI counted more than 300 bullets holes in the front o f the 
building, all from highway patrol and city police guns.
Jackson Mayor Rusell Davis announced an investigation, as did the 
attorney-general o f  the United States. Blacks organized a boycott 
of white businesses. Black and white students from Jackson area colleges
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and high schools marched around the governor’s mansion in protest.
The President’s Commission on Campus Unrest filed a  report that 
called the shootings “an unreasonable, unjustified overreaction.”
But the highway patrol and a Hinds County grand jury defended the 
patrol. In the end, no officer was charged with any wrongdoing.
4.2.2 Urban Development
In 1890, Jackson was as a small city o f  about 6,000. Since it had been the capital o f  
Mississippi since 1822, it was growing. In the 1890s and the early 1900s, electric plants, 
telephone companies, and street car lines were being established in Jackson. By the 
1920s, various public utilities had been built and operated by private or public 
management. For instance, the Mississippi Power and Light Company came into the 
Jackson Public Service and eventually operated the electric, gas, and street-railway 
services in 1925. A  private water system was purchased by the city and filtration plant 
was built. The other significant event was recorded for the city utilities by discovering a 
natural gas near Jackson in 1930, which became available for consumer use in October of 
that year.
Within the past seventy years, Mississippi has changed from a total agricultural 
economy to an economy based on "balancing agriculture with industry” (Loewen and 
Sallis 1980). Some rural counties have continuing to drop in population while many 
Mississippians moving to the Jackson metropolitan area since Jackson became the capital 
o f  Mississippi, although there were large portions o f  Mississippi's population remained 
rural and agrarian through many decades of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
The cause o f the population moving was considered to be economic. The city, Jackson, 
offers more jobs at higher pay. Many Mississippians are seeking a better life in the ways 
o f  economic, social and cultural. Young people want to move to the city because they
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realize that rural areas and small towns are no longer independent, and political decisions 
are made in Washington, Atlanta, or Jackson. Also, industries move to Jackson for the 
same reasons as people do (economic and cultural). After all, people want to live in an 
atmosphere o f “progress, good schools, and cultural activities” (Loewen and Sallis 
1980).
Jackson’s industrial development has been considered to be directly involved in the 
development in culture, race relations, and education. A  specific example can be 
provided here. During the early 1970s, Allis Chalmers Corporation considered placing a 
large manufacturing plant in the Jackson area. However, its managers had concerns that 
white Jacksonians might choose to abandon the public schools while desegregation 
implemented in Jackson. A prominent attorney spoke out that the firm o f  Allis Chalmers 
plant would have “tremendous effects on Jackson’s economy” and “requirements for 
Allis Chalmers plant here include a good stable quality program o f public education.”
This kind o f effort made the talk o f abandoning the public schools quieted. Finally, Allis 
Chalmers confirmed its plan to locate near Jackson (Loewen and Sallis 1980).
Recently, Jackson has been grown as a major distribution center with efficient 
transportation facilities. Two airports have been built in Jackson: Hawkins Field and 
Jackson International Airport with the Jackson International Airport hosting 
eight major air carriers (American Eagle, Comair, Continental Express, Delta, Northwest 
Airline, US Air Express and Southwest). The Illinois Central Gulf Railroad and scores of 
major truck lines have been developed to provide freight service to all parts o f the nation.
Jackson has boasted two regional shopping malls and numerous, multi-store centers. 
One regional shopping mall is designed so uniquely that it also attracts a lot of tourists.
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So far, Jackson has built eleven hospitals, including the nationally renowned University 
o f  Mississippi MedicaL Center, which provide diagnosis and treatment for nearly every 
possible physical and emotional ailment. Also, a  public school system has been 
developed and integrated into the Jackson city, including seven colleges and junior 
colleges located w ithin  15 miles o f  Jackson's center.
The technology has developed very fast in Jackson, particularly in the 
telecommunications field. For instance, Worldcom (LDDS Communications, Inc.) was 
established in Jackson ten years ago and has become the second largest 
telecommunication company in the United States. Mobil Telecommunications 
Technology Corp. (Mtel), and the National Weather Network (NWN) are also some o f  
the big name companies that call Jackson home.
The urban development in Jackson, like any major city in the United States, has been 
engaging in a high degree of decentralization since the 1970s, and numerous centers o f 
office and retail activities have developed along the edge o f the city and particularly 
followed major U.S. interstate and state highways. The multi-centered, or 
"polynucleated", pattern is obvious, which is reasonably attributed to the presence o f  the 
massive freeway network, the lack o f  restrictions on development (absence o f  formal 
zoning regulations), and the availability o f private investment capital for large-scale 
construction projects an Jackson .
4.3 The Urban Structure of Jackson
The Urban structure will be described by the following aspects: demography, physical, 
and law enforcement.
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4.3.1 Demographic Structure
The Census Bureau’s Census TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding 
and Referencing system 1994) data was used to display the demographic structure in the 
city o f  Jackson. Jackson was divided into 3308 census blocks, and the average size o f  the 
blocks was 0.031 square miles (Figure 4.2).
There are a  total o f 196, 637 people estimated by 1990 TIGER data, and the 
distribution o f  people in the city is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Overall, the population is 
concentrated in the center o f  city toward the downtown area (marked by the state capital). 
Also, there is a  heavy concentration toward the northeast area o f  the city. Along the west 
side o f the city, there are several high density population clusters.
There are 43.6% whites and 55.7% blacks in the city o f  Jackson, and the distribution of 
the ratios is mapped in Figure 4.4. The black dominated blocks are concentrated in the 
center o f  city toward downtown; the white dominated blocks are more evenly distributed 
along the west, south, and northeast o f the city limits.
In 1990, the male population was 46.3%, and the female population was more than 
50%. The ratio o f male and female is mapped in Figure 4.5. There is no particular 
pattern detectable on the map with some blocks in the downtown area with high ratio of 
males, and some blocks toward the city limits having high ratio o f females. The housing 
value density is calculated by taking the total house value in a block ($) divided by the 
area o f the block (sq.ft). The units o f housing value density are measured by the number 
o f  dollars per square foot. High value density is concentrated in the northeast area o f  the 
city (Figure 4 .6 ), and overall, the high value density displayed linear ray patterns toward 
the downtown area. Some high value spots track subdivision location and are distributed
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(Source: Census TIGER 1994)
along the city limits. The housing value expressed in persons, that is, the total o f  house 
value in a block divided by the population in the block is displayed in Figure 4.7. The 
high value density concentrated in the northeast part o f the city, one area is toward the 
downtown and the other touches the north limit o f  city. The downtown is displayed as an 
overall low value area. The southwest comer o f  the city displays a medium high value 
area.
The age structure for the city is displayed in Figure 4.8. The median age is 30.8, age 17 
and under makes up 27.55% o f  the population, and 65 and over is 11.62%. The 
employment structure is displayed in Table 4.1. The majority o f  the working population 
in the city is employed in the fields of wholesale/retail, service and government 
employment. There were 52, 404 women in the work force reported in 1988. The 
unemployment in 1982 was 7.6%, and it dropped to 6 .8 % in 1987 and to 5.4% in 1990 
(Carpenter 1992).
4.3.2 Urban Physical Setting/Structure
The urban physical structure in the city o f  Jackson is defined by transportation network 
and land use appearance. The following sections will describe road types and 
intersections, and land use types.
4.3.2.1 Transportation.
The road network for the city o f  Jackson contains 996.28 miles. On the east side of the 
city, Interstate 55 and U.S. Highway 51 run north to south through the city. On the west 
side, U.S. Highway 49 intersects Interstate 220 from the north, and Interstate 20 and State 
Highway 80 run through the city from west to east (Figure 4.9). Five categories o f roads 
are displayed on Map 7: A l, A2, A3, A4, and A6 . A1 is a primary highway with limited
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Figure 4.8 The Age Structure in Jackson Reported by TIGER Data (1994)
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Table 4.1. The Employment Structure (in 1988) in Jackson
Employment Persons Percentage (%)
Mining employment 1 1 0 0 0.58
Construction employment Manufacturing 8,400 4.42
Manufacturing 21,300 1 1 . 2 2
Transportation & pub. util. Employment 13,100 6.90
Wholesale/retail employment 44,660 23.51
Financial employment 14,400 7.58
Service employment 40,900 21.54
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access distinguished by 1 ) the presence o f  interchanges, 2 ) access the highway is by way 
o f  ramps, and 3) multiple lanes o f traffic. A road in this category has the opposing 
traffic lanes "divided" by a  median strip. Interstate highways and some toll highways are 
in this major category. A2 is a  primary road with unlimited access. A road in this major 
category must be hard surface, that is, concrete or asphalt, and may be divided or 
undivided and have multi-lane or single lane characteristics. This road intersects with 
other roads, usually controlled with traffic lights. This major category includes nationally 
and regionally important highways that do not have limited access as required by major 
category A l. Thus, major category A2 includes most U.S. and State highways, and some 
county highways that connect cities and larger towns. A3 is the secondary and 
connecting road. A road in this major category must be hard surface, that is, concrete or 
asphalt, usually undivided with single lane characteristics. This road has intersections 
with other roads, controlled with traffic lights which connects smaller towns, 
subdivisions, and neighborhoods, thus the road is smaller than a road in major category 
A2. This road, usually with a local name along with a  route number, intersects with 
many other roads and driveways. A4 is a  local, neighborhood, or rural road. A road in 
this category is used for local traffic, with a single lane o f  traffic in each direction. In an 
urban area, this is a neighborhood road and street that is not a thoroughfare; the road may 
or may not have a State o r County route number. In addition, this major category 
includes scenic park roads, unimproved or unpaved roads, and industrial roads. Most 
roads in the United States are classified in this major category. A6  is a road with special 
characteristics. This is a  road, portion o f  a  road, intersection o f a road, or the ends o f  a 
road that are parts o f the vehicular highway system that have separately identifiable
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characteristics such as access ramps and service driveways. The A4 in Jackson occupies 
92.23% o f  the total road lengths and obviously accounts for the majority o f  road types by 
length. Major highways (A l) account for 3.03%, secondary roads (A3) make up 1.90%, 
and service driveways incorporate 2.30% (Table 4.2).
4.3.2.2 Land Use Appearance
There were a  total o f  71,166 building structures in the city o f  Jackson which are 
encoded by the land use types through the county Tax Assessor’s Office (Jackson is in 
Hinds County). For example, Table 4.3 lists some o f  land use types. The detailed land 
use coding system is listed in Appendix I.
Figure 4.10 summarizes the land use types of buildings, and the majority o f  land use in 
the Jackson is residential. Industry occupies minimal land use. However, the office 
space category has more buildings than general commercial does, and reinforcing the fact 
that there is considerable employment in the service sector (Table 4.4).
4.3.3 Law Enforcement Structure
The city o f  Jackson is divided into three levels o f areas for the purpose o f  city law 
enforcement: precinct, beat zone, and grid zone. There are a  total of four precincts, 36 
beat zones, and 713 grid zones. The biggest unit is the precinct, and the average size is 
27.25 square miles; the next unit is beat zone, and the average size is 2.8485 square mils; 
the smallest unit is grid zone and the average size is 0.1438 square miles (Figure 4.11).
During January to May, 1995, Jackson’s Police Department reported a total o f 15, 579 
incident occurrences in the city falling into 79 categories (Appendix II), and the 
distribution is displayed in Figure 4.12. There were 43 incidents o f murder, and 6 8  o f 
forcible rapes mapped in Figure 4.13.
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Table 4.2 Total length o f  Five Road Types in Jackson
Road Types Length (miles) Percentage (%)




A6 2 2 . 8 8 2.30
Source: Calculated by Author
Table 4.3. Land Use Types and Tax Assessor’s Office Codes
Land use type Code
Single Family unit 1 1 1 0








Source: Prepared by Author (Appendix I)
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Figure 4.9 Transportation in the City of Jackson
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Figure 4.10 Land Use Types in the City of Jackson
(Source: Prepared by Author)
Table 4.4 Summary o f  Building Types in Jackson
Land use type Number o f  
buildings
Total o f  footprint area 
(sq.ft)
Residential 60,383 114,743,635
General commercial 2,784 26,279,236
Office 3,361 27,627,302
Industry 310 5,372,285
Source: Calculated by Author
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Figure 4.11 Area Units Used by the Police Department in the City of Jackson
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CHAPTER 5 DATA AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS
5.1 Introduction
The urban data structure for Jackson was established using photogrammetiy, which is 
defined as the art, science and remote sensing technology o f  obtaining reliable 
information about physical objects and the environment through the processes of 
recording, measuring and interpreting the photographic patterns o f  recorded radiant 
electromagnetic energy (ERDAS 1999). “The data collected from photography and 
imagery is considered geographic since it has spatial characteristics associated with it” 
(ERDAS 1999). The GIS technologies such as overlay and geocoding served as spatial 
tools to process the data and construct the crime opportunity structure. Finally, multi­
scale spatial analyses were used to examine the hypothesis defined by the Section 3.3 in 
Chapter 3.
The urban structure data includes base images, buildings, transportation, land use, and 
crime incident associated locations. The spatial methods o f  orthorecification, planimetric 
feature compilation, and address geocoding were used to process the data. Also, the GIS 
analyses o f  spatial interaction, G statistics, and spatial regime regression were applied to 
test the data for the hypothesis. The detail workflow for the study are illustrated in Figure 
5.1.
5.2 Base Image Data Acquisition
The base image data set for the city was orthorectified aerial photos. The steps 
necessary to finalize prior to interpreting urban features or rectifying existing maps 
included: aerial photo acquisition, photo reproduction, survey GCP, aerial triangulation, 
photo scanning, and orthorectification.
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DEM: Digital Elevation Model
Aero-T: Aero triangulation 
computation and 
adjustments
GCP: Ground Control Points
Figure 5.1 The Workflow for Testing the Urban Structure Model 
(Source: Prepared by Author)
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5.2.1 Aerial Photography
A turbo-charged twin engine aircraft, equipped with GPS as well as a Leica/Wild RC- 
30 aerial camera system was used for the aerial photo acquisition. All the aerial 
photography o f  Jackson were acquired in March, 1994 by Merrick, Inc. (a Colorado 
based photogrammetry firm) with the setting o f  exposures positioned on the center of 
each photo sheet. There was a nominal forward overlap o f 65% and sidelap o f 38%. 
During the acquisition o f the 1:12,000 scale photography, airborne GPS data was logged 
using an onboard dual frequency GPS receiver and an equivalent ground base station 
receiver.
General conditions for the aerial photography were recorded as follows:
1. Leaf-off flying conditions.
2. Camera to have an Area Weighted Average Resolution (AWAR) o f 85 circles/mm 
minimum with forward motion compensation (FMC) and 6 -inch lens focal length.
3. U.S. Geological Survey camera calibration certificate within past 3 years to meet or 
exceed National Aerial Photography Program (NAPP) standards.
4. Eight well defined fiducials per frame to show on the exposed film.
5. Numbering and titling o f film to be electronically produced.
6 . Nominal scale 1:12,000 or 1 inch: 1000 feet.
7. Sun angle 30 degrees or higher.
8 . Panchromatic film.
9. Terrain condition: no snow, no flooding.
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5.2.2 Photo Reproduction
The aerial film was 4 mils nominal thickness, and it was processed and inspected for 
proper exposure and development range to ensure that the film was free from scratches, 
blemishes, light streaks, static marks, tears, crimps and other defects. The aerial photos 
were clear, sharp, and evenly exposed across the image format. There were no clouds or 
cloud shadows, smoke, atmospheric haze, or objectionable shadows such as a  prominent 
escarpment causing long shadows.
5.2.3 Survey GCP
The Ground Control Point (GPS) survey was performed as follows:
1. National Geodetic Survey Second-order horizontal and Third-order vertical.
2. North American Datum (NAD) 83 for horizontal and North American Vertical Datum 
(NAVD) 8 8  for vertical.
3. Mississippi State Plane (zone east) coordinate system.
4. GPS surveys would be tied to Mississippi High Accuracy Reference Network 
(HARN).
All required horizontal and vertical ground control points were targeted before the 
photography was acquired and maintained until the photographic mission was completed. 
Semi-permanent paint was used for targets on hard surfaces. Targets were placed on 
public right-of-ways. Where surface conditions did not permit painting (such as fields, or 
watercourse area), cloth targets were used. The target panels were 15' in length, so as to 
be visible on the photos.
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5.2.4 Scan Photos
Scanning  was done with a  calibrated photogrammetric quality scanner. The geometric 
error o f  the scanner after calibration did not exceed ±1.5 microns, which allows the final 
generated orthoimages to meet or exceed National Map Accuracy Standards for 1 foot 
resolution from the orthophotos.
Merrick, Inc. scanned the original film negatives on the Intergraph ScanServer Digital 
System (TD model). The 9x9 inches negatives were scanned with a spacing o f  1690 dots 
per inch, and the 14-micron pixel size recorded in a  TIFF 8 -bit grayscale format which 
provided good resolution for feature identification. The finished scans were used during 
the phases o f digital aerotriangulation, digital data capture and orthophoto production.
5.2.5 Aerotriangulation
Aerotriangulation is a  process o f establishing a mathematical relationship with the 
photo images, camera and area imaged. It was performed in a  hard copy environment 
using a  first-order analytical stereoplotter and precision point transfer devices. The final 
aerotriangulation adjustment o f the photography block was achieved using the airborne 
GPS photo center coordinates and further supported by photo-identifiable or pre-paneled 
ground controls points acquired using ground GPS surveying. Self-calibration 
simultaneous bundle block adjustment was used, and the final root-mean-square-error 
(RMSE) was ± 0.241 feet.
Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) were generated using a  softcopy workstation for 
compilation. The DTM generation was carried out on the 1:12,000 scale photography. 
The elevation data points (mass points) were obtained to describe all tops, bottoms, and 
areas where the break lines are more than one inch apart at map scale, in such a maimer
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that the resultant DTM correctly represents the shape o f  the terrain. The DTM data sets 
were intended for the generation o f  digital orthophoto base images.
5.2.6 Orthorectification
The last process used to generate the base photographic images was orthorectification, 
which creates true images o f the earth's surface that accurately represent the landscape 
and its associated features. This process was used to minimize the errors associated with 
the imagery, image measurements, and ground control points and to remove distortions. 
Orthorecification used the scanned photos, the results from aerotriangulation and the 
DTM data set to establish the relationship with the camera, the imagery and the area 
captured on the photograph. This process involved the determination o f interior 
orientation, exterior orientation, and image and ground space. Interior orientation is the 
process o f defining the internal geometry o f a camera as it existed at the time o f  data 
capture, and is described by the variables: focal length, principal point, lens distortion, 
and fiducial marks. Exterior orientation defines the position and angular orientation 
associated with an image. The image space is used to define a pixel location in a photo 
imagery, and ground space to the true location o f  projected earth location for features 
captured in a photo image.
5.3 Urban Data Structure
The urban structure data were constructed as GIS coverages in the ARC/INFO data 
model, which are comprised of graphic elements associated with attributes. The graphic 
element holds the geometry of a feature, and the attribution has the property and 
descriptive information o f the feature.
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5.3.1 Building Structures
Building structures were extracted by Atlantic Technologies at Huntsville, AL from the 
base orthoimages on a digital photogrammetric workstation. They were collected as 
closed shapes and digitized at the roof com ers such that when viewed in two-dimensional 
space there was a vertex representing each comer and true geometric outline. In cases 
where the building contains angles other than 90 degrees, the structure was collected as 
an orthogonal shape and modified to include the non-orthogonal segments wherever 
possible. All buildings digitized were equal to  or larger that one hundred feet. This 
relative size was chosen to represent a dimension approximately equal to the area o f  a 
single car garage.
Building addresses as the attributes for the  city structures were obtained by registering 
parcel maps from the Hind County Tax Assess Office to the orthoimages. The collected 
building footprint shapes were overlaid on the top o f  a  scanned tax parcel map. Building 
addresses would be identified when the building footprint falls within a parcel property 
boundary.
5.3.2 Transportation
Street centerlines representing the transportation for the city (paved and unpaved) were 
collected as the interpreted center o f the driving surface from the orthoimages. They 
were collected as a series o f  continuous complex line/arcs. The lines representing roads 
were digitized with a sufficient number o f  points to represent the feature in appropriate 
planimetric detail.
Street names and address ranges would b e  attached as attributions o f  street center line 
segments by cross-referencing the TTGER/line data, which is the line network product of
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the TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing) provided 
by the U.S. Census Bureau (TIGER/Line 1994).
The street intersections for the city were generated based on the topology of street 
centerline attributions. When one street intersected the other, the intersection node would 
be extracted out to be put into the intersection coverage, and the intersected street names 
and the type such as a three-way, four-way, or one-way (dead end) intersection also is 
attached as the node attribute (Figure 5.2).
5.3.3 Land Use
Land use coverage data was established by linking the building coverage to the county 
parcel database based on the unique linkage to PIN number (Parcel Identification 
Number). Through that link, the land use code that describes the usage o f  parcels was 
transferred to the building structures.
5.3.4 Crime Data
The police precinct map (Figure 4.11) was obtained from the Jackson Police 
Department. The paper map was scanned and rubbersheeted to the base orthoimages.
The precinct/beat/grid zones for the city were delineated by digitizing the paper map.
The polygon features attributed for precinct, beat and grid zones were used to make up 
the three different area resolution units for crime spatial analyses.
The types o f  crime included in the study were auto burglary, auto theft, business 
burglary, house burglary, larceny, simple assault, and vandalism, which were considered 
to be most likely related to spatial context (Brantingham and Brantingham 1991). The 
crime incident point features during January to May, 1995 were tied to the base map 
using a geocoding process. Geocoding is the process by which a point location can be
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Figure 5.2 Intersection Types in the City of Jackson 
(Source: Prepared by Author)
tied to a  map by its address. This is the computer equivalent o f pushing pins into a street 
map on the w all When the crime tabular data containing addresses were geocoded, the 
GIS software ARCVIEW read the addresses associated with the crime incidents, found 
where they were located on street map, and created a  theme containing a point for each 
address. Before geocoding the crime incident data, building coverages with street 
address attributes were used as a reference theme. I t  enabled the ARCVIEW software to 
locate the street address o f  a crime incident on a map and to find the actual building 
where the crime occurred. A perfect match yielded a  match o f  score o f  100. There were a 
number o f  reasons why scores were usually lower than  100. For example, there might be 
a mistake in the crime incident table. A  street name might be spelled incorrectly, the 
house number might be incorrect, or the address might not specify whether it was a street 
or road. A candidate with a score between 75 and 100 would generally be considered a  
good match.
5.4 Spatial Interaction 
Spatial interaction is considered as movement or communication over space, which is 
the result o f  a  decision process (Fotheringham and O ’Kelly 1989). The decision process 
for spatial interaction includes migration, shopping, travel-to-work, the choice of health­
care services, recreation, the movement o f  goods, telephone calls, the choice of a 
university by students, airline passenger traffic, and even attendance at events such as 
conferences, theatre and football matchers (Fotheringham and O’Kelly 1989). Spatial 
separation is a cost in the decision process for the benefit o f  the interaction, in other 
words, the spatial distance has be overcome to reach the benefit or destination.
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A spatial interaction between an origin and a destination occurs in a  urban structure 
when demand for a commodity exists at one place and supply o f  the commodity is at 
another. The number o f  interactions occurring between two places depends on the 
properties o f  the places and cost o f  interaction. There are three components involved in a 
spatial interaction: the production o f  an origin, attractiveness o f  a destination, and the 
cost o f  distance (O’Kelly 1986).
Origin is the place where a trip starts. This is usually the home for most consumers. 
The property o f the origin to produce a  trip depends on a particular activity. In general, 
the property o f an origin is described as the demand occurring at the origin and is the 
need for a particular type o f  service or goods. It is usually a function o f  the population at 
that origin.
Destination is the place where a trip ends. This is typically a  shop or an office where a 
consumer or a worker is going. A destination has m any attributes that make it attractive 
to consumers. Attractiveness can be computed as a function o f these attributes. For a 
retail store, attractiveness would be a function o f its retail floor space, number o f  parking 
spaces or product pricing.
The distance between an origin and a destination affects the amount o f interaction 
taking place at a location. I f  a facility is farther from its consumers than its competition, 
this could be a problem. Distance between an origin and a  destination does not have a 
fixed effect on interaction - it varies on the type o f activity. For example, a  person is 
more likely to go to the closest grocery store to buy food but may travel a greater distance 
to see a movie. The impact o f distance on a particular activity can be modeled with a 
distance-decay function. The interaction costs are usually based on the distance between
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the two places, and interactions increase when costs are less and decrease when the costs 
are more. The cost o f interaction distance is usually described by a power-decay function 
(Figure 5.3).
Mathematically speaking, the probability o f  a  spatial interaction can be calculated by 
the following notation, which is similar to the crime spatial interaction (O’Kelly 1986).
[5 .1 ]  P y =  KO;Tjf(Djj)
where
Pjj is the predicted interaction between an origin i and and destination j;
0 [ is the origin-specific measure o f production;
Tj is the destination - specific measure o f attractiveness; 
f[Djj) is the cost function and can be computed as exp (~pd)jj; and 
K is a constant o f  proportionality.
5.5 Spatial Association
Area association is indicated in a spatially distributed data set when a variation from 
place to place in the occurrence o f  one variable such as crime is accompanied by a similar 
place to place variation in the occurrence o f another (McCarty et al. 1956). In other 
words, a state o f spatial disassociation exists where place to place variations in the 
occurrence o f  one variable are inversely related to the occurrence o f  another. The 
measurement o f spatial association is the degree o f  similarity in the density or frequency 
o f  occurrence o f  elements o f  two statistical populations over a given geographical area. 
With respect to spatially-distributed area, the structure o f the spatial relation is 
represented by a matrix o f spatial weights. I f  any two crime beat zones are adjacent to
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each other and share a  common boundary, then this relationship is denoted with 1 in the 
matrix o f  spatial weights, otherwise, it is zero. A binary contiguity matrix would be 
established for spatial analyses. For example, Figure 5.4 shows that beat zone 206 is 
adjacent to the zones o f 207, 208,204, 101, and 102, and therefore value 1 is assigned in 
the contiguity matrix (Table 5.1).
Multiple resolutions o f  areal units were defined as the precincts, beat and grid zones in 
Jackson, and the spatial association was considered by adding the spatial weight matrix in 
the analyses o f G statistics and the spatial regime model. The spatial weight matrix was 
used to describe the adjacent relationship between area units; and the G statistics were 
used to describe probability o f  crime opportunity over urban structures. The purpose o f  
the spatial region model was to test for a linear relationship between crime incidents/ 
probability and a set o f  explanatory variables in urban structure over the space projected 
a t multiple scales within the city.
5.5.1 G Statistics
The G statistics developed by Getis and Ord (1995) provides observation-specific 
measures o f  spatial association. These measures indicate the extent to which a location is 
surrounded by a cluster o f  high or low values for the variable under consideration. The 
objective o f  using the G statistics was to measure the crime opportunity and to predict the 
probability o f  a crime incident.
The mathematical form o f the G statistics is defined by equation 5.2:
r s 2 i r  i , ■
1 ' s ( /)< [(^ - i)S ,i - ^ a] / (A f -2 )}1' 2 ’' '  ’
with
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Figure 5.4 Adjacent Units on Beat Zones Calculated for a Contiguity Matrix
(Source: Prepared by Author)
Table 5.1 A Sample o f Contiguity Matrix on Beat Zone Units
Beat zone 206 207 208 204 1 0 1 1 0 2
206 0 1 1 1 1 1
207 1 0 0 0 0 1
208 1 0 0 1 0 0
204 1 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 0
Source: Calculated by author
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where wy is a  spatial weights matrix which is encoded by a  binary contiguity matrix, and 
x, is an observation at i location.
Instead of using the G statistics by themselves, inference about the significance o f  the 
G value is based on  a standardized z-value, which is computed by subtracting the 
theoretical mean and dividing the result by the theoretical standard deviation (equation
where E(G) is the theoretical mean and SD(G) is the theoretical standard deviation 
A positive and significant z-value for a G statistic indicates spatial clustering o f high 
values, whereas a  negative and sign ificant z-value indicates spatial clustering o f low 
values.
5.5.2 Spatial Region Model
The general purpose o f the spatial region model was to find a linear relationship 
between a dependent variable and a  set o f explanatory variables over space based on
5.8 ).
[5 .8 ] z = (G  - E(G))/SD{G )
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multiple resolution units. The spatial region model in the study was used to reflect the 
crime opportunity on the urban structure, and the structure was defined by a set o f 
explanatory physical setting variables from transportation and land use. This model was 
developed from the standard regression model by adding spatial association/dependency 
over regions.
5.5.2.1 The Standard Regression Model
The linear regression analysis is expressed as
[5 .9 ]  Y= a  + Xp+e
Where Y is the dependent variable (in vector form, with N rows), a  is a  constant, X  is a 
matrix w ith observations on K explanatory variables (with N rows and K columns). P is 
a vector with K regression coefficients (i.e. o f dimension K by 1), and its estimator is b. 
e is a  random error term ( in vector form, with N rows) and is estimated by a residuals e.
There are typically two objectives one tries to achieve when carrying out regression 
analysis. One is to find a  good match (or fit) between predicted values Xb (sum o f  the 
values o f  explanatory variables, each multiplied with their regression coefficient) and 
observed value o f dependent variable y. The other objective is to discover which o f  the 
explanatory variables contribute significantly to the linear relationship.
The method o f ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation accomplishes both stated 
objectives in an optimal fashion according to a number o f criteria, and is therefore 
referred to as Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE). The OLS estimates for p are 
found by minim izing  the sum o f  squared prediction errors (hence, least squares).
In order to obtain the BLUE property and to be able to make statistical inference about 
the population regression coefficients p by means o f  the estimate b, it is necessary to
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make certain assumptions about the random part o f  the regression equation (the random 
error s). Two assumptions are crucial to obtain the unbiasness and efficiency o f  the OLS 
estimates:
1. The random error has a  mean o f  zero (there is no systematic misspecification or bias 
in the population regression equation):
[5 .10] E(el) = 0 for all I
2. The random error terms are uncorrelated and have a  constant variance 
(homoskedastic):
[5 .11 ] E(siej) = 0 for all I
[5 .12] E(si2) = a 2 for all I
A third assumption is needed in order to carry out hypothesis tests and to assess 
significance o f the regression coefficients, and the random error terms follows a normal 
distribution:
[5 .13] si ~ N(0, or2)
In multivariate form, Le. for all N  observations jointly, these properties are expressed as:
[5 .14] E(e) = 0
[5 .15] E (s s ’)  = o2I
[5 .16] s ~ N(0, a 2!)
where s defined as before, is a N by 1 vector o f random error terms, 0 is a N by 1 vector 
of zeros, ct2 is the population error variance, and I is an identity matrix o f dimension N 
by N.
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5.5.2.2 Spatial Regression Model
Spatial association, or more generally, spatial dependence, is the situation where the 
dependent variable or error term at each location is correlated with observations on the 
dependent variable or values for the error term at other locations. The general case is 
formally:
[5 .17 ] E (yiyj)*0 
or
[5 .18 ] E (eisj)5t0 
or
[ 5.19 ] E (aiaj) *  0
For neighboring location i and j, this specification is too general to allow the 
estimation o f potentially N times (N-l) interaction from N observations. Therefore, the 
form o f the spatial dependence is given structure by means o f a spatial weight matrix (w), 
which reduces the number o f unknown parameters to one, Le. the coefficient o f spatial 
association or spatial moving average process.
The consequences o f  ignoring spatial association in a regression model, when it is in 
fact present, depend on the form o f the alternative hypothesis. As in all tests for 
misspecification, the null hypothesis reflects the absence o f  misspecification, in other 
words, the standard regression model with homoskedastic and uncorrelated errors.
There is one important modified model formalized in a mixed regressive, spatial 
autoregressive model:
[ 5.20 ] Y= oc+Xp+e
[ 5.21 ] e = A. We + %
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where Ws as a  spatially related error term, A. as the autoregressive coefficient and % as a  
well-behaved (Le. homoskedastic and uncorrelated ) error terms. A spatial moving 
average process in the error terms e takes the form:
[ 5.22 ] e = XWe +  £
where now the spatial factor pertains to the errors 5,. In  this case, the null hypothesis is o f  
the form (equation 5.23 ):
[ 5.23 ] HO: k = 0,
or, the error term is uncorrelated. It turns out that the test is for the presence of the 
heteroskedasticity in the regression model. I f  the null hypothesis can be significantly 
rejected, it means there exists spatial error dependence.
This alternative is formalized by testing the constancy o f  a :
[ 5.24 ] Y= a+Xp+e
[ 5.25 ] a=  pWy +  y
Where Wy is a spatially lagged dependent variable, p is the spatial autoregressive 
coefficient, and y is a constant and independent on locations. The null hypothesis o f no 
spatial association corresponds to 
[ 5.26 ] HO: p = 0
5.5.23 Spatial Regimes 
In many instances, the assumption o f  a fixed relation between the explanatory 
variables and the dependent variable that holds over the complete data set is not tenable. 
Instead, heterogeneity may be present, in the form o f  different intercepts and or slopes in 
the regression equation for multiple subsets o f the data. This is often referred to as 
structural instability or structural change, and may be expressed in the form o f switching
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regression models, originally suggested by Quandt (1958, 1972). When the different 
subsets in the data correspond to regions or spatial clusters, a  switching regression 
specification is referred to as “spatial regimes”.
For example, if  two regimes were distinguished, following the value o f  an indicator 
variable d, the constant term and slope coefficients would take on two different sets o f 
values, depending on the regime:
[5 .27 ] Y= a  + Xp+s+ D
For two regimes, the model could be described in detail by the following:
[ 5.28 ] y l = al + x lB l + e l for D =  0
[ 5.29 ] y2 = a2 + x2B2 + e2 for D= 1
where yl and x l are subsets o f  dependent and explanatory variables corresponding to the 
first regime (d=0 ) , and y2  and x2  are those for the second regime (d= 1 ), with the al, a2 , 
and bl, b2 as matching regression coefficients, and the e l ,  e2 as error vectors. In this 
study there are four regimes o f  Precinct 1, 2, 3, 4 involved in the model to analyze the 
crime pattern against the units o f  grid and beat zones in Jackson.
The spatial regimes are implemented by jointly estimating the coefficients for both 
regimes. “An augmented matrix o f observations on the explanatory variables is 
constructed by transforming each explanatory variable into as many new variables as 
there are regimes”(Anselin 1992). The model with spatial regimes is treated as a 
regression model allowing the full range o f  estimation methods and can then test 
heteroskedastic error on spatial effects.
A test for structural instability is implemented on the stability of the regression 
coefficients over the regimes, e.g. for the two-regime case:
1 1 2
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[5 .30 ] HO : a l = a2 and b l = b2
This test is implemented for all coefficients jointly, as well as for each coefficient 
separately (Chow 1960).
5.6 M ulti-scale Spatial Analyses
The multi-scale spatial analyses were used to test the urban opportunity structure 
model. The scales were defined through “zoom-out” resolutions. The first scale was set 
on individual sites such as Burger King restaurants to investigate the site situation. The 
second scale for the resolution was based on the aggregation o f  the grid zones defined by 
Jackson Police Department in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.11). The average size o f  these units is 
0.1438 square miles. The third scale was set up on the beat zones (Figure 4.11 ), and the 
average size o f these units is 2.8485 square miles. The last resolution scale was on  the 
precincts. There are a total o f  four precincts in Jackson, and the average size is 27.25 
square miles. This systematical “zoom-out” approach simulates using a different power 
magnifying glass to view the data set. The focus o f the scale is first set on the individual 
sites. Then the scale is zoomed out a little bit and focuses on the grid zones. Then the 
scale is zoomed out a little bit further and focused on the beat zones. Eventually, the scale 
is zoomed out to look the largest units o f precincts. The crime and urban structure data 
was first investigated on the individual sites o f  Burger King restaurants in Jackson. Then 
crime incidents and urban structure data such as transportation network and land use were 
aggregated on the resolution o f  grid zones and beat zones. The method o f G statistics was 
applied to study and map the significant clusters o f crime occurrences on the units o f  grid 
and beat zones. The spatial region model provided a systematical analysis to study the 
relationship between crime and the urban structure data through the units o f  grid zones,
113
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beat zones and precincts. The regime variable D in equation 5.27 was applied to represent 
the precinct 1,2, 3, and 4 in Jackson, and equation 5.30 was used to test spatial 
dependencies in terms o f  the stability o f  the regression among regimes (precincts).
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CHAPTER 6 SITE STUDY
6.1 Introduction
The opportunity structure model was tested in Jackson along the “zoom-out” scale 
from the individual sites to the aggregation units of grid, beat zones and precincts.
Burger King restaurants in the city were selected to evaluate the crime opportunity 
structure on the sites, and the reason o f  picking Burger King restaurants as study sites 
mainly is because o f  their relatively even distribution across the city o f  Jackson. How the 
urban structure contributed to crime opportunities on a particular site in the city was 
investigated within one one-half mile radius o f the site in this study. The one-half mile 
adjacent areas around the Burger King sites were studied in terms o f crime opportunities, 
spatial interaction, and physical structure settings.
There are a total o f  seven Burger King restaurants in Jackson. Their addresses are 
listed in Table 6.1. The size o f  Burger King was measured by its footprint area in square 
feet. Burger King 7 on Canton Mark road has the largest size, and Burger King 3 on 
Terry Road is the smallest in size.
Burger King locations seem to be evenly distributed spatially throughout the city of 
Jackson (Figure 6.1). Burger King 2 on High Street is located in the downtown area of 
Jackson.
6.2 Spatial Interaction
The spatial interaction defined in the study occurs when demand for Burger King's fast 
food exists at residence locations and is supplied at Burger King sites. The production o f 
a  residence and attractiveness o f a Burger King were both set up on the size o f building 
footprints (equation 5.1 in Chapter 5). A  distance-decay function as the cost o f the 
interaction was calculated by a power function using the value o f  the distance exponent
1 1 5
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Table 6.1 Addresses and Size o f  Burger King Restaurants in Jackson
Burger King Site Address Building Size (sq.ft)
1 2345 Hwy 80 2465.6
2 1240 High St 3671.7
3 3390 Terry Rd 2178.2
4 4747 Clinton Blvd 3578.5
5 4302 N  State St 3211.6
6 5597 Robinson Rd 2567.0
7 1470 Canton Mart Rd 5687.7
Source: Calculated by Author Based on Photogrammetric Measurement
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Figure 6.1 Burger King Restaurant Sites In Jackson
(Source: Prepared by Author)
o f  2. The average trip length between residence locations and Burger King’s sites in 
Jackson is 1.7234 miles.
For example, a residence at W. Ash Street (Figure 6.2) has values of spatial interaction 
between Burger King sites listed in Table 6.2
The modeled or calculated spatial interaction decreased as the distance increased 
between the residence and Burger King, and the highest probability o f spatial interaction 
(0.15) appeared at Burger King 2. This means that the residents on W. Ash Street are 
most likely to go to the Burger King on High Street
Each residence could interact with all seven Burger Kings in the city, however, in this 
study the maximum value o f  interaction among the seven was selected to account 
for the spatial interaction at a  residence point location. The spatial interaction density 
over the whole city was interpreted based on the spatial interactions on all residence 
points by using the Kernel estimation (Williamson et al. 1999). Kernel estimation is a 
three-dimensional floating function which visits every cell on a  fine grid that has been 
overlaid on the study area. Distances are measured from the center of the grid cell to 
each observation that falls within a predefined region o f influence known as a  bandwidth. 
Each observation contributes to the density value o f  that grid cell based on its distance 
from the center. Nearby observations are given more weight in the density calculation 
than those farther away. Kernel estimation has the advantage o f  showing complex spatial 
point patterns in a smooth image.
The bandwidth o f Kernel estimation for the spatial interaction density in the study was 
estimated by the default setup by ARCVIEW GIS which was determined as the minimum 
dimension (x or y) o f the extent o f spatial interaction point theme divided by 30, and the
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Figure 6.2 Interactions between One Residence on W. Ash Street and Burger King Sites in Jackson
(Source: Prepared by Author)
Table 6.2 Interactions between One Residence on W. Ash Street and Burger King
Sites in Jackson
Burger King Distance (Mile) Spatial Interaction
1 2.41 0.08
2 1.78 0.15
3 4.43 0 . 0 2
4 3.30 0.04
5 2.77 0.06
6 4.89 0 . 0 2
7 4.64 0 . 0 2
Source: Calculated by Author
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search radius was actually 0.43 mile. The size o f  a  grid in Jackson was 16x16 feet, and 
the density unit was measured in acres. The spatial interaction density for the city o f 
Jackson is provided in Figure 6.3.
The Figure 6.3 shows that high density spots are concentrated among seven Burger 
Kings. There are three big high density areas clearly displayed in the map: one is located 
at the bottom o f  the city between Burger King 3, 6 , and 1; a second in the middle o f the 
city between 1, 2 and 4; and the third is adjacent and connected to the second one 
between Burger Kings 2, 4 and 5.
6.3 Site 1
Burger King Site 1, located on U.S. Highway 80 in the south o f Jackson (Figure 6.4), 
has spatial interaction density o f  3.1. Figure 6.4 shows the scene of urban structure one- 
half mile surrounding the Burger King Site 1. The total number o f crime incidents in this 
area during January-May, 1995 was reported by police to be 197. They are 
approximately evenly distributed in the area, though there is a small cluster o f higher 
density located in the low left comer along Gibraltar Drive.
A major on-off ramp for Interstate 20 is in this area. Two major highways run across 
this area: 1-20 and U.S. Highway 80. The transportation type o f  A l, A2, A4 and A6  are 
0.95, 0.99, 4.30, and 2.30 miles in length respectively and occupied 11.1%, 11.6%, 
50.4%, and 26.9% of total road length. The intersections o f  four, three and one way are 
15, 41, and 12 in number respectively and occupied 22.1%, 60.3%, and 17.6% the total 
intersections in the area (Figure 5.2).
Table 6.3 lists the detailed land use building types. The land use code o f  1110 is a 
single family residence (Appendix I). There are a total o f  187 one family unit residences
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Table 6.3 Land Use Types for the One-half M ile Radius Surrounding Area around
Burger King Site 1
Land Use Code * Total Number o f  Buildings Total Area o f  Building 
Footprints (sq.ft.)
1 1 1 0 196 305697.6
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* The meaning o f codes is listed in Appendix I.
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in the area, and they occupy 305697.6 square feet. There is one building (size of 
footprint: 8621.6 square feet) of land use code 5520 which is a retail store for tires, 
batteries, or other automotive accessories. Table 6.4 summaries the land use situation in 
the area.
6.4 Site 2
Burger King Site 2 is located in the downtown area and close to the Capitol (Figure 
6.5). Spatial interaction density is 7.3. Figure 6.5 displays the scene o f urban structure 
one-half mile surrounding the Burger King site 2. The total number o f crime incidents in 
the one-half mile radius was reported to be 234. They are concentrated in the left upper 
quarter o f  the area. 1-55 runs through from north to  south on the right side. The 
transportation type o f A l, A4 and A6  are 0.81, 10.72 and 0.18 miles in length 
respectively and occupied 6.9%, 91.6% and 1.5%. The A4 secondary roads dominate in 
this area. The intersections o f four, three and one way were 17, 36, and 4 in number 
respectively and occupied 30%, 63%, and 7% of the total intersections.
Table 6.5 lists the land use types o f  buildings in the area. There are a total o f 181 one 
family unit residences (code: 1110) which occupy 330145.7 square feet. There are six 
buildings o f land use code 5510 (retail store for motor vehicle) with a total area of
121041.6 square feet. Table 6 . 6  summaries the land use situation in the area.
6.5 Site 3
Burger King Site 3 is located at the southern edge o f the city. The spatial interaction 
density is 31.0. Figure 6 . 6  shows the scene o f urban structure Vi mile surrounding the 
Burger King site 3. The total number o f  crime incidents in the surrounding area during 
January — May, 1995 was 148. They looked evenly distributed throughout the whole
126
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Table 6.4 Land Use Situation Summarized for the One-half M ile Radius
Surrounding Area around Burger King Site 1
Land Use Number o f  Buildings Sum o f  Footprints (sq.ft.)
Singe family units 196 305697.6
Two-family units 7 9978.0
Multi-family 7 19761.9
General commercial 85 1305335.4
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Figure 6.5 Site Situation on Burger King 2
(Source: Prepared by Author)
Table 6.5 Land Use Types for the One-half Mile Radius Surrounding Area
around Burger King Site 2
Land Use Code Total Number o f  Buildings Total Area o f  Building 
Footprints (sq.ft.)
1 1 1 0 181 330145.7
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Table 6.6 Land Use Situation Summarized for the One-half Mile Radius
Surrounding Area around Burger King Site 2
Land Use Number o f  Buildings Sum o f  Footprints (sq.ft)
Singe family units 181 330145.7
Two-family units 33 50620.0
Multi-family 42 165546.8
General commercial 6 8 609790.6
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Figure 6.6 Site Situation on Burger King 3
(Source: Prepared by Author)
area. There does not exist any major highway, and 100% o f  roads are classified as A4, 
second roads, with a total length o f 8.60 miles. Four, three -and one way intersections 
were determined to be 7, 34, and 4 in number respectively and occupied 15.6%, 75.6%, 
and 8 .8 % o f the total.
Table 6.7 lists the detailed land use building types (Appendix I). There are a total o f  
567 one family unit residences in the area (950728.8 square feet). Three buildings are 
coded 5520 (retail stores for tires, batteries, or other automotive accessories). Table 6 . 8  
lists the land use situation in the area.
6.6 Site 4
Burger King Site 4 is located in west side of the city. The spatial interaction density 
exhibited a value of 40.1. Figure 6.7 shows the urban structure surrounding the Burger 
King site 4. Police reported 103 crime incidents, and they seem  to be approximately 
evenly distributed along streets in the area. 1 - 2 2 0  runs through from north to south on the 
right side. The transportation type o f  A l, A4 and A 6  are 0.76,6.61 and 0.95 miles in 
length respectively and occupied 9.0%, 79.5% and 11.5%. The A4 secondary roads 
dominate in this area. The intersections o f  four, three and one way were 9, 39, and 9 in 
number respectively and occupied 15.8%, 68.4%, and 15.8% o f  the total intersections.
Again, Table 6.9 lists the detailed land use building types. There are a  total of 495 
one family unit residences in the area, and they occupy 960*216.0 square feet. There is 
one building o f land use code 5530 (the retail service station) with the size o f 3439.8 
square feet. The land use situation around the site is summarized in Table 6.10.
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Table 6.7 Land Use Types for the One-half Mile Radius Surrounding
Area around Burger King Site 3
Land Use Code Total Number o f  Buildings Total Area o f building 
footprints (sq.ft.)
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Table 6.8 Land Use Situation Summarized for the One-half M ile Radius
Surrounding Area around Burger King Site 3
Land Use Number o f Buildings Sum o f Footprints (sq.ft.)
Singe family units 567 950728.9
Multi-family 13 48496.5
General commercial 31 249024.3
Vacant 6 8607.5
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Figure 6.7 Site Situation on Burger King 4
(Source: Prepared by Author)
Table 6.9 Land Use Types for the One-half Mile Radius Surrounding
Area around Burger King Site 4
Land Use Code Total Number o f  Buildings Total Area o f  Building 
Footprints (sq.ft.)
1 1 1 0 495 960216.0
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Table 6.10 Land Use Situation Summarized for the One-half M ile Radius
Surrounding Area around Burger King Site 4
Land Use Number o f  Buildings Sum o f Footprints (sq.ft.)
Singe family units 495 960216.0
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6.7 Site 5
Burger King Site 5 is at the north end o f  the city and below the Burger King Site 7 
(Figure 6.1). The spatial interaction was calculated to be 37.5. Figure 6 . 8  illustrates the 
scene o f  urban structure surrounding the Burger King Site 5. The total number o f  crime 
incidents in the one-half mile immediate surrounding area during January-May, 1995 was 
reported 2 1 2 , and they were mainly distributed in central and western half o f  the area 
There is a  state highway running through the area from north to south. The transportation 
type o f A2 and A4 are 0.95 and 10.30 miles respectively and occupied 8.4% and 91.6% 
o f the road length in the a rea . The A4 secondary roads dominate in this area. The 
intersections o f four, three and one way were 19, 1 0 0 , and 15 in number respectively and 
are 14.2%, 74.6%, and 11.2% of the total.
Table 6.11 lists the detailed land by building types. Single family units have 905 
residences in the area and occupies 1583391.8 square feet. Again, one retail store for 
tires, batteries, and other automotive accessories (Land Use Code: 5520) shows up in the 
area. Table 6.12 summarizes the site situation in the area.
6.8 Site 6
Burger King Site 6  is located in the southwest o f  the city. The spatial interaction 
density was 44.9. Figure 6.9 shows the scene o f urban structure the one-half mile 
surrounding the Burger King Site 6 . The total number o f  crime incidents in the one-half 
mile immediate surrounding area during January-May, 1995 was reported by the police to 
be 76. They were mostly concentrated along McDowell and Robinson Streets, with some 
occurrences at the southeast edge o f  the 14 mile boundary. There is no single major 
highway in this area. All road types are A4 (local streets), and they have a total length of
139
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Table 6.11 Land Use Types for the One-half Mile Radius Surrounding
Area around Burger King Site 5
Land Use Code Total Number o f  Buildings Total Area of Building 
Footprints (sq.ft.)
1 1 1 0 905 1583391.8
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Table 6.12 Land Use Situation Summarized for the One-half Mile Radius
Surrounding Area around Burger King Site 5
Land Use Number o f  Buildings Sum o f Footprints (sq.ft.)
Singe family units 905 1583391.8
Two-family units 33 58482.9
Multi-family 32 115382.4
General commercial 70 726819.5
Public industry 2 10252.6
Vacant 1 2019.2
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Figure 6.8 Site Situation on Burger King 5
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Figure 6.9 Site Situation on Burger King 6
(Source: Prepared by Author)
7.52 mile. The intersections o f  four, three and one way are 6 , 33, and 13 in number 
respectively and they occupy 11.5%, 63.5%, and 25% o f  the total intersections.
Table 6.13 lists the detailed building types. The Land Use Code 1110 represents single 
family units and has a total o f 626 residences in this area. The Land Use Code o f  5380 is 
a  retail store (2990.3 square feet) for drugstores and apothecary. The overall land use 
situation is summarized in Table 6.14.
6.9 Site 7
Burger King Site 7 is located in the northeast part o f  the city. The calculated spatial 
interaction is 30.2. Figure 6.10 displays the scene o f  urban structure surrounding the 
Burger King Site 7. The total number o f crime incidents in the one-half mile immediate 
surrounding area during January-May, 1995 was reported to be 193. Interstate 55 runs 
through the area from north to south on the west side. The transportation types o f  A l, A4 
and A6  are 0.90, 8.65 and 0.56 miles in length respectively and occupy 8.9% , 85.6% 
and 5.5% o f the total length in the area. The A4 secondary roads dominate in this area. 
The intersections o f  four, three and one way were 24, 162, and 36 in number respectively 
and occupy 10.8%, 73.0%, and 16.2% o f the total intersections in the area.
Table 6.15 listed the detailed land use types. The Land Use Code o f  1110 is a single 
family and has a total o f 491 units in the area and 1215763.8 square feet in total size.
One building coded 5520 retail store for tires, batteries, or other automotive accessories 
has the size o f 5687.6 square feet. Again, Table 6.16 summarizes the land use types 
surrounding the site area.
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Table 6.13 Land Use Types for the One-half Mile Radius Surrounding
Area around Burger King Site 6
Land Use Code Total Number o f  Buildings Total Area o f  Building 
Footprints (sq.ft.)
1 1 1 0 626 1318485.9
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Table 6.14 Land Use- Situation Summarized for the One-half Mile Radius
Surrounding Area around Burger King Site 6
Land Use Number o f  Buildings Sum o f Footprints (sq.ft.)
Singe family units 626 1318485.9
Two-family units 14 30561.9
Multi-family 29 100513.4
General commercial 2 1 68192.5
Industry 2 8971.2
Vacant 1 2 18839.1
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Figure 6.10 Site Situation on Burger King 7
(Source: Prepared by Author)
Table 6.15 Land Use Types for the One-half M ile Radius Surrounding
Area around Burger King Site 7
Land Use Code Total Number o f Buildings Total Area o f Building 
Footprints (sq.ft.)
1 1 1 0 491 1215763.8







































6900 1 2 163948.8
(table cont.)
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Table 6.16 Land Use Situation Summarized for the One-half Mile Radius
Surrounding Area around Burger King Site 7
Land Use Number o f Buildings Sum o f  Footprints (sq.ft.)
Singe family units 491 1215763.9
Two-family units 9 23746.9
Multi-family 109 448054.3
General commercial 57 670765.6
Public Industry 1 4261.6
Recreational/ cultural 3 28047.8
Vacant 2 18357.4
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CHAPTER 7 MULTI-RESOLUTION UNIT ANALYSES
7.1 Introduction
The objectives o f  this chapter were to examine the spatial dependencies for the spatial 
interaction among units on the scales o f  grid zones, beat zones, and precincts and to 
identify the variables o f  the urban physical settings in terms o f transportation network 
and land use types which affect the crime opportunities through the units on the different 
scales. G statistics were applied to display crime opportunity clusters, and the spatial 
regime models were used to identify the spatial relationships between the urban physical 
settings and the crime opportunities across multiple area resolutions defined on the grid 
zones, the beat zones, and the precincts in Jackson.
7.2 Crime Opportunity G Statistics Maps
Crime incidents were aggregated in grid and beat zone units and analyzed by using G 
statistics (equation 5.2 in Chapter 5). The results o f  G-value are displayed in Figures 7.1, 
7.2, 7.3, and 7.4. A  standardized G-value is called a Z-value. “A positive and significant 
Z-value for a G statistic indicates spatial clustering o f  high values, whereas a negative 
and significant Z-value indicates spatial clustering o f  low values” (Anselin 1995).
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 lists the results o f  the 10 largest and smallest Z-values from the G 
statistic analysis on the grid units. The high values cluster high crime areas, and the low 
values cluster low crime areas. All the grid units listed with the 10 largest Z-values in the 
table are concluded as a high crime area, and these zones are significantly clustered as 
high crime incident areas which have P-values o f  0. Figure 7.1 indicates high crime 
incident grids are clustering toward the downtown area with an extension from downtown 
to the south below U.S. Highway 80, and another extension to the northwest toward U.S.
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Table 7.1 The 10 Largest Z-Value o f Grids in Jackson
Grid Z-value P-value^
437 5.4017 0 .0 0 0 0 **
430 4.6070 0 .0 0 0 0 **
392 4.5234 0 .0 0 0 0 **
448 4.4920 0 .0 0 0 0 **
396 4.4560 0 .0 0 0 0 **
388 4.3431 0 .0 0 0 0 **
425 4.3122 0 .0 0 0 0 **
410 4.2692 0 .0 0 0 0 **
434 4.2247 0 .0 0 0 0 **
343 4.1765 0 .0 0 0 0 **
is the measurement o f significance on statistical effects. When P is less than 0.01, the 
statistical effects are highly significant with two stars (**); when P is less than 0.05, the 
effects are significant with one star (*).
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Table 7.2 The 10 Smallest Z-Value o f Grids in Jackson
Grid Z-value P-value^
9 -2.16 0.031 *
2 0 0 -2.09 0.036 *
47 -2.09 0.036 *
31 -2.09 0.037 *
42 -2.03 0.042 *
697 -1.99 0.047 *
702 -1.99 0.047 *
204 -1.98 0.048 *
506 -1.95 0.051
203 -1.95 0.052
^P is the measurement o f  significance on statistical effects. When P is less than 0.01, the 
statistical effects are highly significant with two stars (**); when P is less than 0.05, the 
effects are significant with one star (*).
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Figure 7.1 G Statistics On Grid Unit in Jackson
(Source: Prepared by Author)
Highway 49. These 10 largest Z-value grids are concentrated in the downtown area and 
very close to the capitol (Figure 7.2). Only eight grids are listed as a statistically low 
crime area, and most low crime areas are clustered around the edges o f  the city (Figure 
7.2). For instance, Grid 9 and 200 both indicated significantly low crime incident areas. 
Grid 9 is located on the northwest edge o f  town, and Grid 200 on the northeast edge o f  
the city.
Figure 7.3 indicates that high crime incident beat zones are clustering in the center o f  
the city. The low crime zones are located at the southwest comer. The 10 largest and 
smallest Z-value zones are listed in the Tables 7.3 and 7.4. The P-values o f  beat zones 17,
8 ,1  and 8  are less than 0.1. However, only beat 17 is significantly clustered as a high 
crime incident area. Zones 17 and 8  are clustered around the center o f the city (Figure 
7.4). Zone 24 is in the downtown area and includes the Capitol. Zone 1 is touching the 
north edge o f the city. The beat zone 28 has the lowest Z-value o f—1.9254 and is located 
at the southwest comer o f the city. However, the confidence level (P-value) is not 
significant.
7.3 U rban  Physical Settings
The results gained from the spatial regime analyses are summarized in Tables 7.5, 7.6, 
7.7, and 7.8. Table 7.5 summarizes the results of the tests on the spatial 
dependencies by the spatial regime models, which include transportation network, road 
types, road intersections, land use type I and II, general commercial, and service type 
models. The results o f  the tests on coefficient of relationship between crime and the 
urban physical settings variables in the spatial regime models are listed in Table 7.6. 
Table 7.7 summarizes the results o f  the spatial regime analyses on the relationships
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Figure 7.3 G Statistics On Beat Zone Unit in Jackson
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Table 7.3 The 10 Largest Z-Value o f  Beat Zones in Jackson
Beat Z-value P-value^





2 1 1.6177 0.1057
2 2 1.3265 0.1847
2 0 1.1015 0.2707
1 0 1.0682 0.2854
1 2 1.0248 0.3055
is the measurement o f significance on statistical effects. When P is less than 0.01, the 
statistical effects are highly significant with two stars (**); when P is less than 0.05, the 
effects are significant with one star (*).
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Table 7.5 Tests on a  Constants (Spatial Dependencies) Defined by the 
Spatial Regime Models
Models Precinct Grid Beat
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Table 7.6 Tests on Coefficients o f Relationship between Crime and the Urban Physical 
Setting Variables in Spatial Regime Models






























































































^  H-value is from Heteroskedasticity test.
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Table 7.7 Summarized Results o f Spatial Regime Analyses on the Relationships between
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between crime and transportation; while Table 7.8 summarizes the results between crime 
and land use types. The detailed spatial regime models used to achieve these results will 
be described in the Section 7.4 (Spatial Regime Models). The tables use P to represent 
the Precinct regimes, G  for Grid zone unit, and B for Beat zone unit. The star sign (*) 
means the statistical confidence calculated by P-values. One star displays a significant 
level (0.01 <  P-value < 0.05), and two stars a high significance (P < 0.01).
7.3.1 Adjacent Spatial Dependencies 
The adjacent spatial dependencies among the units for the scale o f  grid and beat zones 
The adjacent spatial dependencies among the units for the scale o f grid and beat zones 
were tested on the null hypothesis o f equation 5.26 discussed in Chapter 5. In other 
words, the constancy o f  a  in equation 5.24 was examined by the spatial regime models 
(the details, see the Section 7.4). Table 7.5 has the results o f the spatial dependency by 
these regime models. A  significant test (P-value < 0.10) on a  constant (spatial 
dependency) was achieved overall on all models. Highly confident values (P-value <  
0.05) mainly concentrated on grid units, particularly in the spatial regression models o f 
land use model II, general commercial and service types . The spatial regression models 
o f land use model II, general commercial and service types also concluded a high 
confidence (P-value < 0.05) o f spatial dependency on beat zones (Table 7.5). These 
results indicate that existing of adjacent dependencies among the units o f  grid and beat 
zones was significant. The spatial interaction in an unit is significantly affected by the 
adjacent units. However, the adjacent spatial dependencies on precinct units (or precinct 
regimes) were tested by H-values (heteroskedasticity discussed in Chapter 5), which 
examines the adjacent dependencies among the precinct regimes (Anselin 1995).
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Table 7.8 Summarized Results o f  Spatial Regime Analyses on the Relationships between
Crime and Land Use Types
Models Land Use Variables
Land Single Two Multiple General Service Vacant
Use Family Family Family Commer­ Space
Type I cial
P G B P G B P G B P G B P G B P G B
I ** ** 1 ** I ** 1 1 * **
2  ** 2  ** 2  ** 2 2 2  *
3 ** 3 ** 3  ** 3 3 3
4  ** 4  ** 4 ** 4 ** 4  ** 4
Land Industrial Public Open
Use Area
Type 13 P G B P G B P G B
1 1 1 **
2 2 2
3 3 3
4  ** 4  ** 4
General Gen. Mer­ Food Furniture Eating Other
Com­ chandise
mercial P G B P G B P G B P G B P G B
1 ** 1 1 ** 1 ** 1 *
2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 ** 3 ** 3
4 * 4 * 4 ** 4  ** 4  **
Service Finance Personal Business Repair Profes­ Educa­
Type sional tion
P G B P G B P G B P G B P G B P G B
1 ** j ** I ** I ** I ** 1 **
2  * 2  ** 2 2 2 2  ** **
3 ** 3 3 3 * 3 ** 3
4 4 4  ** 4 4  ** 4
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The spatial dependency on the precinct unit is represented by conducting the tests on 
the coefficients o f  relationship between crime and the urban physical setting variables in 
different precinct regimes. The results for these on H-values are listed in Table 7.6 and 
show the high significance (P-value < 0.05) over all models on the unit of grid zone ( the 
details in Section 7.4) . The road type model also has a high significant H-value on beat 
zone units (P-value <  0.05). These results suggest that the relationship in a precinct in 
Jackson between crime and urban physical setting variables such as road types and land 
use types aggregated on the units o f  grid zones was significantly affected by the 
relationship defined in the adjacent precincts. Road type model on the H-value test 
implied the existing o f  adjacent spatial dependencies on precinct regimes not only on the 
scale o f grid zones but also on beat zones.
In addition to the tests of the spatial dependency on Jackson precinct units, Table 7.6 
tested the structure stability among precinct regimes and check the stability o f  the 
coefficients defined in the relationships between crime and urban physical setting 
variables. The null hypothesis (equation 5.30 in Chapter 5) testing the joint equality o f 
coefficients over the precinct regimes w as significantly rejected through the both scales 
o f grid and beat zones. That means, there exist different regression relationships between 
crime and the explanation variables o f  urban physical settings in different precinct 
regimes.
The tests o f structure stability were: also separately conducted on the individual 
coefficients o f variables in the regressions. The results pointed out that the coefficients on 
the variables o f road type A4 and the eating retail establishments show a highly 
significant difference in different precincts. This means that variables of the road type
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A4 and the retail eating locations play different roles that affect the crime incidents in 
different precincts.
7.3.2 Crime Incidents and Transportation Network
The effects o f  transportation network on crime opportunities were summarized in Table 
7.7. The total length o f roads in an area unit, the road type A4 (secondary local roads), 
and 3-way intersections illustrated the most highly significant stars on the scales 
o f  grid and beat zones. These variables were identified to have more significant effects 
on crime opportunity structure than any others in the models o f  the transportation 
network, road types, and road intersections.
7.3.3 Crime Incidents and Land Use Types
The spatial regime model o f  Land Use Type I illustrated several highly significant stars 
on the variables o f  the residential, general commercial, and vacant building on the scales 
o f  grid and beat zones (Table 7.8). The residential variables, in fact, include single, two, 
and multiple families. In a  detailed analysis in the model o f  general commercial type, the 
retails o f eating and drinking provided a substantial effect to crime opportunities. Also, 
the retail types for furniture, home furnishings, and home equipment showed the same 
effect pattern as the retails o f  eating and drinking. Table 7.6 illustrates six significant 
stars for the factors o f education and professional service in service type model. This 
means the effects o f education and professional services on crime in Jackson were 
significant on the scale o f  the grid or beat zones.
7.4 Spatial Regime Models
This section discusses the spatial regime models in detail and illustrates the detailed 
analyses on the relationships between the crime incidents and urban structure data (urban
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physical setting variables), which were used to provide the basis for the summarized 
results in Tables 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 and the discussion in Section 7.3. Based on the 
mathematical formula o f equation 5.27 defined in Chapter 5, a  total o f seven spatial 
regime models were used to conduct spatial analyses on the relationships between crime 
opportunities and urban physical setting variables: transportation network, road type, road 
intersection, land use type I and I models, general commercial and service type models.
7.4.1 Transportation Network Model
The transportation network model was used to examine the overall effects o f 
transportation network on crime opportunities. The variables included in the model 
were the total length o f the roads and total number of intersections aggregated on the 
resolution units o f  grid and beat zones. The model for the overall effects o f  transportation 
network is listed as follows:
[7 .1 ]  Y= a  + Xp+e+ D
where
Y: Crime incidents in a unit such as a grid or beat zone 
a  : Constant (test on the spatial dependence between two adjacent locations)
P : Regression coefficients 
s  : Random error term
X: A  vector o f explanatory variables which are:
X ,: The total number o f  intersections in a unit 
X^: The unit area (acreage)
X3: The total length o f  roads in a  unit (mile)
D : Precinct regimes
The results calculated from the model are listed in Tables 7.9 and 7.10. The test o f a  
indicates a significant spatial dependency between two adjacent units o f grid and beat
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zones (Table 7.9). In Precinct 1,3 and 4, the spatial dependency is highly significant (P- 
value < 0.05) on a  grid unit scale. Precinct 3 also shows the high significance on a beat 
unit. The variable o f  total length o f  roads displays a  highly significant effect (P-value < 
0.05) on crime in both grid and beat zones in all precincts except for the Precinct 2 with a 
significant P-value (<0.10) on the beat zone scale. The total number o f interactions does 
not show any significant effect except for Precinct 1 on a beat zone unit with a highly 
significant P-value o f 0.0002. The variable o f  Xj (the unit acreage) was used to eliminate 
the effect on crime because o f the unit size.
The joint equality o f  coefficients (explained in Chapter 5) over the regimes o f 
precincts is rejected through both grid and beat zones at the highly significant P-values 
(<0.05) (Table 7.10). This rejection means there exists different coefficients o f the 
relationship between crime incident and the explanatory variables on a grid or beat zone 
unit over the different precincts. There is a significant difference in the relationship 
between the length o f  roads and crime in grid units, and a significant difference in the 
relation between intersections and crime in beat zones. The heteroskedasticity test 
indicates that a significant spatial dependency o f  adjacent regimes o f  precincts only exists 
at a grid unit level. In other words, the crime opportunity in a beat zone of a precinct 
would not affect the crime incidents on the adjacent precincts (Table 7.10)
7.4.2 Road Type Model
The Road type model was used to examine the effects o f transportation road types on 
crime opportunities. There are a total o f four road types studied in this research: A1 
(primary highway with limited access), A2 (primary road without limited access), A4
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Table 7.9 Effects o f  Transportation. Network on Crime Opportunities Resulted from 
Transportation Network Model Including Variables: Total Number o f Intersections in a 
Unit such as Grid or Beat Zone (X j), Unit Area Measured in Acreage (X2 ), and Total
Length o f  Roads in a Unit Measured in Miles (X3 )
Precinct (D) Variable C oeff(3)# S.D.# Z-value P-value
1 Grid:
a
















a 248.30 149.90 1.67 0.095*
X i 13.16 3.54 3.72 0.000**
X2 -0.60 0.75 -0.80 0.424
X3 -0.08 0.02 -4.18 0.000**
2 Grid:
a 4.42 3.58 1.23 0.218
X i 0.31 0.22 1.43 0.154
x 2
x 3









a 95.44 123.38 0.77 0.439
X l 19.83 13.63 1.46 0.146
x 2 0.28 1.24 0.23 0.822
X 3 -0.18 0.07 -2.45 0.014*
3 Grid:
a 8.13 2.54 3.20 0.001**












a 473.19 177.53 2.67 0.008**
X l 10.67 6.85 1.56 0.119
x2 -0.24 0.52 -0.46 0.646
X 3 -0.18 0.04 -4.27 0.000**
(table cont.)
1 7 0
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Precinct (D) Variable Coeff(p)# S.D.# Z-value P-value
4 Grid:
a 5.90 2.24 2.63 0.019**










0 .0 0 0 **
Beat:
a 196.19 103.32 1.90 0.058*
X l -2.16 11.31 -0.19 0.848
x 2 1.70 0.63 2 . 6 8 0.007**
X 3 -0.19 0.08 2.53 0 .0 1 2 **
^Coeff (P) is the regression coefficient P, and S.D. is the standard deviation.
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Table 7.10 Effects o f the Precinct Regimes on the Relationships between Crime and the 
Explanation Variables: Total Number o f Intersections in a Unit such as Grid 
or Beat Zone (X,), Unit Area Measured in Acreage (Xj), and Total Length of 
Roads in a Unit Measured in Miles (X3)
Test DF ^Chow-Wald value P-value
Grid:
Structural Instability 1 2 68.79 0 .0 0 0 **
Stability o f  Ind. Coefif






3 10.92 0 .0 1 2 *
Heteroskedasticity 3 17.42 0 .0 0 1 **
Beat:
Structural Instability 1 2 36.55 0 .0 0 0 **
Stability o f  Ind. Coeff.







Heteroskedasticity 3 5.50 0.139
^Chow-Wald value was used in the spatial regime model to test the effects of structural 
stability and heteroskedasticity on a regime unit (Anselin 1992).
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(local secondary roads), and A6  (Service roads). This model is listed by the following 
equation:
[7 .2 ] Y= a  +- Xp+s+ D
where
Y, a , p, s, and D: Defined as the same as in equation 7.1
X: A vector o f  the road type variables measuring the total length in a unit (mile) which 
are:
X,: Road type A1 
Xj: Road type A2 
X3: Road type A4 
X4 : Road type A6  
Xs: The unit area (acreage)
The results calculated from the model are listed in Tables 7.11 and 7.12. Based on a  
values only in Precinct 1 does there exists a  significant spatial dependency between 
adjacent units o f  grid zones. Overall, there are no significant spatial dependencies across 
the units o f  grid and beat zones (Table 7.11). Road type A1 has a highly significant 
effect (P-value <  0.05) on crime incidents through the units o f  beat zone in Precinct 1.
A2 has a significant effect (P-value < 0.1) through the units o f  beat zone in Precinct 3, 
and through the units o f  grid zone in Precinct 4. A4 carries a  highly significant effect (P- 
value < 0.05) through the both units o f  grid and beat zones in all four precincts. A6  
shows significance (P-value < 0.1) only on beat zones in Precinct 1 and 3. All road types 
show a high significance (P-value < 0.05) on the beat zone units in Precinct 4. However, 
the values obtained on the beat zone units in this precinct look questionable, and need to 
be verified.
There exist different relationships between crime incident and road types on a grid or 
beat zone unit over the different precincts, and the differences are statistically significant
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Table 7.11 Effects o f  Road Types on Crime Opportunities Resulted from Road Type 
Model Including Variables: Road Type A1 (X4 ) , Road Type A2 (X2 ) , 
Road Type A4 (X3 ), Road Type A6  (X4 ), and Unit Area Measured in 
Acreage (X5 )
Precinct (D) Variable #Coeff(p) #S.D. Z-value P-value
1 Grid:
a
X i 6.32 2.95 2.14 0.032*
X9 4.60 9.81 0.47 0.639
V- -17.23 48.22 -0.36 0.721x 3 9.55 1.69 5.65 0 .0 0 0 **
X4 3.22 9.24 0.35 0.727
x 5 -0.03 0 . 0 1 -3.03 0 .0 0 2 **
Beat:
a
Xi -140.68 116.06 - 1 .2 1 0.2261 -398.79 140.11 -2.85 0.004**
274. 6 8 170.00 1.62 0.106
x 3 26.70 4.92 5.43 0 .0 0 0 **
* 4 437.41 133.16 3.29 0 .0 0 1 **
x 5 -0.28 0.05 -5.50 0 .0 0 0 **
2 Grid:
a
X 1 0.38 3.50 0 . 1 1 0.913
Xo 13.64 11.75 1.16 0.246^•z
v -14.86 1 1 . 1 0 -1.34 0.181
x 3 21.67 2.35 9.21 0 .0 0 0 **
X4 35.44 18.41 1.92 0.054
x 5 -0.08 0 . 0 2 -3.61 0 .0 0 0 **
Beat:
a
X I 56.38 108.77 0.52 0.604113.84 82.34 1.38 0.167
x 2 -23.54 42.59 -0.55 0.581
x 3 26.02 6.25 4.16 0 .0 0 0 **
X4 -45.05 94.76 -0.48 0.635
x 5 -0 . 2 1 0.08 -2.62 0.009**
(table cont.)
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Precinct (D) Variable #Coefif(P) #S.D. Z-value P-value
3 Grid:
a














0 .0 0 0 **
X4 0.69 11.24 0.06 0.951



















X4 -611.06 168.70 -3.62 0 .0 0 0 **
X5 0 .0 1 0.06 0.23 0.822
4 Grid:
a













0 .0 1 2 *
0 .0 0 0 **
X4 5.25 9.43 0.56 0.578


















0 .0 0 0 **
0 .0 0 0 **
0 .0 0 0 **
0 .0 0 0 **
X4 334.49 3.24e-l0 -1.01e-14 0 .0 0 0 **
X5 -0.87 7.39e-13 -1.17e-12 0 .0 0 0 **
^Coeff (P) is the regression coefficient P, and S.D. is the standard deviation.
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(P-value < 0.1) (Table 7.12). The coefficient for A1 on the beat zone  scale has a  highly 
significant difference (P-value < 0.05) in different precincts. The coefficient for A2 
shows a significant difference (P-value < 0.1) on both grid and beat usnits, the coefficient 
for A4 a high significance (P-value < 0.05) on both units, and the coefficient for A6  only 
on beat zones. Heteroskedasticity test in Table 7.12 shows that a  significant spatial 
dependency o f  adjacent regimes o f  precincts exists on the both units «of grid and beat 
zones.
7.4.3 Road Intersection Model
The road intersection model was used to examine the effects o f  tramsportation 
intersection types on crime opportunities. The vector o f  explanatory variable X  is 
replaced by road intersection types. There are a total o f  three intersection types studied in 
the research: 3-way, 4-way intersected and 1-way also called “dead e=nd”.
[7 .3 ]  Y= a  +- Xp+s-f- D
Where
X: A vector o f intersection types measuring the total number o f intersections in 
an area unit which are:
Xp Deadend 
Xj: 3-way intersection 
X3: 4-way intersection 
X4 the unit area (acreage)
The results from the model are listed in Tables 7.13 and 7.14. Bassed on P-values
tested on a  (equation 7.3), there exists a highly significant spatial dependency (P-value <
0.05) among two adjacent units o f  grid zones in Precinct 1, 3, and 4  CTable 7.13). The
“dead end” variable (X,) has a significant impact (P-value < 0.1) on crim e incidents
through the grid units in Precinct 1 and is highly significant (P-value < 0.05) on the beat
units in Precinct 3 and 4. The 3-way intersection displays a highly significance (P-value
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Table 7.12 Effects o f  the Precinct Regimes on  the Relationships between Crime and the 
Explanation Variables: Road Type A1 (Xt) , Road Type A2 (Xj) , Road Type 
A4 (X3), Road Type A6  (X4), and Unit Area Measured in Acreage (Xj)
Test DF ^Chow-Wald value P-value
Grid:
Structural Instability 2 1 100.37 0 .0 0 0 **
Stability o f  Ind. Coeff.
a. 3 2.83 0.419
x t 3 10.81 0.013*
x*
x
3 38.97 0 .0 0 0 **
3 2 . 8 8 0.411
3
x4 3 5.96 0.1143 4.66 0.199
Xs
Heteroskedasticity 3 14.83 0 .0 0 2 **
Beat:
Structural Instability 2 1 25684.98 0 .0 0 0 **
Stability o f  Ind. Coeff.
a 3 7.16 0.067




3 235.92 0 .0 0 0 **
3
X T 3 48.06 0 .0 0 0 **X 4 3 389.04 0 .0 0 0 **
Xs
Heteroskedasticity 3 14.50 0 .0 0 2 **
^Chow-Wald value was used in the spatial regime model to test the effects o f  structural 
stability and heteroskedasticity on a  regime unit (Anselin 1992).
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Table 7.13 Effects o f  Road Intersections on Crime Opportunities Resulted from Road
Intersection Model Including Variables: Dead End (X t), 3-Way Intersection 
(X j), 4-Way Intersection (X3), and Unit Area Measured in Acreage (X4)
Precinct (D) Variable #Coefif((3) #S.D. Z-value P-value
1 Grid:




-1.24 0.62 -2.00 0.046*
0.88 0.27 3.25 0.001**
1.70 0.92 1.85 0.064
3
X4
-0.02 0.01 -1.42 0.155
Beat:
a 15.59 322.09 0.05 0.961
x , 1.22 3.90 0.31 0.755
X* 3.39 3.01 1.12 0.261
x 3 -3.93 1.38 -2.85 0.004**
X4 -0.01 0.02 -0.76 0.450
2 Grid:
a 6.07 3.12 1.95 0.052













-0.04 0.02 -1.93 0.054
Beat:
a 101.99 98.59 1.03 0.301
X! -0.29 1.71 -0.17 0.867
X* 4.88 1.25 3.92 0.000**
X3 -6.38 3.56 -1.79 0.073
X4 -0.08 0.04 -1.92 0.055
(table cont.)
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Precinct (D) Variable #Coeff(P) #S.D. Z-vaiue P-value
3 Grid:





-0.50 0.50 -1.0 0.314










a 33.49 181.06 0.18 0.853
Xi 9.45 2.84 3.33 0.001**
Xz 1.20 0.88 1.36 0.174
X3 -4.81 1.52 -3.17 0.002**
x4 0.05 0.06 0.85 0.394
4 Grid:




-0.35 0.39 -0.90 0.367
0.48 0.18 2.70 0.007**
2.40 0.55 4.34 0.000**3 -0.01 0.02 -0.39 0.696
X4
Beat:
a 507.64 68.82 7.38 0.000**
x i -6.25 2.00 -3.13 0.002**
Xz 1.97 0.35 5.58 0.000**
x3 3.09 0.90 3.43 0.001**
X4 -0.27 0.02 -10.92 0.000**
^Coeff (P) is the regression coefficient P, and S.D. is the standard deviation.
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< 0.05) on the grid units in Precinct 1 and 3, on grid and beat units in Precinct 2 and 4, 
and 4-way intersection is highly significant (P-value <  0.05) on the grids in Precinct 2 
and on both o f  units o f  grid and beat zones in Precinct 3 and 4.
Table 7.14 shows that a  significant difference on the coefficients o f  relationships 
between crime incident and intersection types exists on a grid or beat zone unit over the 
different precincts. The coefficient for 3-way intersections appears to be significantly 
difference only on the scale o f grid units. The “dead end” and 4-way did exhibit different 
coefficients on the beat zone units. The heteroskedasticity in Table 7.14 indicates that 
there is a highly significant spatial dependency (P-value < 0.05) on grid units and a  
significant spatial dependency (P-value < 0.1) on beat zone units.
7.4.4 Land Use Type I and II Model
The Land Use Type I and II models were used to examine the overall effects o f  land 
use types on crime opportunities. The variables included in the Land Use Type I model 
were single family house, two family and multiple family units, general commercial, 
service office space, vacant buildings. The variables o f  industrial, public owned 
enterprises such as gas and water utilities, and open recreation area were analyzed in the 
Land Use Type II model.
The Land Use Type I model is described by the equation:
[7 .4 ]  Y= a  + XP+e+ D
where
Y, a  , (3, e, and D are defined as in equation 7.1.
X: A vector o f land use types measuring the total footprint area o f  buildings in 
an area unit (sq.ft) which are:
X,: Single family 
X :̂ Two family
180
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Table 7.14 Effects o f the Precinct Regimes on the Relationships between Crime and the 
Explanation Variables: Dead End (X,), 3-Way Intersection (Xj) , 4-Way 





Structural Instability 15 69.05 0 .0 0 0 0 **
Stability o f  Ind. Coeff
a 3 3.84 0.2792
x .
3 2 . 2 0 0.5311
3 14.64 0 .0 0 2 2 **z
X, 3 6 . 8 8 0.07603
X4
3 2 . 1 1 0.5498
Heteroskedasticity 3 17.53 0.0006**
Beat:
Structural Instability 15 165.52 0 .0 0 0 **
Stability o f  Ind. Coeff.




3 32.88 0 .0 0 0 **
3 6.34 0.096
3 20.79 0 .0 0 0 **
3
X4
3 73.15 0 .0 0 0 **
Heteroskedasticity 3 8.78 0.032**
^Chow-Wald value was used in the spatial regime model to test the effects o f  structural 
stability and heteroskedasticity on a regime unit (Anselin 1992).
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X3: Multiple family unit 
X4: General Commercial 
Xj: Service ofBce space 
Xg: Vacant building areas
The Land Use Type H model is given by the following equation:
[7 .5 ]  Y= a  + Xp+s+ D
where
X: A vector o f  land use types measuring the total footprint area o f  buildings in 
an area unit (sq.ft) which are:
X,: Industrial
X^ Public owned enterprises 
X3: Open recreation area
The results from these two models are listed in Tables 7.15, 7.16, 7.17, and 7.18. The
P-values (< 0.05) on a  constant o f  testing spatial dependency is highly significant on grid
units in Precinct 1, 3 and 4 and significant on beat zone unit in Precinct 2 (Table 7.15).
However, the test on a  constant in Land Use Type II model shows high significance (P-
value < 0.05) on the both units o f  grid and beat zones over all precincts (Table 7.16). The
variable, single family, has highly significant effects (P-value < 0.05) on crime through
the grid units in all four precincts and through beat zone units only in Precinct 1. The
variable, two family, is highly significant through the grid units in Precincts 2, 3 and 4
and through the beat units in Precinct 1. Multiple family land use is highly significant
only through the grid units in all precincts (Table 7.15). The effect o f the general
commercial variable on crime incidents displays a high significance (P-value
< 0.05) on the scale o f  grid zones in Precinct 1 and 4 (Table 7.15). Service office space
does not show any significance on either grid or beat zone units except for the beat unit in
Precinct 4 (Table 7.15). Vacant building space has a significant P-value( < 0.1) on grid
182
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Table 7.15 Effects o f  Land Use Types on Crime Opportunities Resulted from Land Use 
Type I Model Including Variables: Single Family (X,) , Two Family (Xj), 
Multiple Family Unit (X3), General Commercial (X J, Service Office Space 
(X5) , and Vacant Building Areas (X6 )
Precinct (D) Variable #Coeff(3) #S.D. Z-value P-value
1 Grid:




1.03 0 . 2 1 4.80 0 .0 0 0 **
2.26 5.32 0.42 0.672
10.99 1 . 8 8 5.85 0 .0 0 0 **
3
X4
5.12 0.95 5.40 0 .0 0 0 **
0.77 0.85 0.91 0.362




x t 138.60 113.60 1 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 2
X2 39.99 11.05 3.62 0 .0 0 0 **
x, 2293.16 521.06 4.40 0 .0 0 0 **
x 251.45 838.16 0.30 0.7644
Xs
181.52 140.49 1.29 0.196
-255.70 293.82 -0.87 0.384






4.43 2.42 1.83 0.068
1.91 0.38 5.00 0 .0 0 0 **
5.25 1.40 3.75 0 .0 0 0 **
3
X4
5.99 0.83 7.22 0 .0 0 0 **
0.34 0.37 0.93 0.354
X 5 0.63 0.36 1.74 0.081
X* 7.54 3.37 2.24 0.025*
Beat:
a
Xt 235.06 114.26 2.06 0.040*
Xj 16.68 24.33 0.69 0.493
X, 59.60 134.93 0.44 0.6593
x 4
X 5
78.24 52.45 1.49 0.136
-17.72 32.14 -0.55 0.581
-13.37 14.54 -0.92 0.358
Xe 319.15 339.65 0.94 0.347
(table cont.)
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Precinct (D) Variable #Coeff(P) #S.D. Z-value P-value
3 Grid:




1.67 0.278 6.28 0 .0 0 0 **
6.96 2 . 1 0 3.31 0 .0 0 1 **
6.96 1.47 4.74 0 .0 0 0 **
3
x 4
0.53 0.42 1.27 0.203
0.62 0.91 0.69 0.493




x t 28.32 186.50 0.15 0 . 8 8
Xj 87.40 79.40 1 .1 0 0.27
x, 68.35 174.64 0.39 0.70
x -768.96 1039.00 -0.74 0.464
Xs
-85.49 71.06 - 1 .2 0 0.23
346.49 271.44 1.28 0 . 2 0






7.43 2.37 3.14 0 .0 0 2 **
0 . 1 0 0.26 0.37 0.712
1 8.41 1.70 4.95 0 .0 0 0 **
3
X4
3.95 0.69 5.72 0 .0 0 0 **
1.47 0.38 3.89 0 .0 0 0 **
Xs 0.15 0.40 0.38 0.701
Xs 0 .0 1 1.58 0 .0 1 0.994
Beat:
a
x , 70947.30 0 . 0 0 2.39e+8 0 .0 0 0 **
Xz -14322.70 0 . 0 0 -2.39e+8 0 .0 0 0 **
X, 28193.10 0 . 0 0 2.35e+8 0 .0 0 0 **
x 33218.20 0 . 0 0 4.05e+8 0 .0 0 0 **4
v 36204.10 0 . 0 0 2.40e+8 0 .0 0 0 **Xs -8191.65 0 . 0 0 -2.37e+8 0 .0 0 0 **
X6 -221014.00 0 . 0 0 -2.39e+8 0 .0 0 0 **
^CoefF (P) is the regression coefficient p, and S.D. is the standard deviation.
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Table 7.16 Effects o f  Land Use Types on Crime Opportunities Resulted from Land Use 
Type H Model Including Variables: Industrial (X j), Public Owned
Enterprises (X2 ), and Open Recreation Area (X3 )
Precinct (D) Variable #Coeff((3) #S.D. Z-value P-value
1 Grid:
a 15.53 1.30 11.93 0 .0 0 0 **












a 364.49 35.26 10.34 0 .0 0 0 **
X l -3269.60 1679.57 -1.95 0.052
x 2 -495.12 441.58 - 1 .1 2 0.262
X 3 -46965.60 54068.00 -0.87 0.385
2 Grid:
a 21.27 1.76 12.07 0 .0 0 0 **












a 374.39 48.11 7.78 0 .0 0 0 **
X i 25.94 648.76 0.04 0.968
x 2 463.76 298.86 1.55 0 .1 2 1
X3 -1.04e+4 3836.61 -2.71 0.007**
3 Grid:
a
















a 320.03 60.64 5.28 0 .0 0 0 **
X i 1106.65 1190.70 0.93 0.353
x2 559.66 2347.05 0.24 0.812
X3 819.90 4060.21 0 . 2 0 0.840
(table cont.)
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Precinct (D) Variable #C oeff(P) #S.D. Z-value P-value
4 Grid:
a
Xi 12.98 1.18 11.03 0 .0 0 0 **
Xo 988.29 879.99 1 .1 2 0.261
V- 41.65 9.64 4.32 0 .0 0 0 **
x 3 10.30 11.62 0.89 0.376
Beat:
a 271.91 61.98 4.39 0 .0 0 0 **
Xl 6.21e+5 2.00e+5 3.11 0 .0 0 2 **
x 2 769.78 748.97 1.03 0.304
x 3 238.13 1279.39 0.19 0.852
^CoefF(P) is the regression coefficient p, and S.D. is the standard deviation.
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units in Precinct 1 and 2, and a high significant P-value (0 .0 5 )  on beat units in Precinct 
1 (Table 7.15). All values on beat units in Precinct 4  again looks questionable in Table 
7.15. Open recreation area in the model o f  Land Use Type II has significant effect on 
crime through grid units in Precinct 1, and public owned enterprises through grid and 
beat units in Precinct 4 in Table 7.16.
The joint coefficients o f the relationship between crime incident and land use types 
were tested to have a high significant difference (P-value < 0.05) on both units o f grid 
and beat zones over the different precincts in Jackson (Table 7.17 and Table 7.18). The 
coefficients for the individual variables o f  single and multiple families , general 
commercial, and public owned enterprise appear a high significant difference (P-value < 
0.05) only on the scale o f  grid units (Table 7.17 and Table 7.18). The industrial variable 
coefficient exist a highly significant difference (P-value <  0.05) on beat zone units (Table 
7.18). The heteroskedasticity in Table 7.17 and Table 7.18 indicates that there is a highly 
significant (P-value < 0.05) spatial dependency at the grid unit level.
7.4.5 General Commercial Model
The general commercial model was used to examine the detailed effects of general 
commercial types on crime opportunities. The variables involved in the model were the 
retail trade o f  general merchandise, retail trade o f food, retail - furniture, home 
furnishings, and home equipment, retail trade o f eating and drinking, and other retail 
trade.
The spatial regime model is defined as follows:
[7 .6 ]  Y= a  + Xp+e+ D
where
187
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Table 7.17 Effects o f the Precinct Regimes on the Relationships between Crime and the 
Explanation Variables: Single Family (X,), Two Family (Xj), Multiple 
Family Unit (X3), General Commercial (X4), Service Office Space (Xs), and 
Vacant Building Areas (X6)
Test DF ^Chow-Wald value P-value
Grid:
Structural Instability 2 1 141.16 0 .0 0 0 **
Stability o f  Ind. Coeff. 
a
x , 3 1.03 0.795




3 14.91 0 .0 0 2 **
3 24.79 0 .0 0 0 **
Xs 3 0.98 0.806
Xfi 3 7.64 0.054
Heteroskedasticity 3 29.08 0 .0 0 0 **
Beat:
Structural Instability 




3 9.16e+5 0 .0 0 0 **
3 2.07e+6 0 .0 0 0 **
X, 3 7.19e+4 0 .0 0 0 **3
X4
3 4.02e+5 0 .0 0 0 **
3 1.60e+6 0 .0 0 0 **
X5 3 3.18e+5 0 .0 0 0 **
X6 3 1.59e+6 0 .0 0 0 **
Heteroskedasticity 3 14.50 0 .0 0 2 **
^Chow-Wald value was used in the spatial regime model to test the effects of structural 
stability and heteroskedasticity on a regime unit (Anselin 1992).
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Table 7.18 Effects o f the Precinct Regimes on the Relationships between Crime and the 
Explanation Variables: Industrial (Xt), Public Owned Enterprises (Xj), and 
Open Recreation Area (X3).
Test DF ^Chow-Wald value P-value
Grid:
Structural Instability 1 2 39.06 0 .0 0 0 **
Stability o f  Ind. Coeff
a 3 2 1 . 8 8 0 .0 0 0 **
3 1.70 0.636
L
X, 3 17.98 0 .0 0 1 **
X3 3 2.05
0.563
3 32 35 0 .0 0 0 **Heteroskedasticity j —J  * j
Beat:
Structural Instability 1 2 35.86 0 .0 0 0 **
Stability o f  Ind. Coeff
a 3 2.24 0.525
x t 3 14.32 0.003**
X, 3 3.85 0.279
X3 3 7.78 0.051
Heteroskedasticity 3 3.27 0.352
^Chow-Wald value was used in the spatial regime model to test the effects o f structural 
stability and heteroskedasticity on a regime unit (Anselin 1992).
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X: A vector o f general commercial types measuring the total footprint area o f buildings 
in an area unit (sq.ft) which are:
X,: Retail trade - general merchandise 
X ^ Retail trade - food
X3: Retail - furniture, home furnishings, and home equipment 
X4 Retail trade - eating and drinking 
X5: Other retail trade
The results from this model are listed in Tables 7.19 and 7.20. The P-values (< 0.05) on 
a  constant are highly significant on both units o f  grid and beat zones in all precincts 
(Table 7.19). This means suggests that the spatial dependency from this model play a 
highly significant role on two adjacent units on the scales o f grid and beat zones in a 
precinct in Jackson. Further interpretation that the phenomenon (the relationship between 
crime and the variables o f  general commercial types) in one unit will affect the 
phenomenon in adjacent units.
The variable o f the general merchandise (X j) in Table 19 has a  high significance (P-
value <  0.05) on grid units in Precinct 1 and a significant effect (P-value <0.10) on crime 
through beat zone units in Precinct 4, and food retail has a significant effect (P-value < 
0.05) through beat zones only in Precinct 4. The retail types o f furniture, home 
furnishings, and home equipment provide a significant effect (P-value <0.10) through 
grid zones in Precinct 1 and a high significance (P-value < 0.05) on beat zones in Precinct
4. The eating and drinking has a  high significance (P-value <0.10) on grid zones in 
Precinct 1, on beat zones in Precinct 3 and 4. The effect from the other retail trade is 
significant (P-value <0.10) through grid units in Precinct 1 and highly significant (P- 
value < 0.05) in Precinct 4.
The P-values in Table 20 tested for the joint coefficients of relationship between crime 
incident and general commercial are highly significant (P-value <  0.05) on both units o f
190
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Table 7.19 Effects o f General Commercial Types on Crime Opportunities Resulted from 
General Commercial Model Including Variables: Retail Trade - General 
Merchandise (Xj) , Retail Trade — Food (Xj), Retail - Furniture, Home 
Furnishings, and Home Equipment (X3), Retail Trade - Eating and Drinking 
(X4), and Other Retail Trade (Xj).






1 1 . 8 8 1.16 10.27 0 .0 0 0 **
6.62 1.83 3.62 0 .0 0 0 **
2.81 1.58 1.77 0.076
3
X 4
33.25 13.99 2.38 0.018*
80.98 19.77 4.10 0 .0 0 0 **
X s 10.06 4.92 2.05 0.041*
Beat:
a 184.79 71.74 2.58 0 .0 1 0 **
x, 979.07 2009.93 0.49 0.626
X , 861.60 483.66 1.78 0.075
x3 -5362.03 7808.27 -0.69 0.492
x4 -4692.93 6657.77 -0.70 0.481* *“
X s






20.17 1.97 1 0 . 2 2 0 .0 0 0 **
-1.32 1 .1 0 - 1 .2 1 0.227
-0.07 3.57 -0 . 0 2 0.985
3
X 4
2.83 6 . 2 0 0.46 0.649
3.83 6.87 0.56 0.577
X 5 2.75 2.77 0.99 0.321
Beat:
a 407.46 88.85 4.59 0 .0 0 0 **
X t -36.22 227.92 -0.16 0.874
X* -37.39 631.92 -0.06 0.953
x3 464.30 526.03 0.89 0.377
x A -1176.80 1117.50 -1.05 0.292 ̂v4
Xs
281.00 599.84 0.47 0.640
(table cont.)
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Precinct (D) Variable #Coeff(P) # S.D . Z-value P-value
3 Grid:
a
x , 17.76 1.44 12.33 0 .0 0 0 **
x
0 . 6 6 2.38 0.28 0.782
-0.51 0.80 -0.64 0.525
3
~\r 17.17 14.56 1.18 0.238
X 4 21.80 11.41 1.91 0.056
X 5 3.94 3.13 1.26 0.209
Beat:
a 253.91 42.89 5.92 0 .0 0 0 **
X t -836.65 777.79 -1.08 0.282
X2 119.35 388.27 0.31 0.759
x 3 842.72 2192.02 0.38 0.701J
X , 5414.59 1268.73 4.27 0 .0 0 0 **4
X s
-487.46 1523.52 -0.32 0.749
4 Grid:
a








1 1 .8 8
1.17
0 . 0 1
0.242
0.990
x 4 7.20 4.23 1.70 0.089
X s 16.08 2.06 7.79 0 .0 0 0 **
Beat:
a 331.29 54.98 6.03 0 .0 0 0 **
x , 428.55 188.61 2.27 0.023*
X , -2331.36 1013.08 -2.30 0 .0 2 1 *
x 3 -1.34e+4 2633.65 5.10 0 .0 0 0 **J
X , 2053.88 566.61 3.62 0 .0 0 0 **4
X 5
-12.24 110.43 -0 .1 1 0.912
^Coeff (P) is the regression coefficient p, and S.D. is the standard deviation.
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Table 7.20 Effects o f  the Precinct Regimes on the Relationships between Crime and the 
Explanation Variables: Retail Trade - General Merchandise (X,), Retail 
Trade — Food (Xj), Retail - Furniture, Home Furnishings, and Home 
Equipment (X3), Retail Trade - Eating and Drinking (X4), and Other Retail 
Trade (X5).
Test DF ^Chow-Wald value P-value
Grid:
Structural Instability 18 103.34 0 .0 0 0 **
Stability o f  Ind. Coeff. 
a 3 25.87 0 .0 0 0 **








3 15.20 0 .0 0 2 **
3 19.24 0 .0 0 0 **
Heteroskedasticity 3 55.05 0 .0 0 0 **
Beat:
Structural Instability 18 99.19 0 .0 0 0 **
Stability o f  Ind. Coeff. 






3 27.44 0 .0 0 0 **
3
X4





^Chow-Wald value was used in the spatial regime model to test the effects of structural 
stability and heteroskedasticity on a regime unit (Anselin 1992).
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grid and beat zones over the different precincts. The individual coefficient for general 
merchandise appears highly significant (P-value < 0.05) only on  grid units, and the retail 
o f  furniture, home furnishings, and home equipment on beat zones. The coefficient of 
the retail for food is significant (P-value <0.10) on beat zones. The coefficient o f  the 
retail o f  eating and drinking has highly significant P-values (< 0.05) on both units o f  grid 
and beat zones. The variable o f  other retail trade has a highly significant (P-value < 0.05) 
difference in coefficients on grid units from one to another precinct in Jackson. The 
heteroskedasticity in Table 7.20 indicates that there is a highly significant (P-value < 
0.05) spatial dependency for the precinct regimes on grid units.
7.4.6 Service Type Model
The service type model was used to examine the effects o f  service types on crime 
opportunities. The variables used in the model were finance, insurance and real estate, 
personal, business, repair, professional, and educational services.
The service type model is:
[7 .8 ]  Y= a  + Xp+e+ D
where
X: A vector o f service types measuring the total footprint area o f  buildings in an area 
unit (sq.ft) which are:






The results from this model are listed in Tables 7.21 and 7.22. Again, the P-values on 
a  constant is highly significant (P-value < 0.05) on both units o f  grid and beat zones in all
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precincts (Table 7.21). The spatial dependencies among adjacent units are significant. 
The variable of finance, insurance and real estate service (X,) has a highly significant 
effect (P-value < 0.05) on crime through beat zone units in Precinct 1 ,2  and 3. The 
variables o f  personal, business, repair, professional, and educational services have a high 
significance (P-value <  0.05) on beat zones in Precinct 1, and personal services is also 
highly significant (P-value < 0.05) on grid zones in Precinct 2, business services on grid 
zones in Precinct 4, repair service on grid zones in Precinct 3, professional services on 
beat zones in Precinct 3 and on grids in Precinct 4, education service on both units o f  grid 
and beat zones in Precinct 2.
The P-values testing for the joint coefficients o f the relationship between crime 
incident and general commercial are highly significant (P-value < 0.05) on both units 
over the different precincts (Table 7.22). The individual coefficients for business and 
education services appear a  high significant difference (P-value < 0.05) on grid units 
from one precinct to another, and repair services is significant (P-value < 0.1) on grid 
units. The heteroskedasticity in Table 7.22 indicates that there is a highly significant 
spatial dependency (P-value < 0.05) for the precinct regimes on both grid (P-value o f 
0.000) and beat zone units (P-value o f 0.002).
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Table 7.21 Effects o f  Service Types on Crime Opportunities Resulted from Service
Type M odel Including Variables: Finance, Insurance and Real estate service 
(X,), Personal Services (Xj), Business Services (X3), Repair Services (X4), 
Professional Services (Xj), and Educational Service (Xg)






14.43 1.37 10 .54 0 .000**
1.22 12.12 0.10 0 .9 2 0
16.58 4 4 .6 5 0 .37 0 .7 1 03
v 1.16 10 .72 0.11 0 .9 1 4X 4 -2 1 .6 2 21 .71 - 1 . 0 0 0 .3 1 9
X 5 10 .87 6.20 1.75 0 .0 8 0
Xg 73 .73 105 .26 0 .70 0 .4 8 4
Beat:
a
x t 113 .56 3 7 .0 7 3 .06 0 .002**
X z -4 4 1 9 .4 0 1 2 3 7 .9 2 -3 .5 7 0 .000**
X , 1 2 8 7 .9 2 2 1 8 .3 2 5 .90 0 .000**
X 4
T T
1 7 2 0 .7 0 532 .31 3.23 0.001**
-2.60e+4 5 8 3 8 .6 8 -4 .4 5 0 .000**
X s 3 7 6 2 .3 8 8 4 5 .5 2 4 .45 0 .000**






18.60 1.65 11 .26 0 .000**
-5 .33 6 .4 6 -0 .83 0 .4 0 9
13.61 5 .02 2 .72 0 .0 0 7 * *3
X 4
-3 .7 4 5 .08 -0 .7 4 0 .461
-3 .7 2 4 .0 4 -0 .9 2 0 .3 5 8
X s 2 .3 6 1.58 1.50 0 .1 3 4





2 7 8 .1 6 4 9 .7 7 5 .59 0.000**
-9 3 8 .4 5 4 0 2 .9 6 -2 .33 0.020**
X , -4 8 .9 8 2 6 2 .6 8 -0 .1 9 0 .8 5 2
X 4 -3 3 .4 0 3 8 6 .3 2 -0 .0 9
0 .931
-3 .33 4 2 8 .8 7 - 0 . 0 1 0 .9 9 4
x 5 134 .96 8 9 .4 6 1.51 0 .131
X s 1.29e+4 2 5 9 5 .3 9 4 .9 6 0.000**
(table cont.)
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Precinct (D) Variable #Coeff(p) #S.D. Z-value P-value
3 Grid:
a
xt 18.84 1.48 12.75 0 .0 0 0 **
Xz -25.74 17.93 -1.44 0.151zx. 3.69 7.30 0.50 0.6143
Y 2.56 6 . 2 2 0.41 0.681
4 28.58 12.24 2.33 0 .0 2 0 *
X5 -0.34 5.76 -0.06 0.952
Xfi -4.47 19.53 -0.23 0.819
Beat:
a 307.03 33.65 9.12 0 .0 0 0 **
xt -3373.89 966.73 -3.49 0 .0 0 1 **
X2 92.54 59.94 1.54 0.123
x. 6446.77 4873.80 1.32 0.186
x -4547.81 4732.18 -0.96 0.3374Y 1725.27 594.02 2.90 0.004**X5 -371.57 952.69 -0.39 0.697
X6
4 Grid:
a 11.05 1.18 9.34 0 .0 0 0 **
xt -5.07 9.89 -0.51 0.608
x. 4.75 2.45 1.94 0.053z
X, 27.21 7.19 3.78 0 .0 0 0 **3Y 12.48 6.81 1.83 0.067X4 3.28 0.91 3.61 0 .0 0 0 **




xt 562.63 7.58e-12 7.43e+13 0 .0 0 0 **
X z -1.12e+4 1.42e-10 -7.89e+13 0 .0 0 0 **
X, -3889.20 1.53e-10 -2.53e+13 0 .0 0 0 ***-3x 2.47e+4 7.25e-10 3.43e+13 0 .0 0 0 **4
v 1.36e+4 3.74e-10 3.62e+13 0 .0 0 0 **X5 -236.66 1.52e-ll -1.56e+13 0 .0 0 0 **
X6 -6.76e+4 1.68e-09 -4.03e+13 0 .0 0 0 **
^CoefF(|3) is the regression coefficient (3, and S.D. is the standard deviation.
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Table 7.22 Effects o f  the Precinct Regimes on the Relationships between Crime and the 
Explanation Variables: Finance, Insurance and Real estate service (Xt), 
Personal Services (Xj), Business Services (X3), Repair Services (X4), 
Professional Services ( X 5 ) ,  and Educational Service (Xg).
Test DF ^Chow-Wald value P-value
Grid:
Structural Instability 2 1 95.67 0 .0 0 0 **
Stability o f  Ind. Coeff.
a 3 22.85 0 .0 0 0 **
x , 3 1.58 0.663
x> 3 2.70 0.440z.
X 3 12.77 0.005**3
V" 3 10.26 0.017*
3 2.19 0.535
X5 3 41.83 0 .0 0 0 **




Stability o f  Ind. Coeff. 2 1 7.10e+4 0 .0 0 0 **
a
x i 3 237.10 0 .0 0 0 **
X, 3 738.87 0 .0 0 0 **
x 3 5.19 0 .0 0 0 **3
v 3 6074.99 0 .0 0 0 **X4 3 1061.73 0 .0 0 0 **
Xs 3 50.53 0 .0 0 0 **
X6 3 5979.17 0 .0 0 0 **
Heteroskedasticity 3 14.50 0 .0 0 2 **
^Chow-Wald value was used in the spatial regime model to test the effects o f structural 
stability and heteroskedasticity on a regime unit (Anselin 1992).
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CHAPTER 8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Introduction
Multi-scale spatial analyses were applied to investigate spatial patterns o f crime in 
Jackson. The spatial patterns o f  crime were studied under the hypothesized model o f  
urban opportunity structure. That is, any sites in Jackson can emit crime opportunities, 
the probability o f  crime incidents at a site are defined by urban structure which is 
characterized by underlying spatial interactions. Spatial interaction, in feet, is reflected 
by urban physical settings in terms o f transportation network and land use types 
(Chapter 1, 2, and 3). A  special approach associated with this model was developed to 
study the spatial phenomenon o f crime in Jackson. That is, the systematic “zoom- 
out”, which combines the site study, G statistics and spatial regime analyses provided a 
multi-scale spatial context to study the spatial patterns o f  crime in Jackson. Chapter 6  
used Burger King restaurants in Jackson as sampled sites to investigate individual site 
situations which may be related to crime occurrences at the closed “site scale”.
Chapter 7 further studied the relationships between crime and the explanatory variables 
o f urban physical settings (transportation network and land use) at the continuing 
“zoom-out” scales o f  grid, beat zones and precincts and identified what variables 
affects crime incidents, and at which scales. There are two substantial aspects of the 
results from Chapter 7. One is an adjacent dependency based on a  constant and 
heteroskedasticity tests, and the other is that the identified physical urban structure 
elements affect crime opportunities. The objective o f  Chapter 8  is to use the results 
obtained from the Chapter 6  and 7 to evaluate the urban crime opportunity structure 
model.
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8.2 Discussion
The hypothesis o f  the urban opportunity structure model defined in Chapter 3 (Figure 
3.1) is comprised o f  crime probability/opportunity, spatial interaction, and urban physical 
settings. This section is going to  use the results from previous chapters to discuss this 
hypothesized model based on the spatial patterns o f crime Jackson and the site situations 
o f  the sampled Burger King restaurants in the city.
8.2.1 Spatial Patterns o f Crime in Jackson
Chapter 4 introduced the area units o f precincts in Jackson (Figure 4.11). The City is 
divided into four precincts: Precinct 1, Precinct 2, Precinct 3, and Precinct 4. Precinct 1 
and 2 cover the south half o f  Jackson, and Precinct 3 and 4 cover the north half o f  the 
city. Precinct 1 is in the south o f  Jackson and has an area o f 30.92 square miles. Precinct 
2 is in the middle o f city and has an area o f 21.3 square miles. Precinct 3 is in the 
northwest o f  city and has an area o f  28.16 square miles. Precinct 4 is in the northeast o f 
city and has an area o f 22.13 square miles. 2,396 crime incidents during January to May, 
1995 were reported in Precinct 1; 3,964 in Precinct 2; 3,726 in Precinct 3; and 2,442 in 
Precinct 4. Therefore, the highest crime area is Precinct 2 (in the middle o f  the City), the 
next highest one is Precinct 3 (in the northwest side o f  the City) and the lowest crime area 
is Precinct 4 (in the northeast side o f the City).
The City o f  Jackson is divided into 36 beat zones and defined as the beat zone units 
(resolution scale) in Chapter 7 (Figure 4.11). G statistics in Chapter 7 mapped the beat 
zones 1, 8 , 17, and 24 as the significantly high crime zones (Figure 7.4). Except for beat 
zone 1 in the upper part o f Precinct 3, all high crime zones are clustering toward the 
downtown area.
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The City o f  Jackson is further divided into 713 grid zones in Chapter 7 (Figure 4.11). 
The 10 most significantly high crime grids concluded by G statistic analyses are 
clustering in the downtown area (Figure 7.1) which is mostly covered by Precinct 2 and 
Precinct 3.
On the individual incident scale, Figure 4.12 in Chapter 4 mapped all crime incidents 
during January to May, 1995 in the City o f  Jackson. These incidents were heavily 
concentrated in the downtown area which is the adjacent area between Precinct 2 and 3 
on the east side o f  the City.
8.2.2 Site Situation
In Chapter 6  one-half mile radius circles around Burger King restaurant sites in 
Jackson were used as the immediate surrounding area to investigate the crime opportunity 
structure including spatial interaction and urban physical settings. Table 8.1 summarizes 
the site situation described in Chapter 6 .
Sites 1 and 2 fall into Precinct 2 (the high crime incident precinct). Site 1 has 197 crime 
incidents in the immediate surrounding area, 8.53 miles in total length of transportation 
(4.30 miles o f  local road type), and 41 intersections o f 3-way. There are 44 different land 
use types in the immediate surrounding area: 210 residential buildings, 85 general 
commercial buildings, 7 vacant buildings, 15 buildings for restaurants or bars and one 
school in the area. Site 2 has 234 crime incidents in the immediate surrounding area, 
11.71 miles in total length o f transportation (10.72 miles o f  local road type), and 46 
intersections o f  3-way. There are 49 different land use types in the immediate 
surrounding area: 256 residential buildings, 6 8  general commercial buildings, 15 vacant 
buildings, 1 2  buildings for restaurants or bars, and no any school in the area.
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Table 8.1 Site Situations for One-half Mile Radius Surrounding around
Burger King Sites in Jackson.
Site* Cl RL A4 3W T LT RS G.C VC ED SH
I 197 8.53 4.30 41 44 2 1 0 85 7 15 1
2 234 11.71 10.72 36 49 256 6 8 15 1 2 0
3 148 8.61 8.61 34 27 580 31 6 7 1
4 103 8.31 6.61 39 15 495 1 1 2 4 0
5 2 1 2 11.25 10.30 1 0 0 33 970 70 1 14 0
6 76 7.52 7.52 33 27 669 2 1 1 2 4 0
7 193 1 0 .1 0 8.65 162 48 609 57 2 2 2 0
* Sites displayed in Figure 6.1 (Chapter 6 )
Cl: Crime Incidents
RL: Road Length (total length o f  all road types in miles)
A4: A4 Type Street (length o f local road in miles)
3WY: 3-way Intersection (number o f 3-way intersections)
LT: Land Use Types (number o f  different land use types)
RS: Residential Type (number o f residential buildings)
G.C: General Commercial (number o f general commercial buildings)
VC: Vacant Buildings
ED: Retail for Eating and Drinking (number o f  building for restaurants and bars) 
SH: School Buildings
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Sites 3 and 6  are located in Precinct 1 (the low crime incident precinct). Site 3 has 
148 crime incidents in the immediate surrounding area, 8.61 miles in total length of 
transportation (8.61 miles o f  local road type), and 34 intersections o f  3-way. There are 
27 different land use types in the immediate surrounding area: 580 residential buildings, 
31 general commercial buildings, 6  vacant buildings, 7 buildings used for restaurants or 
bars, and one school in the area. Site 6  has 76 crime incidents in the immediate 
surrounding area, 7.52 miles in total length o f  transportation (7.52 miles o f local road 
type), and 33 intersections o f  3-way. There are 27 different land use types in the 
immediate surrounding area: 669 residential buildings, 21 general commercial buildings, 
12 vacant buildings, 4 buildings for restaurants or bars, and no schools in the area.
Site 4 is in Precinct 3 (another high crime incident precinct). Site 4 has 103 crime 
incidents in the immediate surrounding area, 8.31 miles in total length of transportation 
(6.61 miles o f  local road type), and 39 intersections of 3-way. There are 15 different land 
use types in the immediate surrounding area: 495 residential buildings, 11 general 
commercial buildings, 2 vacant buildings, 4 buildings for restaurants or bars, and no 
schools in the area.
Sites 5 and 7 are located in Precinct 4 (the relative low incident precinct). Site 5 has 
212 crime incidents in the immediate surrounding area, 11.25 miles in total length of 
transportation (10.30 miles o f  local road type), and 100 intersections o f 3-way. There are 
33 different land use types in the immediate surrounding area: 970 residential buildings, 
70 general commercial buildings, 1 vacant buildings, 14 buildings for restaurants or bars, 
and no schools in the area. Site 7 has 193 crime incidents in the immediate surrounding 
area, 10.10 miles in total length o f  transportation (8.65 miles o f  local road type), and 162
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intersections o f  3-way. There are 48 different land use types in the immediate 
surrounding area: 609 residential buildings, 57 general commercial buildings, 2 vacant 
buildings, 2 2  buildings for restaurants or bars, and no schools in the area.
8.2.3 Urban Physical Settings 
The significant elements o f urban physical settings justified by the findings in the 
multi-resolution unit analyses in Chapter 7 were identified for the Burger King sites 
(Table 8.1). This section is going to discuss the effects o f the urban physical settings in 
terms o f  transportation network and land use types.
8.2.3.1 Transportation Network
In Chapter 7, the total length o f  roads, length o f  secondary local streets A4, and the 
number o f 3-way intersections in an unit area such as a grid or beat zone were identified 
as the most significant factors influencing crime opportunities. Sites 2 and 5 displayed a 
high probability o f  crime sites, and the occurrences o f  crime accounted for over 2 0 0  
incidents during January to May, 1995 (Table 8 .1). Both sites have a good transportation 
network. The total length on the sum o f  all road types and the length o f streets (A4) 
within the immediate surrounding area for both sites were over 1 1  and 1 0  miles, 
respectively. These represent the highest values in Table 8.1. The number o f 3-way 
intersections appears high in a high crime incident site such as Sites 5 or 7.
These results agree with the findings o f Brantingham and Brantingham (1991) that area 
with grid networks (more A4 type roads and 3-way intersection), in general, have higher 
potential crime rates than areas with organic street layouts. It is easier for the potential 
offender to penetrate an area with predictable road networks, and that areas with grid 
street layouts are more predictable than the areas with winding roads, cul-de-sacs, or dead
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ends (Bevis and Nutter 1977, Poyner 1988, Roneck 1981, Sherman et al. 1989). 
Residential areas with more cul-de-sacs and dead ends were observed to be more difficult 
to use as through paths and therefore these residential area are less likely to experience 
much through traffic. Non-residents are more easily identifiable and therefore potential 
offenders are less likely to expand their target area very far into non-grid residential areas 
to choose potential victims. Also, the areas close to major roads and intersections emit 
attractiveness opportunity cues for an offender that can be confirmed on both Site 1 and 
Site 5. Linear patterns o f  crime incidents are evident along State Street in Site 5, and 
along Ellis Street in Site 1. It has been noted that the areas adjacent to major 
transportation arteries are likely 1) to have a disproportionate number o f potential targets, 
2) to be perceived as relatively “safe” areas, and 3) to be part o f  many offenders’ 
awareness spaces (Fink 1969, Wilcox 1974). Major roads and intersections also offer 
easy escape if  the criminal uses a car. Therefore, urban structure with easy accessibility 
to the transportation network would offer higher potential crime opportunities (Greenberg 
and Rohe 1984, Frisbie et al. 1977, White 1990).
8.2.3.2 Land Use Types
Chapter 7 found that the land use types o f residential, general commercial, and vacant 
building play a significant role in crime incidents at the scale o f a grid or beat zone. In 
the detailed general commercial model, the class of retail eating and drinking, including 
restaurants (curb or carry-out service, no alcoholic or alcoholic beverages), bars and 
taverns, seems to be a very significant factor to the occurrence o f criminal activity. The 
service types o f  education and profession buildings also have an influence on the crime 
opportunity structure. The land use characterized by a high diversity o f  land use types,
2 0 5
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high density o f  residential and general commercial buildings, particularly for the retail, 
eating and drinking, referring to restaurants and bars, were identified as high crime 
opportunity urban structure in this study. Sites 1 ,2 , and 7 show 44,49, and 48 different 
type o f  land use codes in the one-half mile immediate surrounding areas (Table 8.1). 
These numbers imply a high diversity o f  land use. A ll three have a high number of crime 
incidents. The high density o f  the combination between residential and general 
commercial also contributes to crime opportunity for the urban structure, such as 
situations on Sites 1, 2 and 5. Both have a high density o f  residential and commercial 
buildings, and occurrences o f  crime incidents are also high.
“Bar Crimes” were often reported in the high crime rates around restaurant and bars 
which generate a  high rate o f  occurrence for such offenses as common assault, disorderly 
conduct, and violations o f  liquor laws (Brantingham and Brantingham 1981, Frisbie et al. 
1977, Roncek 1981, Roncek and Bell 1981, Roncek and Lobosco 1983, Roncek and 
Faggiant 1985, Roncek and Pavatiner 1989). For instance, Engstad (1975) used bar index, 
a  ratio o f  the number o f  crimes reflecting personal disorganization over the number of 
seats in the bars, to study crime opportunity and concluded that high seating capacity in 
bars is directly related to the high crime incidents. These kinds o f  discussion could be 
again confirmed on the high crime sites o f  Burger King Sites 1, 2 ,5  and 7 in this study 
which have more restaurants and bars than the rest o f  sites in Jackson (Table 8.1).
8.2.4 Spatial Interaction
The hypothesized urban crime opportunity structure at a site in this study was defined 
by the urban physical structure and the spatial interaction. The hypothesized model states 
that the probability o f  crime incidents at a  site is defined by urban structure which is
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characterized by underlying spatial interactions. The spatial interaction o f  abstract 
human spatial activities with in urban physical settings serves as the media to “emit” 
crime opportunity. This statement in the model is supported by comparing Figure 4.12 in 
Chapter 4 and Figure 6.3 in Chapter 6 , the subjective examination of their spatial patterns 
indicates there is a  spatial match between crime incident distribution and spatial 
interaction density patterns (discussed in Chapter 6 ). The spots o f high crime incidents 
correspond to the high interaction density spots (Figure 4.12 and Figure 6.3). The spatial 
interaction density is low in Precinct 4, and the trend o f the low crime probability can 
also be found in this precinct. Chapter 7 found that there exists an adjacent 
dependency essentially on all scales studied in the project. This means that crime 
opportunities at any site in an urban structure depend on the situation at the adjacent site. 
In other words, adjacent spatial interactions and the underlying urban physical settings 
are defining the opportunities.
8.2.5 Explanation and Further Research
The urban crime opportunity structure is believed to be the criminal’s mental image o f 
urban opportunity structure (Brantingham and Brantingham 1991). The criminal’s 
structure image is transformed via a complex evaluative process into a potential 
interaction surface (Burnett 1974). This surface will indicate a measure o f  the probability 
o f  the urban structure. This will affect their personal assessment o f the probable outcome 
o f  the crime. The criminal thus builds a differentiate, multi-scale predictive field which 
is used in the search for an opportunity. This means that the criminal anticipates 
differential satisfaction o f  his/her needs and the accomplishment o f his/her goals in 
various areas, that is, differential spatial opportunities. After the individual has made
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their decision and actually committed the crime, both their mental image and the urban 
structure are affected. Their mental image is affected because the outcome is either as 
expected, which confirms his/her feelings and adds to their learning- or the outcome was 
unexpected, which also contributes to their learning about the area. Confirmed 
expectations increase the probability that the criminal will return to the area in the future, 
while unconfirmed expectations decrease this probability. The structure is also 
immediately affected by the addition o f one more crime occurrence. The actions of 
several offenders result in the spatial patterning o f crime within the urban structure, 
depending upon which type o f  property crime the person committed and the number o f 
similar acts. This represents human behavior having a feedback effect on spatial 
structure and is one way in which the individual’s actions influence urban structure.
Gans (1968) suggests that individual criminals do not share a common mental image o f 
urban opportunity structure. In other words, even the same urban physical settings are 
interpreted as different opportunities based on individuals. The urban structure images 
are the results o f a two-way process o f spatial interaction between the observer and their 
urban environment. The urban structure suggests distinctions and relations, and the 
observer with great adaptability and in light o f  his own purposes - selects, organizes, and 
synthesize meaning concerning what they visually observe. The structure image 
developed now limits and emphasized what is seen, while the image itself is being tested 
against the filtered perceptual input in a  constant interacting process. The criminal looks 
at the city in terms of his/her specific goals. For instance, burglars perceive some 
specific area structure o f  the city as providing a greater opportunity for their crimes than 
others.
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There exist a  lot o f  factors which influence the criminal’s evaluation o f  their urban 
opportunity structure and how criminals’ evaluations are likely to differ from  non­
criminals’ evaluations. Previous research on site perceptions indicates that several 
diverse factors can be important; among these are: 1 ) available information — a function 
o f  experience and spatial location, 2) race or culture, 3) social class, 4) age, 5) values, 6 ) 
aspiration, 7) goals, 8 ) education, and 9) emotional state (Ittleson et aL 1974, Porteous 
1977, Rhodes and Conly 1991, Scarr 1973). Therefore, continued research is needed to 
explore the possible effect o f these different factors on the urban opportunity structure 
model.
8.3 Conclusions
Crime is a spatial phenomenon and occurs in human societies with spatial patterns.
This study has proposed an urban opportunity structure model which can be used to 
understand the spatial patterns based on the opportunities defined by the urban structure. 
Any site in urban space presents crime opportunities. The crime probability at a  site is 
determined by the characteristics of urban physical settings on transportation network and 
land use types through the media o f  spatial interaction.
8.3.1 Summary o f  Findings
The multi-resolution unit analyses conclude that adjacent dependency expressing the 
spatial interaction existed across all the resolution units o f  grid and beat zones, and 
precincts. This means that crime opportunity at a site is defined by the urban structures 
in the adjacent surrounding areas. The second local streets (A4) and 3-way intersections 
visualized as a  grid network carried a significant weight in the transportation network to 
affect crime opportunities. The elements o f land use significantly contributing to the
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opportunity structure were identified: residential, general commercial, and vacant 
building. Retail locations for eating and drinking (restaurants and bars), services of 
education and profession in the area play a significant and direct role in the occurrence o f  
a crime incident.
Site situations were investigated to illustrate the crime distribution over the urban 
structure expressed in terms o f  transportation and land use in one-half mile radius area 
surrounding the sites. From the study o f spatial patterns on all the Burger King sites in 
the City o f  Jackson, a picture o f  high crime probability sites can be presented for the city. 
That is, sites in the adjacent areas with good accessibility through a street network such 
as a local grid network, and a  high diversity o f  land use with the high density o f 
residential and general commercial building, particularly the retail commercial for the 
eating and drinking would experience high crime opportunities.
Spatial interactions are used to describe human spatial activities interacting with 
physical urban structures as well as the process that affects the criminal’s mental image 
o f  urban opportunity structure. This serves as a  mechanism in the model for determining 
the occurrence of crime incidents. This hypothesis is supported by the adjacent 
dependency determined using the multi-resolution analyses. Secondly, conclusions o f the 
study o f the high crime sites indicated intense spatial interactions. Thirdly, the spatial 
interactions mathematically computed in the study to describe the interaction value 
between residential and commercial display the same spatial patterns as the actual crime 
incident distribution.
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8.3.2 Implication o f the Research
The urban crime opportunity model was first proposed and tested through the new 
approach involving the multi-scale resolution comprised o f  the units from Jackson Police 
Department precinct map. This is a systematic “zoom-out” spatial analysis which 
provides two orthogonal dimensions to study the spatial patterns o f  crime in Jackson.
The two orthogonal dimensions represented are: 1 ) adjacent dependencies between two 
units at one specific scale, such as grid or beat zones, and 2 ) the relationships between 
crime incidents and explanatory variables in an area unit on the “zoom-out” scales o f the 
grid zones, beat zones, and precincts.
The results o f the study will provide significant guides to help identify and visualize 
high probability crime sites for policemen. The urban crime opportunity mapping 
through spatial interaction density, transportation network, and land use types will also 
help police departments scientifically manage their patrol activities in a more resource 
optimizing manner.
Further research needs to be conducted to study the influences o f  different types o f 
crimes on the urban opportunity structure. Also, the factors which affect the criminal’s 
evaluation of his urban opportunity structure such as values, aspiration, goals, education 
and emotional state could generate different mental images o f urban crime opportunity 
structure. Further studies should include these factors and the mental images in the 
model.
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APPENDIX I
HINDS COUNTY LAND USE CODE
1100 Household Units
1110 One family unit
1120 Two family units
1130 Muti-family
1200 Group Quaters
1210 Rooming and boarding houses
1220 Membership lodging








1410 Mobile homes (single trailer)







2100 Food and Kindred Products
2 1 1 0 Meat products - manufacturing
2 1 2 0 Dairy Products -manufacturing
2130 Canning and perserving of fruit, vegetables, and
seafoods - manufacturing
2140 Grain mill products- manufacturing
2150 Bakery Products - manufacturing
2160 sugar - manufacturing
2170 confectionary and related products
2180 Beverages
2190 other food and kindred products
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2200 Textile mill products
2210 Woven fabrics and other smallwares (cotton, synthetic fiber, and
wool)
2220 Knit goods - manufacturing
2230 Dyeing and finishing o f  texiles (except wool fabrics and knit
goods ) -  manufacturing 
2240 Floor coverings (rugs and carpets) - manufacturing
2250 Yams and threads - manufacturing
2270 Textile mill products manufacturing - offices
2280 Textile mill products manufacturing - storage
2290 Other textile mill products - manufacturing
2300 Apparel and other finished fabric, leather, Etc. - Manufacturing
2310 Men's and boys' clothing (suits, coats, overcoats) - manufacturing
2320 Men's and boys' work clothes and allied garments -manufacturing
2330 Women's and girls clothes (outerwear) - manufacturing
2340 Women's, girls' and infants' undergarments - manufacturing
2360 Leather and leather products - manufacturing
2370 Fur goods - manufacturing
2380 Miscellaneous apparel and accessories - manufacturing
2390 Other apparel and other finished fabrics, leather, etc.-
manufacturing
2400 Lumber and wood products - Manufacturing
2410 Logging camps and logging contractors - Manufacturing
2420 Sawmills and planing mills - manufacturing
2430 Millwork, veneer, plywood, and structural wood products - man
2440 Wooden container - manufacturing
2470 Lumber and wood products manufacturing - offices
2480 Lumber and wood products manufacturing - storage
2490 Other lumber and wood products - manufacturing
2500 Furniture and fixtures - manufacturing
2510 Household furniture - manufacturing
2520 Office furniture- manufacturing
2530 Public building and related furniture - manufacturing
2540 Partitions, shelving, lockers, and office and store
fixtures - manufacturing 
2570 Furniture and fixtures man - office
2580 Furniture and fixtures - storage
2590 Other furniture and fixtures - manufacturing
2600 Paper and Allied Products - Manufacturing 
2610 Pulp - manufacturing
2620 Paper (except building paper ) - manufacturing
2 2 9
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2630 Paperboard - manufacturing
2640 Converted paper and paperboard products (except container and
boxes) - manufacturing 
2650 Paper boad container and boxes - manufacturing
2660 Building paper and building board - manufacturing
2670 Paper and allied products manufacturing - offices
2680 Paper and allied products manufacturing - storage
2690 Other paper and allied products - manufacturing
2700 Printing, publishing and allied industries - Manufacturing
2710 Newspapers: Publishing and printing -  manufacturing
2720 Periodicals, publishing and printing - manufacturing
2730 Books: publishing, publishing and printing
2740 Commerical printing
2750 Mainfold business forms - manufacturing
2760 Greeting cards - manufacturing
2770 Bookbinding and related industries - manufacturing
2780 Printing trade sevice industries
2790 Other printing, publishing, and allied industries - manufacturing
2800 Chemicals and allied products - manufacturing
2810 Indutrial inorganic and organic chemicals- manufacturing
2820 Plastic materials and synthetic resins, sythetic rubber and other
manmade fibers (except glass)- manufacturing 
2830 Drug - manufacturing
2840 Soaps, detergents, cleaning preparations, perfumes, cosmetics,
and other toietries - manufacturing 
2850 Paints, varnishes, lacquers, enamels, and allied products -
manufacturing 
2860 Gum and wood chemicals - manufacturing
2870 Agricultur chemicals - manufacturing
2880 Chemicals and allied products manufacturing - storage
and offices
2890 Other chemicals and allied products - manufacturing
2900 Petroleum Refining and allied indutries - Manufacturing 
2910 Petroleum refining - manufacturing
2920 Paving and roofing materials - manufacturing
2970 Petroleum refining and related indutries manufacturing offices
2980 Petroleum refining and related industries manufacturing - stoage
2990 Other petroleum refining and allied industries - manufacturing
3100 Rubber and Miscellaneous PLastic Products - Manufacturing 
3110 Tires and inner tubes - manufacturing
3120 Rubber footware - manufacturing
3130 Reclaiming rubber - manufacturing
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3140 Miscellaneous plastic products - manufacturing
3170 Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products manufacturing —
offices
3180 Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products manufacturing storage
3190 Other rubber and miscellaneous plastic products - manfacturing
Stone, Clay, and Glass Products - Manufacturing
3210 Flat glassware - manufacturing
3220 Glass and glassware - manufacturing
3230 Cement - manufacturing
3240 Structure clay products - manufacturing
3250 Pottery ann allied prodcuts - manufacturing
3260 Concrete, gypsum, and plaster products - manufacturing
3270 Cut stone and stone products - manufacturing
3280 Abrasive, asbestos, and miscellaneous non-metallic mineral
products - manufacturing
3290 Oher stone, clay and glass products - manufacturing
Primary and Secondary Metal Industries - manufacturing
3310 Blast furnaces, steel work, rolling and finishing of ferrous metals
— manufacturing
3320 Iron and steel fundaries - manufacturing
3330 Primary setting and refining o f  nonferrous metals and alloys —
manufacturing
3350 Rolling, drawing and extruding o f nonferrous metals -
manufacturing
3360 Nonferrous metals foundry - manufacturing
3370 Primary metal industries manufacturing - offices
3380 Primary metal industries manufacturing - storage
3390 Other primary and secondary memtal industries - manufacturing
Fabricated Metal Products - Manufacturing
3410 Ordnance and accessories - manufacturing
3420 Machinery (except electrial) - manufacturing
3430 Electrial machinery, equipment and supplies - manufacturing
3440 Transportation equipment - manufacturing
3450 Fabrical metal products manufacturing - offices.
3460 Fabricated metal products manufacturing - storage
3490 Other fabrical metal products - manufacturing
Professional, scientific, and controlling Instruments: Photographs and optical 
Goods; watches and clocks - manufacturing
3510 Engineering laboratory, scientific, and research instruments and
allied equipment - manufacturing 
3520 Instruments for measuring, controling physical characteristics —
manufacturing
2 3 1
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3530 Optical instruments and lenses - manufacturing
3900 Miscellaneous Manufacturing
3910 Jewelry, silverware and plated ware - manufacturing
3920 Musical instruments and parts -  manufacturing
3930 Toys, amusements, sporting and athetic goods -
manufacturing
3940 Pens, pencils, and other office and artists' materials —
manufacturing
3950 Costume jewelry, costume novelties, buttons, and miscellaneuos
notions - manufacturing 
3960 Tobacco - manufacturing
3970 Recoding studios and movie studios - manufacturing
3980 Miscellaneous manufacturing -  storage and offices
3990 Other manufacturing
4000 Transportation, communication and utilities 
4100 Rail Transportation
4120 All rail, rapid transit
4130 Railroad terminals
4140 Railroad transportation and right-of-way
4150 Railroad repair yards
4160 Rail ticket offices
4190 Other rail transportation
4200 Motor Vehicle Transportation 
4230 Bus terminals
4240 Bus repair garages
4250 Motor freight terminals
4260 Motor freight repair garages
4290 Other motor vehicle transportation
4300 Aircraft Transportation 
4310 Airports
4320 Airport repair hangars
4330 Airline ticket offices
4390 Other aircraft transportation
4400 Marine Craft Transportation
4410 Marine terminals
4420 Marine repair docks
4430 Marine ticket offices
4490 Other marine craft transportation
4500 Highway and Street Right-of-way 
4510 Freeways
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4560 Local access streets
4570 Alleys
4580 Driveways and access ways
4590 Other highway and street right-of-way
4600 Automobile Parking
4610 Parking ancillary to residential
4620 Parking ancillary ro man
4640 Parking ancillary to transportation, communiation and utilities
4650 Ancillary to trade
4660 Ancillary to services
4670 Ancillary to cultural, enterrainment, recreational
4680 Commercial parking













4850 Solid waste disposal utilities.
4860 Electric utilities, offices.
4870 Gas utilities, offices
4880 Water utilities, offices
4890 Other utilities.
4900 Other Transportation, Communication and Utilities.
4910 Other pipeline right-of-way and pressure control stations, NEC.
4920 Transportation services and arrangements
4990 Other transportation, communicaiton, and utilities.
5000 Wholesale and retail trade 
5100 Wholesale Trade
5110 Motor vehicles and automotive equipment - wholesale
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5120 Drugs, chemicals and allied products -wholesale
5130 Dry goods and apparel -wholesale
5140 Groceries and related products -wholesale
5150 Farm products (raw materials) - wholesale
5160 Electrial goods - wholesale
5170 Hardware, plumbing, heating equipmet and supplies - wholesale
5180 Machinery, equipment and supplies - wholesale
5190 Other wholesale trades
5200 Retail Trade - Building materials, hardware, and farm equipment
5210 Lumber and other building materials - retail
5220 Heating and plumbing equipment - retail
5230 Paint, glass and wallpaper - retail
5240 Electrial supplies - retail
5250 Hardware and form equipment -retail
5260 Sporting goods and bicycles
5290 Other building materials, hardware, and form equipment - retail
5300 Retail Trade - General Merchandise
5310 Department stores -retail
5320 Mail order houses - retail
5330 Limited price variety store -retail
5340 Merchandising vending machine operators
5350 Direct selling organizations -retail
5360 Discount department stores -retail
5370 Antiques and secondhand merchandise -retail
5380 Drugstores and apothecary - retail
5390 Other general merchandise - retail
5400 Retail Trade - Food
5410 Groceries (Supermarkets) - retail
5420 Meats and fish market - retail
5430 Fruits and vegetables - retail
5440 Candy, nuts, and confectionary - retail
5450 Dairy products - retail
5460 Bakeries - retail
5470 Liquor - retail
5480 Groceries (small drive-in-type) - retail
5490 Othe food - retail
5500 Retail Trade - Automative, Marine Craft, Aircraft and Accessories
5510 Motor vehicle (new and used)
5520 Tires, batteries and other automative accessories - retail
5530 Service stations -retail
5540 Motor vehicles (used) -retail
5550 Automotive junkyards (used) -retail
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5560 Marine craft and accessories -retail
5570 Farm equipment - retail
5580 Motorcycles, (new and used)
5590 Other automative, marine craft, aircraft and accessories - retail
5600 Retail - Apparel and Accessories
5610 Men's and boys' furnishing - retail
5620 Women's and girls' furnishings - retail
5630 Women’s accessories and specialties -retail
5640 Children's and infants' furnishings - retail
5650 Familty clothing - retail
5660 Shoes - retail
5670 Custom tailoring - retail
5680 Furrier and fur apparel - retail
5690 Other apparel and accessories - retail
5700 Retail - Furniture, Home Furnishings, and Home equipement 
5710 Furniture and home furnishings - retail
5720 Household appliance - retail
5730 Radios, televisions, and hoe electronic supplies and music supplies
- retail
5740 Florist and garden supplies - retail
5750 Fuel (gas, oil, coal) and ice - retail
5790 Other furniture, home furnishings and home equipment - retail
5800 Retail Trade - Eating and Drinking
5830 Restaurants (curb service) - retail
5840 Restaurants (carry-out service) - retail
5850 Restaurants (no alcoholic beverages) - retail
5860 Restaurants (alcoholic beverages) - retail
5870 Bars and Taverns - retail
5890 Other eating and drinking - retail
5900 Other retail trade
5490 Books and stationery
5970 Jewelry retail
5990 Other retail trade
6000 Services
6100 Finance, Insurance and Real Estate Service
6110 Banking and bank-related - services
6120 Credit and loan (other than banking) - services
6130 Securities and commodities brokers, dealers, underwriters and
exchanges - services 
6140 Insurance carriers, agents and brokers - services
6150 Real estate brokers - sevices
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6160 Holding and investment - sevices
6170 Insurance corporate offices - services
6190 Other finance, insurance and real estate - services
6200 Personal services
6210 Landering, dry cleaning and dyeing - services
6220 Photographic service
6230 Beauty services and barbers
6250 Apparel repair, shoe repair
6260 Laundering, dry cleaning and dyeing - self service
6270 Funeral and crematory services
6290 Other personal services
6300 Business services
6310 Advertising -services
6320 Consumer and merchantile credit reporting, adjustment
and collection - se vices 
6330 Duplicating, mailing and stenographis - services
6340 Janitorial and other building - services
6350 News syndicate - services
6360 Employment - services
6370 Warehousing and storage open to public - servics
6380 Rental - service
6390 Other business services
6400 Repair Services
6410 Automobile repair and services
6420 Automobile wash- services
6430 Automobile wash-self-service
6440 Electrial repair - sevices
6450 Radio and television repair - services
6460 Furniture repair - services
6490 Other repair -services
6500 Professional services
6520 Legal -services
6530 Medical clinics and doctors (out-patient) - servics
6540 Hospitals, convalescent, in-patient - services
6550 Engineering and research -servics
6560 Accounting - service
6570 Medical and dental labs
6580 Dentists
6590 Other professional services
6600 Contract construction services
6610 General construction trade - services
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6620
6690
Special construction trade - services 
Other construction services
6700 Federal Governmental Functions and Services




6750 Military bases and reservations
6760 Governmental construction and maitenance yards
6790 Other governmental functions and services
6701 State Governmental Functions and services




6750 Military bases and reservations
6760 Governmental construction and maintenance yards
6790 Other governmental functions and services
6702 County Governmental Functions and services
6712 Executive, legislative and jurdical functions
6722 Protective functions
6742 Correctional functions
6762 Governmental construction and maintenance yards
6793 Other governmental functions and services
6800 Educational Service
6820 University, college and professional education ( Degree granting
A.S., B.S., M .S ., Ph.D.) - srvices 
6830 Special training education and vocational
6840 Nursery education -sercices
6850 Elementary school service
6860 Junior high school services
6870 Senior high school services




6930 Multi-use and multi-story buildings predominatly
business services
6940 Multi-use and multi-story prodominatly professional medical
services (651-653)
6950 Union, fraternal, civic services facilities
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6990 Other services
7000 Cultural, entertainment and recreational.
7100 Cultural activities and nature exhibitions 
7130 Libraries
7140 Museums and art galleries
7150 Historial and monument sites
7160 Planetaria
7170 Aquarium and zoos
7180 Botanical gardens, arobretums, and bird sanctires
7190 Other cultural activities and nature exhibitions
7200 Public Assembly
7230 Auditoriums and exhibition halls
7240 Legitimate theaters and amphitheaters
7250 Motions picture theaters
7260 Motions picture drive-ins
7270 Arenas, field houses and stadiums
7280 Race tracks
7290 Other public assembly
7300 Amusement
7310 Fairgrounds, amusement parks
7320 Miniature golf
7330 Golf driving range
7340 Go cart tracks
7390 Other amusement
7400 Recreational activities
7410 Sports activities, specific
7420 Playgrounds and athletic area
7430 Swimming area
7440 Boat docks, marinas, and camping area
7450 Bowling alleys
7460 Golf courses
7470 Skating areas (ice and roller)
7480 Riding stables
7490 Other recreational activities
7500 Resorts and group camps
7510 General resorts
7520 Group or organized camps
7530 Health resorts
7540 Hunting and fishing clubs
7590 Other resorts
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7600 Parks
7620 Parks - leisure or ornamental
7630 Neighborhood park
7640 Hunting and fishing clubs
7690 Other parks
7900 Other cultural, Entertainment and recreational 
8000 Resource and Production and extraction
8140 Predominant crops: fruits - tree nuts and vegetables
8150 Farms (predominatly dairy)
8160 Farms (predominatly livestock)
8170 Farms (predominatly poultry)
8190 Farms (general)
8200 Agriculture related activities
8210 Agriculture processing
8230 Veterinarian services
8240 Poultry hatchery services
8250 Horticultural sevices
8290 Other agricultural related activities
8300 Forestry activities and related services
8310 Commercial forestry production
8320 Forestry nurseries and services
8390 Other forestry activities and related services
8500 Mining activities and related services
8510 Metal Ore milling
8520 Coal mining
8530 Crude petroleum mining and natural gas
8540 Mining and quarrying o f  nonmetallic minerals
8550 Mining services
8590 Other m ining activities and related services
8900 Othe Resource Production and Extraction 
9100 Undeveloped and Unused Land
9110 Vacant land suitable for development
9120 Vacant land not suitable for development
9200 Forests
9210 Reserved forest 
9220 Nonreserved forests 
9290 Other forest
9300 Water Area
9310 Rivers, streams and creeks
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9320 Lakes
9390 Other water area
9400 Vacant Floor area
9410 Vacant floor area, residential 
9420 Vacant floor area, manfacturing 
9450 Vacant floor area, commercial
9500 Land Being developed 
9510 Residential 
9520 Other land being developed
9600 Cemeteries
9900 Other undeveloped land and water area.
2 4 0
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APPENDIX II
CRIME OCCURRENCES IN THE CITY OF JACKSON 
(JANUARY -  MAY, 1995)
Crime Types Incidents
Aggravated assault 336
Annoying or obscene phone call 224
Armed robbery-business 84














Contempt o f court 146
Contribute to delinquency o f minor 22
Disorderly conduct 167
Disturbing the peace 23
Drunk in public 66
DUI 27
Embezzlement 145
Escaped patients or prisoners 3
Explosives-possess dynamite 6
Extortion 1











Impersonating police officer 2
Incorrigible child 41
Indecent exposure 19
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Molesting a minor 1
Murder 44
Overdose of drugs 3
Pervert 3
Possession o f paraphernalia 3 8
Possession o f burglary tools 1
Possession o f cocaine 50
Possession o f marijuana 79




Receiving & possession stolen goods 23
Resisting arrest 13
Sexual battery 26
Shooting in city 29





Stolen license plates 186
Strong armed robbery-business 9
Strong armed robbery-individual 81




Violation o f narcotics law-selling 50
Violation o f city ordinance 66
Vio lation o f curfew 40
Violation o f liquor law 20
Violation o f probation 3
Violation-federal firearms act 9
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